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P R E A M B L E

Dcspi-te th<_ many significant achievements oi' Education over thy 
several Plano, there are still many goals and tasks to be achieved and 
many deficiencies yet to be remedied. Besides, there are high hopes 
and expectations iron Education and its contribution towards national 
integration and national development. Despite these expectations 
education has been a sector which has continuously faced severe 
constraint of resources in the face of exploding numbers and demands. 
It is, in this context, that this report for Educational Development 
has been drawn up as part of the Seventh Five Year Plan, The broad 
approaches and strategies in this regard have been approved by the 
National Development Council. The Planning Commission had constituted 
the Steering Group on Education, Culture and Sports in the Seventh 
Five Year Plan to draw up the programme to be undertaken in the next 
five years. (For constitution please see Appendix-1). Twelve working 
Groups were, also constituted by the Planning Commission for different 
sub-sectors of Education, Culture and Sports as under

1. Elemr ntary Education
2. Secondary Education
3. University Education
4. Technical Education
5- Adult Education” '
6. Languages ■ ""
7. Educational Technology and Distant Learning
8. Art and Culture
9. Library Services and Informatics
10. Sports and Youth Services
11. Monitoring and Evaluation
12. Resources

In addition, requirements of scholarships were separately 
assessed and the recommenda 1,̂ .̂ i of the Working Group on 
Book-Prcmotion set-up by the Ministry of Education were taken note of. 
There were also other Working Groups set up by the Planning Commission 
such as for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. A large number of 
educationists, planners, administrators, official and non-official 
experts were members of the above groups.



The Steering Group held three meetings when it had detailed 
discussions on various issues. It had the benefit of guidance of 
Prof. M.G.K. Menon, Member (Education). The Steering Group also had a 
very useful interaction with the Chairman aand Members of the two 
National Commission on Teachers. The various Working Groups and 
Sub-groups on Education did commendable work and the experts of these 
Groups as well as those of the Steering Group participated actively in 
various discussions Based on the discussions and the reports of the 
various Groups and Sub-groups, the Steering Group has attempted in 
this report to prepare a balanced programme of development in the 
Seventh Five Year Plan, keeping in view the approach to the Seventh 
Five Year Plan 1985-90 as approved by the National Development 
Council.

Elementary Education and Adult Education form part of the 
20-Point Programme as well as the Minimum Needs Programme. They have, 
therefore, received a high priority in the proposals of the Steering 
Group. While the objective of 'Mass Education' has to be achieved by 
1990 through universalisation of elementary education and mass 
campaign for removal of illiteracy in the age group 15-35, emphasis is 
to be attached to improvement in the quality of education and its 
relevance at all levels. It is also envisaged that during the Seventh 
Plan all the State Governments/Union Territories would take necessary 
steps to introduce vocational courses for which central assistance 
through provision of funds would be necessary. Another area which 
would receive special thrust during the Seventh Plan, is the use of 
the electronic media in particular the potential of INSAT-IB for 
education leading to improvement of standards of teaching in science, 
mathematics and also training of teachers. The Steering Group has 
also kept in view that a balanced and integrated programme of 
Education, Culture and Sports is of crucial importance and that the 
criteria of relevance, quality, efficiency and equity have to be given 
their due weight. For the first time, separate sections on Resource 
Mobilisation and Informatics and Educational Technology have been 
included. There is also the much needed thrust on programmes for 
developnent of women, minorities and Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. A special focus of the report is on implementation, and 
community and user involvement as^ an important strategy for effective 
implementation.

I wish to place on record my deep appreciation of the valuable 
contribution made by the Chairmen and members of the various Working 
Groups and the members of the Steering Group.

SERLA GREWAL 
Secretary 

Ministry of Education & Culture
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CHESTER I

OVER-VIEW OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Plans in Retrospect

The promoti.cn of education on meaningfully systematic lines was taken 
up ir. 195' with the iriitiation of planned economic ana social 
development. The successive plans emphasi'ked the significant rcie 
that education could play in bringing about social and economic 
changes. The First Five Year Flan (1951-56) emphasized the relevance 
of mass education in democracy .cbich ^eqpires intelligent 
participation of the masses in the rffairs of the country. The Second 
Five Year Plan (1956-61) stated that education h id :: d -to'mining 
influence on the rate at which economic progreps^ouuld be achieved 
and the benefits dervived from ir. The Third Five Year Plan (1961-66) 
felt that education was the single most important factor in achieving 
rapid economic development .and technological progress and also in 
printing a social order founded on the values of freedom, social 
justice and equal opportunity, The Fourth Five Year Plan (1969-74) 
emphasised the need to remove deficiencies of the education system and 
to link it mere purposefully with increasing demands of social and 
economic development. The Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-79) assigned to 
education a crucial role. It stared that as a. key factor in 
production, education helped to supply the man-power of requisite 
quality and number and ad sc helped to inculcate in the masses 
appropriate sinn « and po formally traits.

2. The Sixth iive Year Plan (19B0-S5) has assigned to education the 
important task of hum-n resources development. The plan has laid 
stress on the provision of facilities for mass education through 
universalisation of elementary education and, eradication of adult 
illiteracy. Consistent with the goal of alleviating unemployment, the 
pxan envisaged increasing the practical bias in secondary education, 
vocationalisation of higher secondary stage and restructuring of 
undergraduate courses. In technical education provision was made for 
the identification of emergent tSfchnologtoal tasks for v*hich manpower 
would have to be trained. The main objective of the plan in education 
was to enable a|l citizens to acquire literacy, numeracy 
computational skills, basic anderstanding of the environment and 
function**- skills of relevance to daily life. It was expected that 
with _these, it would be possible to establish a dynamic and 
beneficient link between education, employment and development with 
due regard for the economic and social progress of the community.

Quantitative Expansion

With the implementation of various programmes included in the Six 
Five^ Year Plans, a phenomenal expansion has taken place in the 
facilities available for education. The number of institutions, 
students enrolled in them and investments in education have shown 
substantial increases. The increases that have taken place .are 
discussed below briefly:



Institutions

4- as the table below indicates, the number of recognised 
educational institutions has increased many times between 1951-85*

Institutions Ye'?x
•

1950-51 1960-61 1 970-71 1980-8-1 1984-85
(Actual) (Actual) ( j-iC tUc. I ) (Actual) (likely)

'. Primary 2,09,671 3,30,399 4,08,, 378 4,8^,538 5,50,000
Kiddle 13,596 49,663 '90,621 1,16,447 1*40,000

,. High/fii^er 
Secondary 7,288 17,257 36,738 ' 51,594 60,000

i. Colleges
a) Art, Science 

& Commerce 548 1,161 2,587 2,393 3,500
b) Profession;! 147 381 1,01 / 1,382 1,500
c) Universities 

& Deemed 
Universities 28 44 93 123 135

The number of primary schools has increased from 2.09 lakhs in 1951 to 
iakhs at present. Institutions providing middle school and 

Secondary education have grown many times — nearly ten times in the 
case of the former and more than nine times in the cose of the latter. 
Similarly, the number of colleges has increased seven times during the 
period.

NKOIMKNT

6. As in the case of institutions, enrolment at different stages of 
education has shown substantial increase in the past 34 years oi 
planned economic development as the table below illustrates

.Enrolment By Stages 
(in ''000)

i) Primary
(I--V Classes)'

ii) Middle I-VIII 
Classes

1950-51 1960-61

19,155
(42.6)

3,120
(12.7)

iii) High/Higher
Sec./Intermediate 1 ,481 

iv) University &
above (1st Degree) 174

34,994
(62.4)

6,705
(22.5)

3,483

557

1970-71 1980-81 1984-85

57,045
(76.4)

72,688
(83.1)

8-1. ,766 
(97.6)

13.315
(34.2)

19,846
(40.0)

Targets 
27,383 
(51.0) 

Targets

7,167 11,281 13,490

1,956 2,75? 3,442

(figures in parenthesis indicate enrolment as percentage of tl • 
population in the age group)

2



The total enrolment at different stages of education he? increased 
from 24 million in 1950-51 to about lj’9 million in 1984-85. The rate 
oi growth in enrolment has beer much higher at second and third levels 
oi education. While overall annual compound rate of growth in 
enrolment at primary stage has been 4.3''' during 1981-85, it has been
6-4# at the middle stage, 6.5# at the high/higher secondary stage and 
8*9# at the cc] legiate stage. If we compute the rate of growth in 
enrolment m  the last 5 years, the rates of growth works out to 3*1% 
at primary stage, 6.6# at the middle school stage, 3*6# at the 
secondary stage and about 6% at the collegiate stage.

6. The establishment of a net work of educational institutions hse 
helped to a great extent in providing educational facilities nearer to 
the homes of pupils. In the case of the under privileged sections of 
the population, particularly, the Scheduled Castes and Schedules 
Tribes, enrolments have increased considerably, indicating thereby 
increased access to educational facilities so the table below 
illustrates?

Stage of Instruction Percentage cover•age

Boys Girls all Commu- Scheduled Scheduled
nitie;5 Castes Tribes

Primary (i-V Classes)
1951 59-8 24-6 42.6 11.7* 5-3"
1981 99.4 66.9 83.7 86.0 73.7

Kiddle (VI-VIIl)
1951 20.7 4.5 12.7 9.3* 3.5*
1981 54.2 29-1 41.9 32.6 21 .9

Secondary (IX-XII)
1951 8.7 1.5 5«3 0.1* 1 V  1 • 1
1981 34-2 14.0 22.0 + 4-

Collegiate
1951 0.75 0.10 0.4 4. +
1981 4.8 1.92 4.0 4-

* Kelates to 1967-68 
+ Not available

The effort to increase the provisions of education, has helped in 
reducing rural urban differentials. For instance, while in 1951 
enrolmnt in rural arese constituted 3# of the total enrolment at the 
collegiate stage, in 1977-78 this percentage had increased t-o 15#- 
Similarly, at the secondary stage the percentage of enrolment in rural 
areas to total enrolment increase from 28 to 51 =

3



MPEKDITOMfc

7. Expenditure on education between 1951-84 haw shewn a filty-i'old 
increase; increasing from Its. 114 crores in 1950-51 tc more th n 
Rs.6,0C0 crores in 1984-85• The overall annual rate: of growth wcrks 
out tc 11,2/S during this period. The table below summarises tim. 
position:

Expenditure cn Education (Rs. in crores)

1951 1961 1971 1981 1985
(Estimate;

Total 114 344 m e 3746 6000
PL. n 20 90 1 1 5 520 800
Non-plan 94 25+ 10C3 3226 5200

QUALITY OF EDUCATION

8. Apart from providing resources for expansion of the system, 
efforts were also made to improve the quality of education and enhance 
its relevance. During the period, 10+2+3 educational pattern was 
-adopted which assisted in bringing about "he much desired uniformity 
in education structure.- Effort was trade to upgrade curriculum and 
syllabi, particularly in mathenu tics arid science so at, to reflect the 
advancements that had taken piece. In States, where these subjects 
were option*!, mathematics and science were made compulsory for all 
chidren upto the matriculation stage. Socially useful productive work 
has bet/n made a compulsory part cl the school curriculum with a view 
to providing to school leavers skills which they can use .n their 
communities. Although cn a smell scale, attempts were made to 
vocationalise secondary and higher secondary education with a view tc 
meeting the requirement oi middle level skills., in areas where 
shortages of personnel were experienced.

9- Large expansion of facilities for training of teachers was 
undertaken during this period. Consequently, the proportion oi 
trained teachers working at different levels of education has 
increased substantially. At present, almost all teachers 'working in 
primary, middle and secondary schools are trained.

i 0. a  number of institutions of excellence have been set up. These 
include among others, the Indian Institutes of Technology, Indian 
institutes c-f Management, Regional Engineering Colleges, j.nd 
Universities fully financed by the Centre. Because of the 
establishment of those and other institutions providing quality 
educatcn, it has been possible tc 'undertake tasks of scientific and 
tehnological development by utilising indigenously trained manpower 
rather than depend on skilled manpower imported from etrcad as has 
been the case in many newly independent countries.



11, An extensive infrastructure has been built for undertaking 
research and development functions*. Among other?-, irsti tutions set up 
during the period included the National Council of Educational 
Research and Training, the State Council of Educational Research and 
Training etc. The experimental work done by these institutions has 
been of good quality and na<. provided experiences which can now bo 
usefully utilised to undertake more massive programmer of quality 
improvement.

12, Efforts to utilise modern communications technology for 
educational purposes were initiated. The experience made available by 
Satellite Instructional Technology Experiment has come handy in 
developing modalities for utilisrg the national satellite. A 
beginning has also been made towards introduction of computer ] .i+er&Cj 
courses in secondary schools.

13* In the area, of langulph development substantial work was 
undertaken, which included among others, evolving of 1 echnical 
terminoloy in Indian languages, publication of quality boobs in Hindi» 
Sanskrit and Modern Indian languages, training and a p p o i n t m e n t  of 
language teachers with a. view to facilitating the ini reduction oi the 
the language formula. A number of institutions hav*- been set up for 
undertaking research and training functions in different languages.

14. A large number of scholarship programmes for supporting further 
education of meritorious children without means were implemented. 
Among others these included National Scholarships for Meritorious 
Students, Scholarships for Talented Children from Rural Areas> 
National. Talent Research Scholarships etc. The number of swards under 
these programmes has increased from year to year. The Government of 
India would be providing . cholarships to over 70,000 meritorious 
students by the end of the Sixth Plan. These would be in addi M o n  to 
the scholarships and other financial concessions that are allowed to 
students by State Governments and educational institutions.

DEFICIENCIES /

15» In spite of large expansion that has taken place and the 
subscantial investments that have been made, deficiencies continue tc 
prevail in the education system. The task cf providing free 
compulsory and universal education tc children upto the age cf 14 has 
yet to be completed. It has not been possible, partly because of 
sparseness of population to establish primary school in all the 
habitations. In 1978, for instance, 1.91 lakhs habitation had no 
primary education facility within walking distance of one kilometer. 
Inter and Inter-state disparities in the availability of educational 
facilities continue to prevail, often intra-state disparities are much 
sharper than inter-state ones. The holding power of educational! 
institutions continues to be low with the result that a large 
percentage of children drop out of the system without acquiring basic 
skills cf literacy and numeracy. It has, for instance, been 
estimated that, of every 100 children entering Grade-I, 60 fail tc 
complete 1-5 years cf schooling. At public examinations 50? or more 
of the candidates fall to qualify. The low quality of education



;hu.ciren repeating grades and
fnr Vv\r +V>t

aiiures canreflected by dropoutt
largely be accounted for by the deficiencies of facilities and 
equipments from which educational institutions suffer. The Fourth All 
India Educational Survey, conducted by I\CERT, indicated that a l a m ?  
proportion oi primary schools are without building;' and do not have* 
even the minimum basic teaching equipments, including black boards.

16. Education provided in schools and colleges
general in^character providing +o school leavers few skills necessary 
for gainful employment. Without any meaningful programme of training 
students in skills, rush to colleges and universities, particularly 
for general education courses, continues to be unabated. College and 
university graduates arc found to have no employable skills with the 
result that the ranks of educated unemployment continue to grow from 
year to year.

machinery nas not kept pace with 
;em. Consequently, many of the

17- Strengthening cf administrate 
the expansion of the educational
institutions remain unsupervised and teachers receive little technical 
and academic guidance. Infrastructure at levels where help is needed 
to improve the quality of education has not come into existence. Of 
late, teacher absenteeism has grown considerably, partly because of 
the lack of adequate inspecting machinery. The deficiencies of 

oaKlon system are largely a consequence cf inadequate investment. 
Bulk oi the expenditure provided for education is incurred on the 
maintenance of the system, particula.rly on salaries of personnel. 
Consequently, very little amount is available in the system for 
implementing programmes which could improve the quality of' education 
and help the system to adept innovative ideas and practices. Outlays 
for education in proportion to total plan outlays have shown a 
decreasing trend as the following table illustrates,

Plan

First Plan 
FScoond Plan 
Third Plan 
Fourth Plan 
Fifth Plan 
Sixth Plan.

Outlay lor 
Fducat ion

(Rs. in Crores)

Percentage of outlays tor 
Education tc total plan 
outlay

170 1-2
• 277 5.8

560 7-5
822 5.2
1285 3.3
252s 2.6

Arehievements in the Sixth Plan

18, „Ir! ‘the Sifeth Plan, the likely plan expenditure is of the order of 
Rs. 29/ • 2 crores (Ps. 705,16 crores in the Centre and Ps. 2 ® 5  .16 
crores in the State Sector), which is Ps. 4 O6 0 8  croris in ex'clr^cf 
the approved outlay of Bs. 252/1 crores for education). The sector- 
wise progress# cf plan expenditure is given below.

f



(R;. . j.n crores)

Sixth Plan 
(1980-85)

1980--81 
(Actual)

1981-82 
(Actual)

1982-83 
(Actual)

1933-84 
(Likely 
expdo)

1984=85 
(outlay)

Elementary
Education

905 103 115 153
' 

o
j 

C-J 278

Adult Education 128 15 19 26 47 59

Secondary
Education

398 77 100 148 177 )
)
)

34)
)
)

5 0

University
Education

486 66 80 87 383

Other Programmes 203 28 17 45

Total (Gen. 
Education)

2120 289 361 459 642 720

Technical
Education

300 38 48 62 93 100

Art & Culture 104 13 19 22 31 33

Total 2524 340 428 543 766 853

It may be seen that except for elementary education where a shortfall 
if envisaged, plan expenditure in other sectors is likely to be in 
excess of the approved outlay. Analysis of plan expenditure indicates 
outlays provided for improving d u a l i t y  are not likely to be fully 
rstelised, more particularly in the university education,

19- The Sixth Plan for education provided inter-alia for mass 
education through universalisation of elementary education (formal and 
non-formal courses) ana ol adult education, practical1 bias in 
secondary education, vocationalisation of higher secondary stage and 
restructuring of under-graduate courses with a vocational bias. 
Forging of beneficial linkages between education, employment and 
development was stressed in higher education and technical 
education. The main achievements during the period are briefly 
discussed. ’

Elementary Education

20. A target of enrolling cf additional 180 lakhs children in classes 
I-VIII was fixed for the Sixth Plan. According to the information 
made available by the states, this target is likely to be exceeded * it 
is estimated that 220 lakhs additional children are likely to be



enrolled between 1985- 1990. An indicative target of 80 lakhs 
additional children to be covered under non-formal education was laid 
down. Since it could not take cff. ir. tthe first two years of the Plan,, 
this target may not be fully realised. On the basis of the 
information made available by the S'tates, it is estimated that a 
coverage of 30-40 lakhs children will be achieved under this 
programme Thus the total additional coverage under the programme of' 
universalisation of elementary education may he of the order cl 250 
lakhs making the total enrolmerh at Lhc end of the Plan to be 1 1 
crores.

21. Annexure I indicates state- wise enrolment levels likely to. be 
reached by 1984-85* The States which' are not likely to achieve the 
targets proposed for the Sixth Plan in respect of enrolment classes 
I-V (6 to 11 age-group) would be Bihar*, Gujarat, Haryana., ICsrnataka, 
Orissa., Uttar Pradesh and West Eengsal. Gujarat, Jammu & kashmir, 
Karnataka, Meghalaya and Punjab are* likely to fail short of the 
enrolment target for classes Vi-VIII. States which are not likely to 
achieve enrolment targets in respect cf girls for the age-group 6 to
11 wovud include Bihar, Gujarat, Jammu & Kashmir, Meghalaya, Orissa, 
West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. In esse of classes VI™VIII, Bihar, 
Gujarat, Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Moghalaya, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh 
and West Bengal will not reach the proposed levels for girls.

22. The population for the age- group 6—14 would be about 16 crores in 
1990. In order, therefore, tc connpleto the task of universal 
elementary education by 19*30, 5 crores additional children would have 
to be enrolled in the Seventh Plan. In addition, provision for 
additional facilities will ha.ve to tad.ee into account under-age and 
over--age children who are availing of the facilities. Nearly 731? of 
the out-of-school children of the age-group 6 to 11 will he girls. 
Again,. 805? of the remaining out-of-schcool children would be from the 
nine educationally backward States. TJhere would, therefore, have to 
be a concentration of the effort on enrolling girls in respect of 
nine educationally backward States.

M u l t  Education

23* As in the case of elementary education adult education was 
included in the Sixth Plan as a part o f the Minimum Needs Programme. 
The goal of reaching 100$ literacy by 1 9°0 was indicated in the- new
20-Point Programme. The Plan stressed the need for making available 
diverse network of facilities and programmes for education, combining 
formal an. non-formal modes of learning, so as to enable all citizens 
to acquire literacy, numeracy and functional skills of relevance in 
daily life and tc local environment. While no physical targets were 
laid down, adult education programme was tc be developed cn a large 
scale and concentrate cn the age-grcujp 15-35-- As many as 5*36 rural 
functional literacy projects, 380 voluntary agencies and 49 
universities with 13,000 centres' wr re associated with the adult 
education programme. According tc th e information available, this 
programme is likely to cover 20 mill ion adult illiterates of the 
age-group 15-35 by 1981-85 out of the 110 million adult illiterates
estimated for 1990'.

3



Secondary Education

24- Prevision has been ms.de in - ho Sixth Plan, arong others, £>r 
norma, expansion of facilities in response to social demand :br 
secondary education. The provision for facilities such as resident:al 
schools, scholarships, freeships etc has been included to m & >  
secondary educaticn avrai. lahl p in heo1'T,,TeT’d as'eas ^nd for the weal#'” 
sections of the society. Vocational!sat.ion. of higher secondary stj^o 
is one cf the important programmes included in the Sixth Plan perty 
for diverting a substantial proportion of children from gene ml 
education tc various vocational stream? and partly as an interface 
between education and economic development. The programme has not 
been taken up in a big way in most cf the States only in the S'a^s 
01 Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharshtra, Tamil Naau and We-t 
Bengal the programme is being implemented on a reasonably satisfactcy 
scale.

Hjgjtie • Education

25. In higher education, tne major thrusts of the Sixth Plan were in 
maximum utilisation of existing facilities, special emphasis on fire
generation learners and socially dis- advantaged groups, forgiig 
linkages between education, employment and economic development' 
through measures fcr restructuring of under-graduate, courses ’witi a 
view to making them employment and development oriented> greater 
involvement of students and teachers in community deve.1 opmeit 
activities and selective strengthening cf infrastructual faciJiti^;, 
for research and development.. Major programmes cf restructuring „.f 
under-graduate courses with vocational bias, promotion of post
graduate level research on structural problem of local ant region.] 
relevance as well as fundamental research., consolidation and maximun 
utilisation of existing infrastructural and replenishment )f 
institutions with the bare minimum necessary physical facilities wee 
implemented during the sixth plan period in this sector The impa;t 
cf these programmes has been too small to be recognised and mu:h 
remains to be dene in this regard. Only 55 colleges implemented he 
programme of restructuring of under-graduates courses and only >0 
colleges could be made autonomous. Similarly, the programme >f 
correspondence courses with only an enrolment of one lakh has nt 
clicked. The inflexible functioning of +he universities has been tie 
ma^n. stumbling. block in the implementation of innovative programmes

Technical Education

26. In the Sixth Plan period, the major emphasis in this sector w.s 
on consolidation a.nd optimum utilisation of existing resources ad 
development schemes initiated in the earlier Plans. Efforts have ben 
male in this sector to provide facilities in areas where deficiencts 
existed such as computer science, instrumentation> produt 
development, maintenance engineering bio-science, and materi.l 
science. Emphases ha.s been laid cn spreading a network of ccmmuniy



polytechnics, strengthening of infraftttnic+ure and physical facilities, 
including modernisation of equipment .-and introduction of courses in 
emerging teclinologj.es.

The Challenge Ahead

In conclusion, it may be stated th.3J educational development in 
India since 1950 i.e. the commenccrr.ent of planning has beer phenomenal 
in absolute numbers. The contribu;t ion cf education to national 
development and economic growth has tbeen substantial. Yet there are 
several deficiencies +o be overcome. The goals of univeralisation cf 
elementary educatior and eradication of illiteracy arp yet to be 
achieved. Education has to be made miore relevant to the needs of the 
people and impart a n ^ w  dynamism to the economy. Observed 
dysiunctionalitiefc have tc be removedl. Th<=re is need for renovation 
in several areas to ensure equity, -efficiency, quality and a high 
level oi productivity in Society. Education of the right kind has tc 
take si ape for India of the 21st century. This challenge has to be 
met in the context of overall constmainsts on resources, changing 
technologies and growing aspiration,s o± the people. I+ is in this 
context that the proposals in the succeeding chapters have been drawn 
up.



CHAPTER II

THE APPROACH AND STRATEGIES IN THE SEVENTH FIVE YEAR PLAN

1. The Approach to the Seven Ith Five Year Plan "recognises that mej<- 
expansion of existing structuresv models, methodologies arr. 
institutions will not best serve the country's needs and tbit 
educational reforms and renovation aimed at introducing ard 
-reinforcing new patterns and designs of-€ulucatjx«i-jj3at_.are -l£)d.bie» 
varying, relevant and linked tc widely diverse local culture ard 
social environments--wlll„hav/eL.:tO'be taken in hand. The emphasis 
should be on innovation* on low-cost alternatives and societal 
involvement, all aimed towards linking .education effectively to tie 
needs of the people to employiment and to development^.. The reforns 
should aim at continuous improvement of standards at all levels aid 
even more importantly at greater equity”.

2. The Seventh Five Year Pl<an emphasises that one of its primary 
tasks must be the harnessing of: the country's abundant human resources 
and improving their capabilities for development-with equity. It 
recognises that programmes for alleviation of poverty, reduction, cf 
economic and social inequalitties and-improving productivity can ard 
pljould be integrated with educational development. The strategies fcr 
educational programmes, training and their organisational design aie 
expected to be such as to releaise the latent power of human resources. 
The Seventh Plan would parti cularly focueuupon—wnmen, youth ard 
economically weaker groups so-thatr T;hey can make increasirg 
contribution to the socio-eccnouaic development of the country.

3* An important aspect of human resource development is to match 
educational planning with mampower planning to avoid imbalances 
between supply and dataand in regard to trained and educated .manpower 
All existing training programirn.es--wculfL-thuft- need to-be reoriented 
The Approach Paper recogniseis that the skills of rural artisars 
require upgradation to improve their competitive capability. Policies 
to attract and develop requisite manpower for hill and tribal areas 
are also to be pursued with vigour.

4. There are several referemces in the Approach Paper to the neei 
for raising the level of literaicy to improve the functional relevance 
of education and to expand oportunities for acquiring new skills 
especially in the education f^cr rural development and employmert 
X->rogrammes. It is envisaged tha.t dovetailing of development act iv it is 
with educational programmes wrould improve productivity and render 
education more relevant in the process.

5- It is obvious that the objectives and approaches of the Seventi 
Five Year Plan call for several new strategies. Education being a 
long-term process, has to haive a certain continuity. The basic 
policies and reforms of education have been considered in the past t/ 
several commissions and commit'tees. The fact, however, remains thet 
the interpretation and implementation of these policies has variei 
widely. Their adoption and effectiveness has been far less thai 
desired. There is need for a fresh look at the implementation of tte



educational policy and measures that have been advocated from time to 
time. We must arrive at a broad consensus among all the States and 
other agencies concerned with education so that in the Seventh Plan 
basic programmes .are iwtroducedvin .substance and in earnest spirit all 
over the country. The specific' shortcbmfnge lfci: implementation, ox 
various educational policies and programmes will have tc be overcome 
and experience gained over the Plan utilised lor this purpose.

Some of the more important strategies to be adopted in the 
Seventh Five Year Plan towards the achievement of the above goals are:

(i) The cultural and value component ol the existing educational 
programmcs'"v;ill be reoriented to overcome the alienation of the 
educated from the cultural traditions of the country to promote 
national integration and to strengthen the allegiance to the 
Constitution or India, fits Fundamental Rights and Duties.

(ii) Determined efforts will be made to achieve effectively the goals 
of universal elementary education and eradication of illiteracy. 
Detailed block and school level planning with community participation 
and effective linkages with the local environment and developmental 
activities is envisaged as a major strategy to overcome the several 
obstacles associated with achieving the goal of universal elementary 
education and eradication of illiteracy. The inadequacies of existing 
delivery mechanisms at the grassroot: level have to be overcome for the 
achievement of the above stated goals. It is- the considered view of 
the Steering Group tnat in order tQ. overcomo^ioow inadequacies the 
local community has to be involved through village development 
committees consisting of community leaders, particularly from the 
target groups. Such involvement will be for purposes of identifying 
problems, assessing available inputs, implementation of programmes and 
continuous monitoring and evaluation. Community participation will 
thus mean not only support for official programmes but also active 
involvement in planning and implementation processes. It will also 
result in-emergence of holistic, multisectoral development approaches 

having direct bearing on survival, of the poor and: the deprived. The 
aim will be to improve the quality of life of the target groups. 
Administrative deficiencies like non-responsiveness to the public 
needs, absence of coordination etc. can be overcome as these 
committees can act as pressure groups. It is through these committees 
that education can be effectively linked to the needs of the people 
and to developmental- programmes. In due course, this process should 
lead to administration playing essentially the role of facilitator and 
thus promoting the culture o f , self-reliane among the people. 
Mechanisms and structures for plar formulation at block and district 
levels will need to be modified, to support and encourage the community 
participation approach to the delivery system,. along the lines 
suggested above. Such participation along with detailed school level 
planning for each catchment area will result in block and district 
level plans that, would have clear and specific targets. ..Such an 
approach would be helpful in..achieving meaningful literacy and 
universal primary education including the means and strategies for 
achieving the same, and would identify inputs and institutional 
support systems that are required.



(iii) The preparation oi block and district level plans and their 
meaningful and effective implementation with community participation 
will call ior strengthening and reorientation cl existing support 
systems, mainly through,.

- arrangements for research, experimentation and demonstration
- inservice and pre-service training
- production of teaching learning materials
- supply of needed inputs .and facilities
- use of mass media and audio-visual technologies
- academic and administrative supervision arid guidance
- monitoring and evaluation

Such support systems need to be developed for all levels of education. 
Every state would be expected to make a thorough review of existing 
arrangements and build up needed infrastructure and facilities, 
without which the various programmes envisaged in the Seventh Plan 
cannot be effectively implemented.

(iv) Well planned programmes would be initiated to remove shortcomings 
in existing educational institutions, so that essential needed 
facilities are provided and disparities are reduced to the extenx 
possible. In particular NREP and other plan funds would be utilised, 
along with community contributions to remove the shortages and 
inadequacies in buildings, laboratories, workshops and play grounds as 
veil as in equipment. Special arrangements for supply of inputs would 
be made wherever necessary (such as textbooks, science kits, paper 
etc.)

(v) An important focus of the Seventh Five Year Plan would be to 
raise the quality and relevance of education. In particular efforts 
would be made to raise the standards of science and mathematics 
teaching at all levels. Some important strategies to be adopted in 
this regard are given in Annex 1. The emphasis would be on 
attainment and achievement in terms of learning and not mere enrolment 
or attendance. In other words opening of schools, posting of 
teachers, and enrolment of students should not be the end ol the 
educational endeavour, but the beginning ol the educational programme. 
Learning attainments should be adequately evaluated tc help in 
remedial action* wherever possible.

r(vi) Non-formal Education and open learning systems would be 
encouraged at all levels. These programmes are envisaged for 
providing a net work of learning opportunities to those who cannot or 
do not avail of the formal system’s facilities for one reason or the 
other. They would also provide opportunities for recurrent and life 
long education and constitute a major means of promoting greater 
equity. Special attention will be paid to +.he quality of services 
provided by non-formal and open learning systems.

(vii) Education of Scheduled Castes and Tribes and those in hill 
areas will be spcially promoted. Some specific recommendations in 
this regard are given in . >nnex 2- It may be noted that other Working 
Groups set up by the Planning Commission have also made 
recommendations in this regard.



Women's education, which is an area oi special importance, will 
be similarly promoted and recommendations for the same are given ir. 
Annex 3*

(viii) Equal attention will be paid tto identification oi' talented 
children, and provision of special facilities for the gifted as well 
as for organisation of special programmes to overcome learning 
difficulties experienced by specific groups, especially the poor and 
the backward.

(ix) Within the overall constraint oi resurces, incentive programmes, 
including provision of mid-day meals, will be expanded. Such 
incentives and assistance will go a lonig way in reduction of existing 
educational inequalities.

(x) In the secondary and higher education sectors special efforts 
would be made, for consolidation and improvement cf standards and 
introduction of related pedagogical reforms. The linkage of education 
system with the world of work and thie world of research will be 
ensured through institutional mechaniisms. Research within the 
miversity system will be strengtheneed and pursuit of excellence 
fostered as a matter of high priority.

xi) Educational planning and manpower planning will be coordinated. 
rocational education will t>e specially promoted so that education 
.ncreasingly provides the skilled persomnel needed by the economy and 
mparts a new dynamism to its growth bjy raising productivity. Every 
if fort would be made to match, wherever possible, the content and 
lethods of education, as well as the numbers educated to the manpower 
leeds of the economy. Educational curriculum at every level will be 
iade more relevant to the needs of the students as well to those of 
he prospective employers. Networks tof information systems will 
rovide necessary feed back to educatiomal authorities to ensure that 
lismatch in numbers, quality or relevancte as between supply and demand 
or manpower is minimised. The resosmrces of the industrial and 
ommercial establishments and developmen tal institutions will be fully 
nvolved and utilized in providing vocational education to ensure 
elevance and quality.

>cii) Necessary reforms will be initiated to make vocational 
iucation more attractive and prestigious. Degrees will not be 
isisted upon as an essential qualification or precondition for jobs, 
here it has no specific relevance. Tlhe emphasis on relevant and 
eaningful curriculum and on standard is at all stages will itself 
iduce employing agencies not to considler the degree as a necessary 
salification. Government as the largest employer in the country 
lould take a lead in this regard and tlhey as well as other leading 
nployers should reorient their recruitment policies, so that 
)ssession of relevant vocational skilils/education rather than a 
;gree becomes the pre-condition for emplioyment. Libraries, museums, 
?ience centres etc. will be developed to foster a. truly learning 
*ciety and improve access to relevant kmowledge. Modern media would 
{.so be utilised for this purpose.
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(xiiij Student and non-studemt will be actively involved in mass 
campaigns ior literacy and other developmental programmes, Their 
participation in Sports and Games would be encouraged and necessary 
facilities will be developed for this purpose.

(xiv) Educations although now a concurrent subject, is at present 
essentially within the sphere and competence cf State Governmentt. 
also plan investments or new additional outlays on education are only 
a email part of the total cutelay on education and the capacity cf 
'plan' to influence or modify/ the total system is tc that extent, 
rather limited- What is neededl therefore is to look at the strategies 
xrem Plan and Hon-Plan together, not only from a financial point of 
viev cf zero based budgeting, but with a view to arrive at a basic 
consensus and understanding a.mong all the States and the Centre ani 
all the agencies involved as tc> the substance oi what is sought to be 
achieved and as to the means of achieving it in the next five years. 
It is recommended that the firs>t year of the Plan should be devoted to 
achieving this cons< nsus and airriving at a broad blue, print of action 
that should help in the implementation of education programmes in the 
Seventh Five Year Plan.

' (xv) Education, is also slibje<ct to tremendous social pressures fcr 
expansion not necessarily i.n the right direction. These, if 
unregulated, lead to perversion of priorities and objectives and 
diversion of resources from vi.tal aectors. Or* the one hind plttrorniô  
has to take into account the s.ocial demand for education and on the 
other hand it hab to channeli.se and orient such demand in desired 
directions. Thus while the pjlan priorities may be in primary 
adult education or in consolidation and quality improvement in other 
sectors, the pressures may b)e towards quantitative expansion cf 
secondary and higher education. Even within elementary education, the 
pressures are -often towards proliferation of schools and appintmeat of 
teachers rather than in the direction cf improving quality and 
relevance, reducing drop outs, providing inputs etc. In a country 
with vast educated unemployed such pressures are understandable, but 
the pressures coupled with the iailure to regulate numbefe in teacher 
training institutions could result in large numbers of small, ncn- 
viuble schools and ineffective dispersal cf funds. One ol the 
priority areas wherein the consensus referred to in the previous par* 
should be arrived at is in regaird tc enforcing "hard norms1' in regard 
to quantitative expansion, whetlher in establishment cf new inti tut ions 
or expanding existing ones or cTreating new post# cf teachers. Withou~ 
effective restraint cn quantitative expansion, it may be difficult to 
re-orient the education system in and desired direction-

(xvi) ^nether aspect relate.s to adoption of low cost measures.. 
There is the obvious need and 'tremendous scope for reduction of unit 
costs at all levels of education b,y use oi part time personnel who are 
available and whcse use is allso very often justified by academic 
considerations. There may jalso be much scope fcr economy m  
construction cf buildings -whe're new designs and local material can 
bring dewn the costs substantially. There art other opportunities for 
bringing down costs by links W i t h  industry or other developmental 
agencies t<nd research institutions and by optimal use of existing 
resources, within institutions and in the community. There are alio
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opportunities for mobilisation of resources. It is in view of these 
potentials and the emphasis...on productivity in the Seventh Plan, that 
a separate working group on Resources for Education wac constituted 
(See Chapter Resources). Yet the several suggestions made in this 
regard would remain on paper, as they have tended to be in the past, 
unless xhere is a consensus on the measures to be taken and the 
cooperation of the teaching community is secured. There is nc reason 
to believe that the teaching community, which is as committed to 
educational advancement as anyoneelse, would be opposed to utilisation 
of part time teachers and other measures, which contribute to 
educational progress, what is needed here is a plan of action and 
monitoring system, similar to monitoring of expenditures.

(xvii) To begin with it is of fundamental importance to have a review 
of on-going expenditures. The Central Advisory Board of Education had 
in the past called on the States tc make a thorough and periodic 
review of teacher deployment. While there are understandable human 
problems in teacher postings and transfers which must be kept in view, 
it is necessary to insist, as a prior condition, that existing 
teachers should be properly deployed before funds are allocated for 
creation of new posts of teachers.

(xviii) Another goal of the Seventh Plan would be to minimize the 
wastage of resources in education arising out of dropouts and 
stagnation. If third class passers are also considered as nearly sub
standard output, ;he existing level of productivity of the educational 
System is extremely low and needs to be improved (even when we do not 
take account of the relevance of the output). Steady improvement in 
the performance of students should be thus among the major 
objectives of. the Seventh Plan.

(xix) 111 the above mentioned aspects cf educational policy and goals 
assume a certain level of efficiency in educational systems. Seventh 
Plan seeks to achieve and maintain high levels of performance so that 
efficacy of education in promotion of development and social 
regeneration can be sustained. More specifically educational 
efficiency is sought to (a) improve the quality of education, (b) 
decrease costs by organisational innovations, and eliminating 
wastages, (c) moke education more responsive and accomodating to the. 
technological changes.

(xx) In addition to the efforts aimed at optimal utilization of 
educational resources, a. substantial increase in budgetary allocations 
and plan outlays is inevitable if the plan objectives are to be 
achieved. Education has suffered far too long from gross indequacy cf 
funds and backlogs have accumulated to the point of undermining the 
morale and motivational climate of the system. The allocations 
proposed in this report represent a modest and conservative estimate, 
although it does represent a substantial step up from the extremely 
low allocations of earlier plans. Considering the high rates of 
private and social rates of return to education, and the crucial role 
of "human capital" in the modernisation, growth, social jusice and 
self reliance - apart from the fact that in itself education is of 
utmost value - it is hoped that requisite allocation of funds would be 
made in the Seventh Five Year Plan.
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Annex. 1

A NOTE CBT IMFROVMEHT OP SCIENCE EDUCATION

Science Education is a complex structure of many related disciplines, 
and it has a symbiotic relationship with mathematics. A good 
foundation in mathematics is essential for advance level science 
education. The development of Science Education including mathematics 
defends on the imagination of science educators and their de3ire to 
londerstand the means through which the education could be imparted to 
students so that the students could use the educational experience in 
ctay to day life situation.

Science education starts from the primary level of education and 
since many of our children do not continue their education after the 
primary level, the scientific temper developed at this stage among the 
pupils is an important factor for these persons.

Much of our science education as practiced in the class room 
during the present day are thrust upon the students in the most 
unscientific way-certain scientific concepts are imposed upon the 
students without giving them an opportunity to examine the validity 
and reliability of such concepts and this amounts to rote learning.

Effective science education warrants that the methodology of 
education should be through a process of participatory training 
whereas we rely upon one method i.e. the chalk and talk method. The 
major constraints are (a) lack cf right kind of attitude among the 
teachers and paucity cf funds tc provide laboratory facilities to the 
.educational organisations. The former it: perh&pa more important 
factor than the lator.

With the rapid advancement of science & technology science 
education to a certain level should not be confined to e. limited group 
but should be for all the students. The factors which have critically 
effected science/mathematics education are social, political and 
economic temper of the times.

To upgrade the qualityof science education in the country 
starting from the primary education level tc the universities through 
high schools the following measures are crucial;

1. It is essential to revise the Science curriculum keeping in view 
that science education is for all instead of science for the 
academic elite. It may be emphasised in this context that the 
curriculum for the first generation of learners has to be 
different from that fcr the students whose parents are highly 
educated.

2. Science educators at the various educational institutions i.e. 
primary, secondary as well as tertiary should be appointed only
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after a rigid test to assess their aptitude fcr imparting the 
right kind of skill and such teachers should be well trained and. 
there should be a prevision for refresher courses at intervals of 
3-4 years. Kothari Committee's recommendations regarding primary 
schools-education, high school teachers interaction, though 
recommended since last two decades which was mainly meant to 
upgrade the knowledge cf the teachers is yet to he implemented.

Less emphasis should be given on class room teaching. Students 
should be encouraged to participate in science teaching and the 
process of education should be a participatory one. Most of the 
primary schools and a number of high schools in the country have 
either no science equipment or have very poor laboratory 
facilities. As a. result of this the scientific concepts are 
impressed upon the students without giving them a chance t-o 
derive such concepts through ooservations and experiments. 
Immediate steps should be taken tc modernise the laboratories and 
the buildings.

In most of the educational institutions the only teaching aids 
are the black boards and the chalk and with the present 
development in science and technolgy, more emphasis should be 
given to use modern teaching aids.

The examination system should be completely revamped so as to 
assess how much a student has understood his subject rather than 
trying to know how much he has memorised which is the present 
practice of assessing a student.

Teachers with right kind of attitude should be given incentive 
and there should be clear provision for punishment for negligent 
teachers who do not use the facilities which are available for 
science teaching.

An efficient system of monitoring of the programme is to be 
developed so as tc assess the impact of the programme and to make 
mid course corrections if necessarv.
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Annex. 2

EDUCATIONAL DLYEDOPMEMT OI1' SCHEDULED CASTES, 
SCHEDULED THIEES AND MINORITIES

SCHEDULED CASTES AND SCHEDULE^ TRIBES

The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes population together account 
+.or 23.6 per cent of the total population cf India. They form the 
lowest rung cf the social and economic ladder. The Scheduled Castes 
and Tribes have been the object of social apathy and discrimination 
for centuries. 75 per cent of the total Scheduled Castes population 
cl the country is concentrated in £ States, namely, Andhra Pradesh, 
Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal. Tamil 
fadu and Karnataka of which 6 States excluding Karnataka and Tamil 
If&du have been idenlified as educationally backward State?. The 
Scheduled Tribes on the other hand* have by and large remained isolated 
from the mainstream and unaffected by the winds of change and 
development. Educationally, the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 
Tribes form the most backward group of our country.

The percentage of literacy in respect of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes has registered a proportionately higher rate cf 
grovth than the general population in the decennium 1971-81. In 
respect of Scheduled Castes it has increased from 14.7 to 21.38, in 
respect of Scheduled Tribes from 11.3 to 16-35, but still there exists 
a wide gap between the educational attainments of SC, ST and the rest. 
Therefore, educational development of both the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes would call for very high priority during the Seventh 
Plan, if the objective is to eliminate the imbalance and disparities 
prevailing among these weaker sections of Adio community pad the 
general population.

Over-riding priority has been attached in the Seventh Plan tc 
universalisation of elementary education in respect cf children in the 
age-group 6-14 and. removal, of adult Illiteracy in the age-group 15-35; 
Doth these objectives have to be acnieved by the year 1990. Cf the 60 
million additional children to be enrolled during the Seventh Plan, a 
proportionately larger number of unenrolled children would belong tc 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. In spite of the fact that 
primary and middle schools have been opened within easy walking 
distance, children belonging +c these deprived groups have not been 
able to take advantage of the educational facilities. The emphasis 
should be 011 enrolment of Scheduled Castes, Scheouled Tribes children, 
if necessary by opening both primary and middle schools within easy- 
walking distance in Harijan ba.s'tis and tribal areas. Adequate 
incentives should be provided to children from these groups to attract 
them to schools by providing free textbooks, stationery, uniform, mid
day meals and scholarships. In respect of children who cannot attend 
schools regularly, opportunities for non-formal education should be 
provided on an intensive scale in Hs.ri.jan bast is and in tribal 
villages.
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Among the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes a high percentage 
of girls and women are educationally backward. To give a boost to 
girls education among Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, prcvivion 
of opportunities under the Centrally Sponsored Scheme for appointment 
of women teachers on 80:20 sharing basis, opening of non-formal 
centres exclusively for girls on 90:10 sharing basis, opening, of early 
childhood centres in Harijan bastis and tribal villages should be 
further intensified.

The State Governments have beer; instructed to ensure that at 
least 30 per cent of the beneficiaries enrolled at the adult education 
centres should be from among Scheduled Castes and at least 15 per cent 
should be from among Scheduled Tribes. Emphasis should be attached to 
ensuring increased enrolment cf Scheduled Castes and'Scheduled Tribes 
under the Rural Functional Literacy Project, State Adult Education 
Programme, Post-Literacy and Follow-up Programmes, Shramik Vidyapeeths 
and Assistance to Voluntary Organisation. Priority should be given to 
opening of adult education centres specially for these sections 
wherever necessary and intensify the post-literacy follow-up. Skill 
development programmes leading to greater employability and/or income 
generation should also form part of adult education programmes meant 
for weaker sections..

Provision of scholarships both at the pre-matric and post-matric 
levels to Scheduled Castes anS Scheduled Tribes, no doubt, is an 
important instrument of equity in education and has contributed to 
equalisation of education opportunities for these deprived sections. 
In order to ensure, however, that a larger number of students from SC, 
ST qualify themselves for admissions into engineering and medical 
colleges after the higher secondary stage and also in services at all- 
India level, it would be necessary to pay attention to the improvement 
of levels of performance in schools and colleges.

Considering the low educational attainment levels particularly in 
technical institutions and wastage rates in medical and engineering 
colleges which is sometimes as high as 50 per cent or more, the need 
for remedial education should receive higher emphasis. It is, 
therefore, necessary that apart from monetary incentives like 
provision of scholarships and residential hostel facilities, remedial 
teaching at various levels to enable the SC/ST students to get over 
the initial handicaps faced by them and improve their levels of 
performance. The scheme of coaching of students for yaricuc* 
professional and technical courses ana for higher level competitive 
examinations for employment should similarly oa.11 for privity.

Some of the initial difficulties of first-generation school goers 
from Scheduled Caste# and Scheduled Tribes arise out of language of 
instruction at school which may be different from the language/dialect. 
spoken at home. Attention should be given tc preparation of primers 
in the mother tongue particularly -in tribal languages. The Central 
Institute of Indian Languages has taiim 52 tribal languages for 
linguistic description and material production which include 
preparation of grammar, dictionaries, school primers, adult literacy 
primers and collecting folkore besides imparting in-service training
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to instructors and teachers in tribal languages. The Institute has 
developed a model cf bi-lingual education for use of tribal and/other 
minority languages as medium of instruction at primary level. It may 
be mentioned that development of Saora primers in Oriya script for 
tribal children in the Saora tracts of Orissa and Gonda primers in 
Telegu Script in Andhra Pradesh ar^ important educational innovations 
and such initiatives may go a long way in ensuring universalisation of 
elementary education for tribal children.

The needs of children living in remote or isolated pockets as is 
the case with many of the primitive tribes or in urban slums where 
provision of educational facilities is rather poor, should call for 
emphasis, both in respect of development of infrastructure, where 
existing, and provision of educational facilities, where such 
facilities are not available.

SDOCATICKALLY BACKWARD MINORITIES

The benefits of the various programes taken up by the Government 
in the field of education have not reached some of the educationally 
backward minorities in adequate measure. Special efforts should be 
made to bring them at par with the rest of the society.

Separate data on literacy and educational level in case of the 
minorities is not available. However, surveys and field studies on 
some of the educationally backward minorities clearly indicate that 
their participation in the educational system is on a very limited 
scale and drop out rates are much higher than the national average. 
It has also been seen that the participation rates decrease with 
higher level of education. The educational backwardness of minorities 
need to be remedied through appropriate strategies which should lay 
emphasis on the following;

(i) An area approach i.e. identifying districts having large 
concentration of educationally backward minorities and 
p r o v i d i n g  these areas with adequate educational 
infrastructure in the form of opening of schools, 
polytechnics, ITIs, etc.

(ii) Provision of special coaching and remedial teaching for 
students belonging to these sections at various levels of 
education and for competitive examinations.
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Annex. 3

EDUCATION FOR GIRIfi AND WOMEN IN 
THE SEVEETH FTVE YEAR PLAN

Education and training both formal and non-formal. are among the moat 
important detriments of the effective mobilization of women in 
developmental process. Girls and Women who are not equipped by their 
education to shoulder economic responsibilities may remain dependent 
and powerless all their lives. It is therefore necessary to identify 
ways and means to improve educational opportunities for women in 
oraer to develop their great potentiality and thus to prepare them to 
emerge into a powerful force for change in the society.

Development programmes for women must recognise the multiple 
handicaps and disadvantages from which they suffer. In order to 
promote equality of opportnity and treatment for girls and women it is 
necessary that they should be actively involved in the developmental 
process. It is necessary that all development programmes implemented 
by public or private sector must identify programmes for employment 
for women. The main emphasis should be on increasing opportunities 
for wage or self-employment for women. Education and training in this 
perspective is one of the fundamental elements for the advancement of 
women, for their self-reliance and the enhancement of their status 
within the family and society.

Although 92$ of all children in the age group 6-14 have access to 
primary school within a distance of one kilometre, it has not been 
possible to achieve even 90 per cent enrolment in respect of children 
in this age group in the schools. The rate of drop outs in respect of 
girls in the primary stage is 74 per cent. .To achieve the goal of 
universalization of primary education by 1990 the formal system of 
education will require not cnly xinear expansion but qualitative 
changes. Similarly out of 110 million adult illiterates in the age 
group 15-35, nearly 68 million are women. Tc bring this large number 
of illiterate women into the fold of literacy within a period of five 
years, strategic commitment of the national and the State Governments 
and creation of a mass awareness about educating wom°n is necessary. 
While implementing the educational programmes for girls and women the 
following shortcomings have been experienced.

(i) Soeio-cultural attitudes and economic constraints are major 
barrier to educational participation cf girls and women.

(ii) The cost of education is a financial burden in low income 
families and scarce resources are invested in the education 
of boys.

(iii) Due tc a poverty majority of girls are either engaged in 
economic activities or give a helping hand at home in 
bringing up the younger siblings. Thus they do not find 
time to attend regular formal schools nor is the curriculum 
relevant to their needs.
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(iv) Paucity of trained women teachers and adult education 
instructors for women in the rural areas.

In order to achieve the national objective of universalisation of
elementary education and eradication of illiteracy by 1990, it would
be necessary to take decisions on the following for implementation in
the Seventh Five Year Plan.:

1. The adoption of a comprehensive'National Policy with a strategic 
commitment to promote equal educational opportunities for girls 
and women. The national policy should set goals, ear-mark 
necessary resources and outline strategies.

2. District level plans should be prepared with detailed information 
about village-wise number of illiterate girls and women to be 
covered under the different educational programmes. The district 
level plans should also attain information about the literacy 
requirements of the learners, identification of the agencies 
which can take up these programmes, requirement of women teachers 
curriculum development etc.

3* A Special Cell should be created at the National and State level 
to monitor the progress of the implementation of girls enrolment 
in formal, and non-formal system and women's literacy programme in 
the adult education centres.

4. As social traditions and poverty are major impediments in the 
education of girls and women the curriculum should be so designed 
to provide to the learners skills which can prepare them for all 
aspects of life including work leisure and family life. In this 
connection, the innovative experiences of Earn While You Learn 
Scheme which is being implemented in Madhya Pradesh and Poster 
Parent Scheme of Maharashtra may be adopted on a wider scale in 
the rest of the country also.

5- As trained women teachers are scarce, a special Centrally 
Sponsored Scheme, assisting the States/Union Territories in the 
training of women teachers in the Seventh Five Year Plan should 
be implemented. The teachers should be equipped with necessary 
competencies in promoting self-esteem, skills and need-based 
educational inputs in girls education.

6. Non-formal Education which has flexibility of time and is need- 
based should be developed as a major educational system for girls 
in all the 193 districts where the literacy rate of women is 
below the national average.

7* Integrated Rural Development Schemes, National Youth Employment 
Programme, Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas, 
TRYSEM and other development schemes of the Ministry of Social 
Welfare like ICDS and programmes of Health Ministry must have a 
component of literacy for their women beneficiaries. For this 
the development departments should keep two per cent of their 
budget for imparting literacy to women.
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8. All women working in industry or employed elsewhere should be 
made literate by the employers by giving one hour out of working 
hours for educational purposes. Necessary legislation to this 
effect should be enacted in consultation with the Labour 
Ministry.

9- Identification of local resources, institutions and elderly women 
of the community vrtio can mobilize people for creating a learning 
environment. If necessary orientation may be given tc such women 
leaders for which a provision will have to be made in the 
national programmes.

10. To provide grants-in-aid to voluntary organisations for running 
non-formal centres for girls and fcr women and also for providing 
training to women instructors.

11. Strengthening of the Women's Wing in the NCERT for curriculum 
development suitable to the needs of girls. Similarly for adult 
women identification of voluntary organisations which can provide 
the resource support and setting up cf the_resource units for 
women in the States and Districts.

12. For undertaking these activities for girls and women National and 
State level Plan schemes should be propared for which non- 
divertible funds should be ear—marked.

In view of the magnitude of the Women's Illiteracy and consequent 
backwardness a comprehensive National Policy which contains a 
strategic commitment to provide equal educational opportunities for 
development of girls and women within a definite tine frame is 
necessary. This commitment is urgently to transform rhotoric
into reality.
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CHAPTER III

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Studies across the world, especially in developing countries, have 
shown that investment in elementary education resuslts in high rates 
cf return both social and private. It is well-known that universal 
elementary education contributes substantially tc social and economic 
progress and to population control. Further* universal elementary 
education being our constitutional commitment, realisation of this 
objective cannct be delayed any further, without a. grave cost to the 
nation. There are serious obstacles tc be overcome ensuring the 
active participation of learners from the poorer and backward sections 
of society. The Seventh Plan must make determined effort to overcome 
such obstacles and do all that is necessary to ensure Universalization 
of Elementary Education (UEE) by the year 1990.

2. Despite the substantial progress made so far The magnitude of the 
problem still remains immense. At the end of the Sixth Plan 1120 
lakhs children are expected to be enrolled in schools in class I to 
VIII, another 40 lakhs in non-formal educational centres (for 
Statewise and other details see Statements I and II). This 
constituted 76 per cent of the school going children in the age 
group 6-14 in the year 1984-85.

3* In the year 1990 the number of children in the age group 6-14 is 
estimated tc be 16*3 crores. Facilities have to be provided not cnly 
to this age group, but also for underage and overage children 
estimated at 10 per cent of'.the total population in the age-grcup
6-14-, *

4. Not all the additional enrolment would be in the school system. 
The average additional enrolment in schools has tended to remain 
around 50 lakhs a year despite intensive enrolment drives. Also as 
one moves towards universal i sat ion, additional enrolment in formal 
schools will become increasingly difficult, as the children to be 
enrolled will increasingly be from poorer sections of the community, 
scheduled castes, schduled tribes and the bulk of them will be girls. 
Any strategy for universalisation of elementary education must take 
note of the reality that a large number of children cannct or will not 
attend full time formal schools for reasons that have been classified 
as social, economic and pedagogical. Further many children, even if 
enrolled are likely to drop out. Although strenuous efforts will have 
to be made to bring, down dropout rates, if not to be completely 
eliminated. Hence, if the strategy of universalisation is based only 
on formal full time schools, it is unlikely that the goal would be 
achieved in the Seventh Plan. A two fold strategy is therefore, 
required. Each State has to make a realistic estimate of the number 
of children likely to be enrolled on a full time basis and provide 
adequate facilities for such children. Simultaneously they have to 
organise alternate systems of providing education to reach those 
children who are not likely to attend formal schools, including those 
who drop ou+ from formal schools before completing elementary 
education. Statements III to V indicate on an approximate basis the



number of children that could be enrolled in formal full time schools 
during 1985-1990 and the number of children that have to be covered 
through non-formal education centres in various States. These figures 
are in the nature of indicative estimates aggregated at the State 
level. More specific targets have to be worked out for formal as well 
as non-formal- education, block-wise and village-wise through 
decentralised planning techniques by the states and union territories. 
Once such targets are worked out at the decentralised level for the 
next five years, it would be expected that th^ authorities responsible 
for the achievement of the target would take all necessary steps and 
adopt all needed strategies for the meaningful achievement cf these 
targets.

5. In developing those block level plans the detailed plan of action 
should be worked out in the light of past experience and in the light 
of new approaches suggested in the Seventh Plan.

6. Approach to universalisation of elementary education during the 
Seventh Five Year Plan includes intensified use of existing 
facilities, provision of economically viable and educationally 
relevant new facilities, promotion of non-formal system of learning, 
promotion oi appropriate incentives development of curriculum related 
to local socio-economic factors and environment needs and a 
preparatory programme of early childhood education, particularly for 
children ol first generation learner's families.

7. Following this approach a centrally sponsored scheme of non- 
formal education on an equal sharing basis was di'awn up and 
implemented in the nine States, which were classified as educationally 
backward, on the basis of low enrolment. Ihcouragement was given to 
voluntary efforts not only for running non-formal education centres in 
these States, but also for innovation and experimentation throughout 
the country. States and Union Territores were assisted in a big way 
by supplying paper required for printing reading-learning materials 
required for non-formal education programme. To increase the 
enrolment of girls, which is lagging far behind that of boys and which 
has been emphasised in the 20-point Programme of the Government 
announced in January 1982, Central financial assistance for opening 
non-formal education centres in the nine States was raised to 90$ in 
1983-84

8. In the formal sector a scheme was drawn up and implemented under 
which Central financial, assistance was provided to the extent of 80$ 
for appointment of a specified number of women teachers in primary 
schools in the nine States. To give a further boost to the programme 
of universalisation of elementary education and to accord recognition 
for excellence in performance for the spread of girls education both 
in formal schools and in non-formal centres, a scheme of 
awards/incentives was drawn up and implemented. Under this scheme, 
awards were given to the different administrative levels viz. 
Panchayats, Blocks/Tribal Development Blocks, Districts and 
States/Union Territories. Fcr the spread of early childhood education 
a scheme of assistance to voluntary organisations in the nine 
educationally backwards/States for running early childhood education 
centres was formulated and implemented.
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Tasks in the Seventh Five Tear Plan

9- The magnitude of the task in the Seventh Plan would call for a 
n§w*design of education to which reference has been made in the 
Chapter on approach and stretagies, which should give the highest 
emphasis to provision cf opportunities for part- time or own-time 
education under non-formal education programmes to achieve the goaJ of 
universalisation of elementary education by 1990 in addition tc a 
vigorous drive to ensure enrolment in school. The effort at the block 
level will have to be multi-faceted for intensifying some of the 
strategies adopted in earlier plans and at the same time developing 
new strategies to reach the groups which have not hitherto benefitted 
iroin the educational system. Some elements of the new design at the 
block level are indicated below:

(i) The programme has to be planned in relation to the needs of 
specific areas or community particularly those who have 
remained outside the reach of elementary education. 
Intensive efforts should be made to provide for 
educationally backward.

(ii) Girls in large numbers continue tc remain outside the main 
stream of education. Proven efforts of the past should be 
intensified to enrol girls in elementary education - both in 
formal and non-formal channels. Effective steps should be 
taken to overcome the socio-economic barriers hindering the 
progress of girls education. It has to be remembered that 
spread of education among girls is the key to the success of 
the programme of universalisation of elementary education.

(iii) Spread of education among the children belonging to the 
Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes, other weaker sections of 
the society including landless roor, agricultural labourers 
and urban slum dwellers needs to be accelerated and suitable 
programmes of formal and non-formal education should be 
developed for these target groups.

(iv) Greater impetus has to be given tc early childhood education 
by undertaking programmes with initiatives.

(v) Schemes of Central assistance for the spread of education 
amongst the target groups should encompass not only 
educationally backward States but even educationally 
backward regions and districts in other States.

(vi) Children employed in semi-organised sector constitute a 
major segment of non-enrolled children. Rough estimates 
indicate 1.3 crore children are unable to take advantage of 
schooling because they work for wage employment. Their 
needs have to be met preferably in places of their 
employment. All establishments employing child labour 
should be under an obligation to provide for education to 
all such children of school going age.
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(vii) Further extension of formal schooling would be necessary in 
unserved habitations especially for middle school education. 
In areas where there is already a primary/middle school 
within easy walking distance, the available facilities be 
strengthened by improving building, furniture, equipment, 
library, drinking water and toilet facility (especially for 
girls) rather than opening new schools.

(viii) In sparsely populated habitations there is no alternative 
but to open new single teacher schools. Teachers in such 
schools should be oriented adequately. It would be 
advantageous to think in terms of appointment of teachers on 
part time basis and mobilisation of community's educated 
workers and educated volunteers.

It may be necessary to have all alternative arrangements cf 
formal type such as grouping cf schools, creation of central 
and residential schools, arrangements for transportation of 
children etc.

(ix) Systematic evaluation of incentives provided for enrolment 
and attendance of children should be made to ensure that the 
incentives are effective in relation to objectives. It 
would be worthwhile to think in terms of new and effective 
incentives which should be .judged only in terms of their 
impact.

(x) A comprehensive health scheme designed in collaboration with 
health authorities who are basically concerned with primary 
health care, should be introduced in primary schools, 
especially in rural areas. This will not only serve as an 
effective incentive for enrolment and attendance but will 
also enhance the health status of the children. This will 
be an effective complement to the Mid-Day Meals Scheme.

(xi) Open Learning System and Non-formal Education are further 
discussed in para 32. The principle of the opening of non- 
formal education should be implemented effectively in order 
to make education relevant, effective and useful. Community 
involvement and use of radio and television in support of 
primary education should also be encouraged.

(xii) Special emphasis should be laid on quality of education, 
care being taken to remove deficiencies in elementary 
schools.

Wider Diffusion of Innovative Approaches in Education

10. Work has been done by NCERT as well as SCERTs/SIEs and other 
institutions in developing, innovative approaches that would help to 
universalise elementary education and enhance its quality and 
relevance. The various projects being assisted by the UNICEF and 
those undertaken by governmental and non-governmental agencies have
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provided sufficient experience which can now he usefully utilised in 
the early realisation of the goal cf universal, elementary education. 
These innovations need now to become a part of the system.

Among others the following steps would he necessary to -ensure 
that innovations become part of the total systems

(a) Dissemination of information about innovative ideas and 
experiences has to be undertaken. Information must be provided to all 
those concerned with universal elementary education, planners and 
administrators, supervisory personnel, teachers and communities.

(b) The capability of counterpart institutions to adopt innovations 
to local situations needs to be substantially strengthened. In spite 
of their having been in existence for seme years, most of the State 
Councils of Educational Research and Training and State Institutes of 
Education continue. to be understaffed and with meagre resources and 
indifferently attended/staffed, making it difficult for them to 
undertake meaningful research, development and extension work. 
Teacher training institutions which have and can develop closer links 
with schools also do not have enough resources to undertake any 
worthwhile extension work.

(c) There must be a large programme for training of functionaries who 
are expected to utilise the experience from innovations. Training of 
these personnel must include an understanding of the innovation, 
participation in the implementation and assistance to incorporate the 
experience on a systematic basis.

(d) The implementation of new approaches will depend to a great 
extent on decision makers, particularly the administrators who play a 
key role in identifying and providing for different programmes. It 
is, therefore, necessary to make systematic effort to make decision 
makers aware of the innovative ideas and practices, as to hew they can 
be incorporated in the system and the resources - manpower and 
materials required for the purpose.

(e) There is urgent need to coordinate the work done under 
experimental projects with on-going activities of the State 
Departments of Education and State level institutions. For instance, 
while substantial work has been done by SCERTs/SIEs in decentralised 
formulation of curriculum and the development of textual materials in 
relation to specific community needs, the on going exercise of 
revising syllabi and preparation of textbooks does not seem to 
incorporate the experience gained from these projects. Without such 
coordination, the two exercises seem to be going on parallel lines 
rather than converging into one major programme of syllabus revision 
and development of textual materials.

(f) The adoption of innovative projects requires funds. Most of the 
plans of elementary education have been concerned primarily with the 
establishment of facilities with very meagre resources being available 
for research and development work. In the Seventh Plan, it would be 
desirable to earmark funds for implementing on a system basis some of 
the new approaches which have been demonstrated to be useful.
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VALUE ORIENTATION AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

(i) Teacher Training

12. One of the weakest aspects of elementary education has been 
teacher training, particularly inservice training. There are teacher 
training institutions under the State Governments which are 
responsible for the training of primary school teachers after their 
matriculation. The curriculum of the training institutions is, by and 
large, out of date. In order to meet the contemporary needs of 
elementary education, it is necessary to reform teacher training. It 
is the primary school teacher, whc is expected to improve the quality 
cf primary education, bring in, environmental and health education, 
national integration and other values. The teacher is expected to 
motivate the children as well as their parents for enrolment and 
retention in schools. All these, a teacher can hardly be expected to 
do, unless his/her competence is of a higher order. The primary 
concern in the training of teacher should not remain limited only to 
pedagogy but a teacher should be exposed to mass media, science 
education and technology traits which he has to pass on. Hence, the 
Steering Group strongly recommends that a concerted attempt be made 
during the Seventh Plan to upgrade the thousand and odd elementary 
teacher training institutions, and that the preservice programme of 
teacher training be improved forthwith, additional inputs may he 
necessary in order to modernise these institutions, increase the 
library facilities, introduce educational technology etc. Wherever 
possible, linkages with secondary level training institutions, 
colleges and other institutions should be established in order to 
break their isolation.

13* While pre-service teacher training at the elementary stage needs 
to he improved, it is necessary to emphasise the point that 29 lakh 
teachers are already working in the system, and that they need to be 
exposed to training. They have to deliver the goods immediately, if 
U.E.E. is to be achieved. Their motivation has to be aroused’ they 
have to be given the know how of child-centered and environment- 
centered education.

14* Inservice training of such a massive number of elementary 
teachers presents a real challenge in the Seventh Plan.. But this 
challenge has to be met. Considering the importance of national 
integration and of a core of values that we cherish, the earlier the 
children are exposed to education in values, the better it is, because 
the foundations of character are laid very early in life, even earlier 
than the age at which elementary education begins. It is obviously a 
task of highest importance in the hands of the teachers, and surely, 
no inservice education worth the name can neglect this. So, whatever 
the methods, inservice education of elementary school teachers should 
receive urgent attention during the Seventh Plan period. 'Except in 
some parts of the country like north-east geographical distribution- 
wise there is now a well developed network of teacher training 
institutions. Keeping in view the areas of importance in the Seventh 
Plan, these institutions should be strengthened and further developed, 
if necessary by creating new faculties in these institutions to take
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care of needs of pre-service teacher training in the fields of non- 
formal and early childhood education, and in-service training in the 
fields of early childhood education, elementary education particularly 
science, languages and physical education and non-normal education. 
Some of these institutions should also develop as in-service training 
places for educational supervisors and administrators and teachers of 
vocational and technology streams. Also, since we want to expose the 
students to mass-media and technological marvels like computers in 
schools, it would be logical to re-orient the teacher training to 
provide for optimum use of these media and for this purpose to 
properly equip the teacher training institutions with modern teaching 
aids, radio-TV-VCP and Computers so that the teachers trained in these 
institutions are adapt at using these modern technological devices for 
better education.

(ii) Curriculum

15. In this report, we have not gone into the details of a revision 
of the curriculum at the elementary level, but it needs hardly any 
argument that it needs revision. First, the burden on the child 
should be worked out carefully, alter some trial. The temptation to 
give everything to the child at the primary stage has to be checked. 
Further, there has to be a core curriculum common throughout the 
country, consisting of minimum language competencies, arithmetical 
abilities and values like national integration, environmental care, 
health, sanitation etc. at primary stage. The young student should be 
steadily exposed to the world of work and technology by organising 
frequent visits. This is also the stage at which good citizenship 
qualities should begin to develop in a child. A large part of 
education at this stage should be non-text book dependant and fullest 
participation of the child in games and sports and innovative 
activities should be encouraged. At the middle stage most of these 
would progressively get formalised into the teaching process. The 
student would participate vigorously in socially useful productive 
work and would be formally exposed to mas&-media and technological 
innovations like micro-computers.

(iii) Standards

16. A concern was expressed in the Working Group over low standards 
of elementary education in general, but more specifically of primary 
education. There are some studies, although dated, which show that 
children do not develop competence in reading and writing in their 
mother tongue, at the primary stage. The learning of arithmatic is 
equally poor. Irregularity of attendances on the part of both 
teachers and pupils has been pointed out as one of the prime factors 
of low achievement. Teaching methods have to improve in order to 
develop competence in language and arithmatic. Absence of promotional 
examination from Class I onwards, it has been pointed out, is another 
reason for low achievement in primary education. There is a 
certificate examination in some States at the end of primary stage
i.e. class IV or V, and also another certificate examination at the 
end of class VIII. These examinations snould be improved so as to
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test the achievement of children in language and arithmatic at the 
primary stage and other subjects at the end of elementary stage. It 
is important to test for national integration at both the examinations 
in order to emphasise the importance of the values of national 
integration to fight prejudices, born of ignorance, in the formative 
years of childhood. The institution of a National Level Merit 
Examination tagged with a scholarship scheme should be a welcome move. 
It will also help in setting standards. It should not be compulsory 
but made available to all States and Union Territories which want to 
test their children and try for national scholarship. Sufch an 
examination will influence the primary certificate examination as well 
as the one after Class VIII in due course, thereby helping in the 
raising of standards.

(iv) Manpower Needs

17. In the Seventh Five Year Plan, it is proposed to enrol 250 lakh 
additional cildren in formal schools, 100 lakhs in classes I-V, and 
150 lakhs in classes VI-VIII. On the basis of teacher-pupil ratio of 
1.40 in classes I-V, and 1*35 in classes VI-VIII, 6.78 lakhs more 
teachers would be required during the Seventh Five Year Plan. At 
present there are 29 lakhs teachers at the elementary stage of 
education. The replacement needs at the rate of 2 per cent per annum 
of these teachers would be 2.9 lakhs teachers during the Seventh Pive 
Year Plan. Thus, the total fresh appointment of teachers to be made 
during the Seventh Plan period would be of the order of 9*68 lakhs 
(6.78 lakhs lor additional enrolment and 2.90 lakhs for replacement).

18. For meeting the requirement of enrolment in non-formal education 
centres at the elementary stage, 15-6 lakhs instructors would be 
required. This would be mostly part-4ime instructors who will need 
pre-service training. While most of them will be drawn from the 
teaching force, in many cases instructors of non-formal education 
centres could be community leaders, unemployed but educated youth, 
voluntary workers etc.

19. In 1981-82 enrolment in teacher training institutions at the 
elementary stage was 81,000. The duration of teacher training courses 
varies in the States. Taking one year course into consideration, one 
could assume an annual availability of 60,000 trained teachers. The 
total output from existing teacher training facilities would, 
therefore, be of the order of about 3 lakhs in the five years of the 
Seventh Plan.

20. At present, about 2 lakh trained teachers are on the live 
registers of the employment exchanges. It is difficult to know 
whether all of them are unemployed, or whether some 01 them are 
employed but registered with the employment exchanges for better jobs. 
One could, however, assume that all these 2 lakh teachers will be 
available for teaching in elementary schools in the Seventh Five Year 
Plan.

21. In middle schools some of the States are recruiting graduate 
trained teachers. About one lakh trained teachers maybe available
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from secondary teacher training institutions also, where the teacher 
training facilities are more than the estimated requirement. Thus, 
total availability of trained teachers in the Seventh five Year Plan 
from existing sources will be about 6 lakhs (3 lakhs from existing 
institutions, 2 lakhs unemployed, and 1 lakh from teacher training 
colleges). Facilities will, therefore, have to be created for 
training 3-68 lakhs teachers during the Seventh Five Year Plan. There 
is yet no infrastructure in the country for training of teachers of 
non-formal and early childhood education. Training of such teachers 
would have to be organised by suitably strengthening the existing 
teacher training centres and opening some in areas like north-east 
where such facility does not exist cn required scale.

22. For additional enrolment envisaged in the Seventh Plan, about 
12,000 additional Inspectors of Schools/Education Extension Officers 
would be required for strengthening administration/supervision of 
elementary education.

23- Upgradation of the knowledge and professional competence of 
teachers would be a major input for improving quality. Most of the 29 
lakh teachers employed in the system seldom get an opportunity tc 
upgrade their knowledge of subjects and become acquainted with the new 
methodologies of training. An attempt should be made to expose these 
serving teachers to new knowledge and innovative practices at least 
once in five years.

24- Considering the numbers involved, institutionalised inservice 
education of teachers will be difficult to provide, not only due to 
huge cost involved but also due to lack cf facilities for training. 
It is, therefore, necessary tc think of a variety of training 
arrangements. Among others, these would include;

(a) Inservice education by utilising mass media, as was dene 
during SITE;

(b) adoption of schools of lower level by institutions of higher 
levels for upgrading of teacher competencies;

(c) despatch of teacher guidance notes by training schools,

(d) publication of bulletins informing teachers of new 
developments„ and

(e) correspondence materials supported by occasional contact.

Resource Needs

25. A rough estimate of expenditure for achieving the target of 640 
lakhs of additional enrolment (250 lakhs in formal school and 390 
lakhs in non-formal education centres), establishment of 5000 
pre-primary education centres and various other quality improvement 
programmes, provision of physical facilities, training of teachers, 
etc. is given in the table below
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Coating of Elementary Education

Item Five year Cost 
(Ks. in crores)

Physical
Target

Norms
Assumed

1. Extension 
of lacilities

(a) Pull time

Total Teacher Cost 

Non-Teacher Cost

6^0

1233

1863

280

Classes 1-V 
100 lakhs

Classes VI- 
VIII 150
lakh;

Teacher-Pupil 
ratio 1:40 teacher 
salary Rs. 700/
p.m.

Teacher-Pupil 
ratio 1:35 
Teacher Salary 
Rs. 800/- p.m.

Non-teacher cost 
@ 15$ of the 
teacher cost

Total 2143

(b) Part-time non- 936 
formal classes

(c) Pre-primary 11 
education

390 lakhs 
children

5000 centres

Rs. 80/- per 
student

2. School buidlings.

(a) New Schools/ 1356
classes

(b) Removal of backlog 800 
in buildings

3- Equipment 162

6.78 lakhs class 
rooms @
Rs. 20,000/
Govt. contribu
tion per class.

4 lakh classroom 1/4 of the 
backlog

Rs. 1000/- per teacher for 
6.78 lakh for full time and 
Rs. 500/- for non-formal 
education instructors.

4. Incentives 150 125 lakh children Rs. 40 per
student per annum (1/2 of the 
additional enrolment)
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5. Teacher Training

(i) Improvement of existing 10 
teacher training 
institutions

(ii)Training of additional 37 
teachers

^ub. N a u o n n l

National !«*■. - « education* 

Plannintf • ! • tvatum
17-B.Sj'iA' >“*^  Marg.NewDelhi-11001*
d o c . i' .................

Date.......... ——.......... ********

Training of 3*68 lakhs 
teachers @Rs. 1000/- per 
trainee.

6. Media support 

(a) Equipment

(b) Software purchases/ 
maintenance

80

20

4,00,000 schools
Rs. 2000/- for radio set,
tape recorder, projector etc.

7. Quality Improvement 
(ad-hoc provision)

(i) Science Education 50

(ii) Strengthening of State 30 
Institutes of Education/ 
NCERT/SCERT

(Hi)Socially useful 50
productive work

(iv) Administration and 50 
spervision monitoring
and evaluation

(v) Other misc. Programmes 40

8. Establishment of block 323 
level multipurpose
resource centres

Total 6248 crores

26. The estimated outlays for the Seventh Five Year Plan mark a 
substantial step up over the outlays provided for elementary education 
in the earlier Five Year Plans. These estimates have been worked out 
on the basis of norms which, if anything, represent the minimum needs 
of schools. Bulk of the provison will be required for expanding 
educational facilities, formal and non-formal. Some provisions have 
been made'for removing the backlog, for instance, in respect of 
buildings.
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27* Although the proposed outlays would seem large in the context of 
Seventh Plan provision, however, these would be the minimum necessary, 
commensurate with the tasks involved. It is the time that the social 
and economic implications of mass education are realised. The 
Steering Group is of the strong view that the future of this nation 
depends upon the extent to which we are able to eradicate illiteracy 
and guarantee basic education for all. It needs to be realised that 
education has been shovrn to have significant positive relationship 
with fertility rates. It also generates oneness of and capacity to 
use innovative practices in production processes, thus contributing to 
increased productivity. Education also enables a person to take 
benefit, without depending interpretation of intermediaries, of the 
facilities and services that have been created for the public. In 
this sense, it assists in increased participation through access and 
development inputs and in reducing exploitation.

28. While a major portion of resources for elementary education would 
be made available in the Education Sector, there are a number of other 
sectors of development which should be required to earmark funds for 
education. Programmes being implemented under Integrated Rural 
Development (IRDP) and National Rural Employment Programme (NREP) 
must make suitable provision, for instance, in respect of construction 
of school buildings, in particular. Similarly, agencies like the 
Khadi and Village Industries Commission, the Handloom Board etc., 
could assist schools in organising socially useful productive work on 
more meaningful lines by providing raw materials, assisting in the 
training of students and instructors and by arranging the sale of 
finished products. Ministry of Health and Family Welfare can assist 
in the introduction of school health programme.

29. So far, allocations for elementary education have been made in 
the State Sector. While the practice would have to continue, it seems 
necessary that there is increased central intervention in partial 
financing of elementary education, to realise the constitutional 
objective by 1990. Since education is now in the concurrent list, 
there is all the more reason for substantial Central funding in school 
education. The goal of universalisation of elementary education by 
1990 would require so much in financial resources that unless both 
Centre and States are able to maximise funding in their respective 
sectors, it is not likely to be achieved. The need for Central 
funding in key sectors of school education seems inescapable. The 
Central Advisory Board of Educaton has, in one of its meetings, 
evolved a formula for the central assistance for elementary education. 
The Board had proposed -

(a) that for each State the magnitude of the task, in terms of 
the financial requirements to universalise elementary 
education, be determined;

(b) that for each State its capacity to provide resources to 
achieve the goal be determined; and

(c) that central assistance be given to State to fill the gap 
between its requirement of funds and the capacity to 
generate resources for elementary education.
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This formula could.he considered for adoption.

30. The other alternative would be to identify fcr Central support, 
certain key elements of the programme and meet the • sntire cost on 
theme For instance, these could ir ilude:

(a) strengthening of training, institutions and SCERTg ;
(b) inservice education of teachers.;
(c) technology support,
(d) non-formal education, particularly for girls;
(a) strengthening of administration and supervision,
(f) establishment of monitoring mechanisms;
(g) diffusion of innovation;
(h) early childhood education*
(i) implementation oi pilot projects;
(j) community participation,
(k) increasing school facilities.

31. It should be. noted that the implementation of some of the 
strategies suggested in this report could meet with some measure of 
resistance. For instance appointment of part-time teachers may not be 
'welcome in certain quarters specially because there are large number 
of trained teachers awaiting for jobs. It is a. reflection of the 
pressures on the system that additional posts of teachers are 
continuously created in preference ol other-necessary inputs, although 
the new teacher appointees may not be willing to serve in rural or 
distant areas. In practice many teachers seek and succeed in 
obtaining transfers to urban centres with the result that the overall 
teacher-students ratio for the whole State is not correct index of the 
reality, h pre-condition for creation cf any additional teacher post 
in the Seventh Plan should therefore, be by a thorough review of 
teacher posting with reference to actual or likely attendance of 
children so that teachers already appointed are optimally utilised. 
In distant and rural, areas where qualified teachers are reluctant to 
serve it may be-much better to employ local teachers* even if less 
qualified, with appropriate training and orientation. Employment of 
part time teachers could be considered also for the reason that Those 
with relevant knowledge and skills must be utilised to impart the 
same. Incidentally this could also have effect of lowering the unit 
cost of education. But it should be emphasised that without 
appropriate discipline and control in the matter of creation of 
additional teacher posts the rest of the strategies may get under
funded and may not have the requisite chance to succeed. Also the 
programme of non-formal education would require special attention and 
care and should be endowed with adequate prestige and supported with 
competent, able and motivated personnel in order to foster the same 
during the critical initial years.

Open Learning System

32. There is a need for designing an open learning system where 
children are able to. get education that their parents can 
afford-partly by not allowing their education to interfere with their 
daily chores - and which they see as relevant to their learning needs.
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In an open learning system children learn on their own, in a variety 
of situations and utilising e. variety of learning resources. The 
minimum level of learning, in terms of abilities, for each of the age 
groups specified for elementary education should be laid down and then 
allow the children to reach these levels by chosing the type, time and 
sources cf learning. Under this system, it would not be necessary for 
a child to formally enrol in a school, although an open learning 
system includes the school as well as cut of school learning. Such an 
open learning system with flexibility in the matter of time and 
utilisation cf recources could be promoted by developing a new 
conceptual framework which suggests* among other things, what ie 
significant to learn to enable a person to function creatively and 
productively in a particular social milieu.

33* While advocating open learning systems it will be necessary to 
insist that the "minimum learning continuum" is not advocated only for 
thoge who, because of certain social and economic handicaps, are 
unable to take advantage of the formal system. The effort should be 
to lay down the minimum abilities which should be promoted among all 
the children through formal system or through other non-formal 
approaches and suggest the quantum of learning that is necessary for 
the purpose. These learning abilities should be expected of every 
child, although the modes through which they are attained may vary. 
If this is done, it would be possible to ensure an equivalence of what 
is done in the formal system and what is promoted in non-lormal 
arrangements.

34. Non-formal education would be one of the important components of 
this new design. Non-formal education centres have been set up in 
different states for out-of-school children, particularly with central 
assistance. Although most of these centres provide education which is 
basically a condensed form of what is taught in schools, some 
experimental approaches where content of education is derived from 
different sources, are at present being implemeted. NCERT's project 
on Comprehensie Access to Primary Education (CAPE) visualises the 
development of textual materials in relation to problems faced in 
specific communities, establishment of learning centres where 
out-of-school children can study these materials and certification of 
the competencies attained by students to facilitate their entry into 
the formal system if they so desire. It would be necessaary to 
promote in the Seventh Five Year Plan a variety of non-formal 
approaches to education, covering a much larger number of 
out-of-school children at present. Since non-formal education in the 
Seventh Plan would expan'^ at a fast pace, it is necessary that the ad- 
hoc system created in pajpt few years is reviewed comprehensively so 
that in the Seventh Pain a non-formal system really functions to 
deliver the goods. Since both formal and non-formal systems would be 
used to achieve the common\goal of universal isation of elementary 
education and increasing the access to education for the 
disadvantaged, the non-formal\svstem should at once be both viable and 
supplementary to formal system. The non-formal centres should 
preferably come up in rural areas where school is not within easy 
reach and in urban areas in the localities of disadvantaged groups. 
Also, these centres should continu^ to be run till the local community 
reaches an optimum level both in'terms of enrolment and retention.
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Much more textual material with area specific background and 
supplementary reading, materials should be developed and made available 
so that products of this system are not inferior to that of formal 
system. Adequate teacher training arrangements should be made for 
teachers of non-formal system, '.or optimum use of resources the 
school system, the non-formal system and adult education system should 
develop linkages and be educationally integrated.

Linkages with Development

35• It is assumed that the content of elementary education - if we 
think in terms of abilities to be attained - must be derived, broadly 
speaking, from roles and functions that a person has to perform in a 
given social situation. Since most of the children after leaving 
school will assume participatory roles in the development process, it 
will be necessary to develop linkages between elementary education - 
both formal and non-formal - and development programmes in specific 
areas. A point to consider would be whether the content of elementary 
education should not be derived, to a substantial extent, from the 
analysis of the roles that a child plays or is expected to play in a 
given community situation. The question of non-formal education 
centres being run by employing/develcpmental agencies with educational 
authorities giving pedagogical support could also be considered.

36. Attention need be given to evolving multi-faceted approaches to 
developmental problems in contrast to the segmentary approaches 
adopted by different developmental agencies as at present. Time and 
again, it has been demonstrated that development required integrated 
approach and the problems of communities, be they social, concerned 
with productivity or health and hygiene, are basically educational in 
nature. Unless people are equipped with knowledge and skills which 
make them self-reliant, it would be difficult to promote development 
on a continuing basis. Education, particularly elementary education, 
from this point of view remains the central element in the development 
process. The experience provided by the UNICEF aided project, 
Development Activities for Community Education and Participation 
(DACEP) provides an approach for making a primary school the focal 
point for a variety of educational services to the local community.

37. BIcck: level planning and implementation would be essential for 
achieving universal elementary education since national and state 
aggregates, either in the form of availability of facilities or 
enrolement ratios do not indicate the disparities that exist spatially 
and/or in respect of various segments of the population. These 
disparities can be removed only by identifying at micro-levels the 
specific handicaps which prevent certain section from taking advantage 
of educational facilities, and by implementing programmes in relation 
to them.

38. It is essential that appropriate linkages are established in the 
programmes of pre-school education, elementary education both formal 
and non-formal, secondary education, and adult education. While 
pre-schcol education enables the children to move into the formal 
system at the elementary stage and continue in the secondary stage,
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spread of adult education will influence the parents to send their 
children to schools or non-formal education centres. Integration of 
administrative and supervisory levels in respect of elementary 
education both formal and non-formal and adult education will result 
in more effective utilisation of limited resources.

39. The need for some form of community involvement and control on 
elementary education, can largely be over-emphasized. Teachers 
absenteeism is reported to be quite substantial, j-.dministrative 
machinerys the growth of which has net been in proportion to the 
expansion of educational facilities, is not able to keep track of 
schools and the teaching learning process. While safeguards will need 
to be provided for particularly preventing harrassment of teachers, 
local communities must be allowed to have some decision mailing 
authority vis-a-vis elementary education. It would be worthwhile in 
this context to have some specific programmes in the VII Plan which 
would on the one hand motivate community contribution to school 
development and on the other hani simultaneously provide for 
participation of school in activities beneficial to local community. 
Without such an arrangement, it is net fair to expect that community 
will be forthcoming to support the local institution.

40. Some voluntary organisations have done pioneering work in the 
field of education. During the Seventh i’ive Year Plan, effort should 
be made to involve such organisation for the spread of pre-primary 
education and elementary education including non-formal, part-time 
education.

Technology Support

41. In recent years substantial progress has been made in 
communication technology which has made it possible to reach isolated 
and distant populations. India is one of the countries where 
pioneering work has been done in th'$ utilisation of mass-media for 
education. While radio support to Education has been available in 
some fcrm or the other for over 40 years, the SITE as well as the 
availability of INSAT has provided experience in the utilisation of 
televison for educational purposes. It. would be necessary to build 
upon this experience and ensure that the technology that has now 
become available is increasingly harnessed for achieving the goal of 
universal elementary education. \

42. Radio and televison can play an important role in providing 
support to class room instruction, enrichment of the learning of 
children, providing information on national concerns/issues, 
upgradation of the knowledge and professional experience of teachers. 
While these roles will continue to be performed, it would also be 
necessary to consider whether television and radio programmes could in 
some specific subject areas substitute the utilisation of an 
intermediary, like the teachers. \t should, for instance, be possible 
to identify topics in the school syllabus which need net be dealt with 
through classroom instruction. Ak media literacy grows, children 
should on their own be in a position to interpret messages that are 
transmitted to them through radio and'Nfcelevisicn.
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43- Radio and television would be particularly useful as sources of 
learning for these children who are unable to join regular full-time 
classroom instruction. Community viewing sets can be utilised for 
providing useful education and training to out-of-school children. 
With ba ic skills cf literacy and numeracy having been attained, one 
can also think of utilising distance learning techniques for providing 
further education to children without necessarily requiring them to 
attend schools. It would, however, be necessary that, apart from 
correspondence ma.terials, supported by radio and. television 
broadcasts, there should be some provison for personal contact. This 
could be provided by existing schools and learning centres that are 
proposed to be set up.

44. Schools and learning centres would need to be provided with 
facilities essential for utilisation cf the new technology. Apart 
from radio and television receiving sets, it would be desirable to 
provide to elementary schools equipment for projection of films, film 
strips, tape slides, etc. and also a library where, apart from 
materials, non-print materials, like audio-tapes, films-strips, etc. 
are available for use by teachers and students.

Quality of Hlucation

45- In the Seventh Pive Year H a n  ana in subsequent plan, increasing 
emphasis needs to be given to the enhancement of the quality and 
efficiency of elementary education. As has been indicated earlier, 
the ultimate success of the programme of universalisation of 
elementary education can be determined in terms of knowledge, 
attitudes and skills of school leavers and how they are able to 
utilise them in actual life situation. In our concern for enrolling 
the non-enrolled children, we tend to understress the needs of those 
children who are already in schools. The large scale deficiencies 
from which elementary schools suffer is indicative of the inadequate 
attention that has been given to the provisor, of quality education. 
The continuing high drop out rates are alsc perhaps a direct result of 
inadequately provided schools and uninspiring environment of the 
schools. The Seventh Pive Year Plan needs to rectify the position and 
provide earmarked funds for those programmes which will enhance the 
efficiency of the system. It should be possible to identify inputs 
which improve/enhance the efficiency of the system. Provision of a 
reasonable buildng where classes can be held, a small library which 
children can use and availability of school furniture and teaching 
aids are some of the essential items which would improve the content 
of education.

46. Similarly there is need to have a fresh look at textual material 
in use in schools. Various projects in last few years like population 
education, UNICEF assisted projects, environment wild life education 
and the like have led to development of appropriate material. What is 
needed is that the results of these efforts should be made use cf by 
the system at large. One of the obvious ways of doing so would be to 
review or rewrite text—books to incorporate the results of these 
endeavours.
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47. The elements of the new design for elementary education which 
have been discussed above would require to be integrated into a 
systematic plan of action. From this point of view, it is desirable 
to identify specific areas where ^he total strate^ required for 
universalising elementary education can be implemented. Various 
institutions - NCERT, NIE'PA, SCERT etc. could be asked to develop a 
comprehensive plan of action and implement it is selected blocks. The 
Planning Commission should earmark funds for implementing, on a pilot 
basis, the integrated programame of elementary education in these 
blocks. For monitoring and coordinating the activities of various 
agencies, the Planning Commission should help in setting a separate 
unit for elementary education in the Ministry of Education and at 
State headquarters.
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STAOMtttfi MO c 1

likely m t- m r if classes i-v is 1984-85

(Enrolment in 000 's)

SI. States Sfcrolment Enrolment as percentage
No. of the age-group

Boys OirlB Total Boys Car} A Total

1 . i'nahra Pradesh- 3601 * 2710 6311 112 82* 97*
oa. « Assam 1275 1112 2587 O QJJ 92 95

Ilhar 5041 2920 7961 1 1 0' 68 89

4-
( 1 -  . ... u J cl± d, b 26% 2092 ^ / e s 126 98 110

s . Haryana 905 605 1510 107 75 91

6 , Himachal Pradesh 346 274 620 107 85 96
r - 7
I * Jammu & Kashmir 433 275 708 122 72 95
3 * Karnataka. 2295 1875 4170 9 n 78 88
9- Kerala 1645 1553 3198 100 10S 106

10. Madhya Pradesh 4150 2150 6300 95 54 75
11.-- Maharashtra 5! 27 4029 91S6 121 ICO 111
12-. Manipur 109 110 219 113* r j Q K 106*
13: Meghalaya 110 104 214 121. 1 '» > 119
14- Nagaland 64 57 121 129 1 th 123

15- Orissa 1905 1 ?r>3 ‘3158 109 76 93
16. Punjab 1064 907 1971 1 1 0 .100 105
17- Rajasthan 3040 1260 4300 125 55 91
18. Sikkim . 39 26 65 178 . 119 14^
1.9. Tamil Nadu 3733 3 '52 6885 104* • R g rK - 97*
20. Tripura 211 168 379 145 113 129
21. Uttar Pradesh 7756 3561 11317 92 '47 70
22. West Bengal 4434 5223 7657 107 81 94

Total States

Onion Territories
23. A & ft Islands 20 16 36 161 134* 147*
24. Arunachal Pradesh 49 26 75 130 72 101
25- ■Chandigarh 34 26 60 118* 87* 102*
26. Dadra tit, Nagar Havel i 8 6 14 100* 87* 93*
27.. Delhi 39b 345 741 108 90 97
28. Goa Daman & Diu , 76 65 141 119* 102* 111*
29. Lakshadweep • ** 4- 4 8 177 150 168
30. Mizoram 45 42 87 103 102 103
31. Fondicherry 42 39 81 125 114 119

Total Union Territories

Grand Total 50653 23985 84638 106@

Iti

91©

* Relate to 1983-84
@ Estimated.
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STATEMENT NO. II

LIKELY ENROIMENT IN CLASSES VI -VIII IN 1984-85

(Enr linen t in OOO’s)

atee iDnfolment JJr.roLment Ratio
< »li •

Beys Girls Total Boys Girls Total

1. Andhra Pradesn 860 590 1450 53* 32* 45*
° >■ 626 442 1068 69 58 f*

3- Khar 1515 496 2011 57 20 39
4. Gujarat 912 520 1432 72 44 58
5- Haryana 395 165 560 80 36 59
6' Himachal Pradesh 164 94 258 89 51 70
7* Jammu & Kashmir 150 80 230 74 49 56
8. arnataka 860 570 1430 48 31 39
9- Kerala 967 921 1888 97 91 93
10. Hed’hya Pradesh 1287 486 1773 53 21 38
11. Maharashtra 1812 1118 2930 71 44 58
12- Maaipur 41 47 88 78* 65* 71 *
1 3. Me$valaya 25 21 46 55@ 42© 50©
1/1*. Nag?,land 32 25 57 121 96 100
15. Orissa 507 271 778 51 29 AO
16. Punjao 540 330 870 92 65 72
17. Rajasthan 841 250 1090 62 20 41
18. Sifckia, 9 5 14 74 35 55
19. Tamil .faiu 1369 895 2264 83* 54* 69*
20. Tripura 53 38 91 65 42 53
21. Uttar PrSflesh 2802 997 3799 59 24 42
22. West Bengal 1515 1105 2620 66 51 39

Union Terrltorie

23. k & N islands 7 6 13 101 96 99
24- Arunaehal Pradesh 11 6 17 52 30 41
25. Chandigarh 21 15 36 102* 76* 90«
26. Dadra « Nagar Havel i 2 1 3 50* 26* 38*
27. Delhi 228 173 401 90 * ' 12 $1
28. Goa Danan & Diu 43 34 77 . 1Q2* 77* 90*
29. Lakshadweep 2 1 3 1® 94 111
30. Mizoram 19 16 35 8*5 81 83
31. Pondichfrry 23 28 51 111 128 120

TotaC. 17637 974S 27383 64@ 37@ 51©

® Est mated 
* Relate to 1983-84.
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StPATIr-ENT III

Tar^'tug of rdd iticna'3 enrolment for J }.0r Sever it?, Plat if Classee T*;V

n 000' s)

EL. States Li ke Ly adc itiorsal Targets i’or VII Plan
Vo, 04'irolmeiit in VI plan

• I'O.ys (rirIs Tof a. toys Ciirle Total

‘. /indhra. Fradeah v;4 • 535 1129 200 5<*o 700
?*» Assam 7506‘ 385 485 2C0 300 500

Pi na r 4^0 1 Q:\Cj 1500 *500 900 ! ■'K x
•). Gui&rau 187 3 °2 57' 200 *. C*J
5- Ilaryara 123 224 Wi 20C* 20C 400
6. Himachal fra.ifi'h ■■3 60 voe - 60 60
7. Jammu. & Kashmir 100 90 1QQ 40 100 140
8. Karnataka 132 229 <’ 11 300 • 100 '700

Kcr i.Pi ( ) 19 (-) 11 (-) 30, , 50 50 100
10. Madhya Pradosh see 582 1450 500 700 1200
11.. Maharashtra 456 550 986 -400 200 - 200*
12. Mar j. pur 24 44 68 25 40 65
13« Me^h&l aya c 11 9 19 10 10 20
14- -Hyland 9 11 20 - 3 5
15* Orissa 243 193 433 300 ^:0 600
16. Punjab ~(7t) -(19) -(26) 50 50 100
'7* Ite.jastban 9b 1 597 15?3 >0) SCO 1100
18. Sikkim ■ 1C to 20 - - -

19- Tamil Padu 209 558 657 -(300) - ~(300)
20. Tripura €5 63 ^28 ... 30
21. Uttar Pradesh 138^ 6 16 2000 100) 900 ! 900
22. West P>ftiigal 531 727 17/] 2 500 800 1300

Total States 6729 6716 13445 3675 6645 10320

Union Territories

1..A. & N. Island v 5 4 10 . .

2. Arunachal Pradesh% w 12 9 21 5 20
>  Chandigarh 11 9 20 10 15 25
4« Padra & Nagar Haveli ~(2) - -(2) ... 4) 1
5. EelttQ. 50 47 97 100 100 200
61 Goa Df®an ■& D»; 9 7 16 8 12 20
9 - Tak.shac.weop 1 1 - - -

8. Mjzuram 11 , 22 ■z
7 5 8

9. Fond icherry 1 4 } ■ 4 5 . .. ...

. 1 V'
Total UTs 102 92 194 12& 146 274

Crane Total 6831 6*06 13639 3801 e m 10594

or say 100 lakhs.

* PPinues enrolment due: to lower■ levr Is ci’ vender a£e and over sf*e



CTAT1KEBT IV

Add it i onal Enrolment Targets for the Seventh Plan in Classes

(Tn

VI-VIII 

000's)

States Likely Achievement in 
Sixth Plan 

Boys Girls Total
Target
Boys

for Seventh I lan 
Girls Total

1. Andhra Pradesh 323 315 638 800 800 1600
2. Assam 223 183 406 500 350 650
3» Bihar 625 275 900 1000 700 1 lit)

221 113 334 300 500 600
5- Haryana 75 55 130 100 150 250
6. Himachal Pradesh 42 40 82 — 50 50
7* Jammu & Kashmir 37 26 63 50 60 110
8 . Karnataka. 119 121 240 1-00 300 700
9- Kerala 128 169 297 200 180 4 >80
10. Madhya Pradesh 375 182 557 800 500 1300
11 . Maharashtra 439 345 784 <100 700 1100
12. Manipur 20 34 54 20 20 40
13- Meghalaya 6 4 10 10 20 30
14. Nagaland 9 7 16 4 7 11
15- Orissa 136 99 235 300 300 600
16- Tunjab 133 76 . 209 100 200 ■̂ 00
17- Rajasthan 262 115 376 500 300 800
18. Sikkim 5 3 Ou 2 5
19- Tamil Nadu 267 250 497 400 500 900
20. Tripura 17 12 29 20 25 45
21 . Uttar Pradesh 682 325 1007 100C 900 1900
22. West Bengal 505 431 936 900 800 1700

Total States 4649 3160 7808 7606 7165 14771

Union Territories

1. A. & N, Island 2 3 5 1 1 4
0C-. • Arunachal Pradesh 5 4 9 8 6 16
~Z Chand igarh 10 7 17 2 7 9
4. D. 3, N Havel i 1 - 1 1 1 O

S. Delhi 53 45 98 32 80 112
6. Goa, Daman & Diu 5 5 10 2 10 12
n 
1 - Lakshadweep - - - - _ -

8 . Mizoram 6 5 11 5 10
9- Pondicherry 5 14 19 - - 4 1 _

Total UTo 87 83 170 51 114 55

Grand Total 4736 3243 7978 7657 "*279 14936

a 6



STATM3HT V

Target of Non-Fcrmal Education 
at Elementary Stage in the Seventh Plan

S. No. States In lakhs

1 . Andhra Pradesh 29
2. Assam 5
3* Bihar 50
A. Gujarat 13
5- Far.yana 7
6. Himachal Pradesh —

7. Jammu & Kashmir 3
8. Karnataka. 24
9. Kerala —

10. Madhya Pradesh 46
11. Maharashtra 14
12. Manipur -

13* Meghalaya -

14. Nagaland -

15- Orissa 19
16. Punjab 5
17. Rajatshtan 30
18. Sikkim —

19. Tamil Nadu 8
20. Tripura 0.5
21. Uttar Pradesh 103
22. West Bengal 30

Total States 386.5 say 390 lakhs.
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CHATTER -  IV

Secondary Education

S eoaaiery education is a crucial stage in the system of education. It 
proTidew the foundation for the pursuit oi scholarship, at the tame 
tia/e, it constitutes the earliest stage of interface betwisr, education 
b-.nd the world of work, jit present, secondary education i„. tr-c; weakest 
link ir; the educational system in the country. It mostly prepares the 
ehl'J 3 ren for higher education. The products of secondary education 

’ unemployable with the result that tb< ■ of
matriculate job seekers on the live registers oi the employment 
exchanges has been spelling from year to year. Efforts Lave been made 
to reform secondary ducation system since the Second Five Year Plan, 
(-specially after the submission of the report of the-. Education 
.Commission (1964—66) and the adoption of the Resolution on the 
National Policy cn Education. However only much more remains to be 
done in several directions to achieve the desired results. Since 
secondary education is oi great significance fcr the country's social, 
and economic development, special attention should be- paid to its 
development on proper lines in the Seventh Plan.

Uniform. Educational Pattern

.‘ill the States, except Himachal Pradesh and Haryana, have switched 
over to the 1C plus 2 pattern at the secondary stage oi education arid 
ever! these two have decided to switch over to 10+2 pattern beginning 
in 1985-86. It will facilitate the students to move from one State 
to another without disrupting their educational career and will help 
to maintain comparable standard of education in all the States in the 
country and will enable planning of apaality improvement programmes, 
promotion of innovations and introduction of reforms on a national 
scale. As fp.r as possible plus 2 stage may be located in the school 
system.

Expansion of Education

The demand of secondary education has been growing with the expansion 
of facilities at the lower stage. In expanding the facilities special 
attention will have to be given to the development needs of the 
backward areas, under-privileged sections of the population and of 
girls. The tendency of making education free for all uptc the 
secondary stage should be discouraged and measures taken to ensure 
equality of access to secondary education, particularly for the 
socially and economically under-privileged.

Keeping in view the likely increase in student population at the 
secondary stage necessary provision has to be made for additional 
facilities by expansion of existing schools, opening of new schools 
where needed, and by promoting long distance education and open school 
system. The unplanned growth of high/higher secondary schools should.



however, be checked. Norms for establishment of secondary schcoJs 
should be established and schools should be opened strictly according 
to the norms. It is suggested that during the Seventh Plan, new 
secondary schools should be established where a clear local need is 
established and there is reasonable chance of a new school growing 
into an economically viable and educationally efficient institution. 
Keeping in view the past trends of enrolment for secondary education 
stage provision may be made for an additional enrolment of about• 36 
lakh students 22 lakhs in high schools stage (Glasses IX and X) ■ 14 
lakhs at higher secondary stage (Classes XI and XII) - during the 
Seventh Plan.

Languages

Generally the three language formula, has not been implemented in the 
spirit in which it was introduced. The position regarding the 
implementation of three language formula varies from state to state. 
In some states three languages &re taught in classes Vj to VIII, two 
lanuages in classes IX and X and one language in XI and XII while in 
some other states two languages are taught in classes IX to XII.

One of the difficulties experienced in the introduction of tnr 
three language formula is the paucity of teachers in languages other 
than the regional language. Another difficulty relates to the paucity 
of time at secondary and higher secondary stages in view of the other 
academic courses which must be given adequate weightage. .However, 
considering that language is the vehicle for learning of all other 
subjects and importance of learning of second and third language for 
■national integration, it is suggested that three language formula may 
be implemented earnestly in the country. Keeping in view the demands 
of academic courses in higher classes and the fact that students learn 
languages easily at an early stage it is suggested that three 
languages may be taught in classes VI-VIII, two languages in classes 
IX-X and one language in classes XI-XIL

Science Education:

The teaching of science at high/higher secondary stage of education 
needs to be made universal and uniform and the facilities accordingly 
strengthened. Efforts should be made to update and modernise science 
curricula, improve the laboratories and libraries in schools and 
upgrade the competence of science teachers. Since the cost of 
laboratory equipment is high arid the quantity needed is considerable, 
the production of scientific equipment on a large scale and at modest 
cost should be encouraged. Regional production centres for the 
manufacture of science kits and laboratory equipment may be set up. 
Central assistance should be made available to the states for 
strengthening of teaching of science in secondary education and for 
opening of additional science sections at the higher secondary level. 
Similar attention should be paid for improvement of teaching of 
mathematics.



Socially Useful Productive Work

Sl'JFW/Wo/k: Experience Programmes have been accepted in principle for a 
long time. Establishment of I3asic School? throughout the country was 
an early positive stop but could not gain roots diu-. to certain 
inherent complexities in the context of fast changing socio-economic 
conditions of the society. Work Experience recommended by Education 
Commission (1966) was a laudable effort to bridge the gap between wort 
and education. The concept of SITPW accepted in 1977-78 envisaged 
purposive, meaningful manual work resulting in either goods or 
services useful to the community as an integral part of the entire 
spectrum of school education.

iheee concept;;; have also been implemented by many of the States 
;->nti UT's under one name or the other for a long time but have not made 
a significant impact as was envisaged. Since the problem remains, an 
nrgent need is there to provide fresh direction and impetus for its 
more effective implementation. The general aim of the work education 
programmes should be the linkage of education with the world of work, 
reduction of gap between the manual and intellectual work, and work 
both as an area as well as the medium of .education at all levels. 
However, these aims must not yield differentiated curricula either to 
exploit or conform to the existing disparities or in any way, to 
promote them. The individual aspirations should be respected and 
honoured and the concept should find acceptance on the basis of its 
own intrinsic merit. The contents of SUFW should, therefore, provide 
for strong linkages with other academic subjects so tha+ the acquired 
knowledge could be applied for the actual benefit of the community.

Specifically while the SITTW concept of participation in a large 
number cf activities drawn from the areas cf human needs may continue 
for the elementary■ stage cf education for the time being* there is a 
need to develop certain programmes of pre-vocational character for* 
more structured and effective implementation. A school can select, an 
area of community specific production process around which the 
theoretical learning and practical work within the school and outside 
may revolve. This may allow for closer linkages between theories 
learnt and skills acquired and their real life applications.

It will also allow for better uti] isation and integration of the 
community expertise in the teaching-learning process. A cluster of 
three to four schools with a given pre-vocational course may feed to 
the school offering a correpsonding course for vocational studies at 
the higher secondary stage. Besides, ^he support system for 
development, training, management and supervision available or being 
developed for vocationalisation may 'also be utilised, for the secondary 
stage SUPW (pre-vocational) programme. The pace of expansion in such 
an organised fashion will get automatically linked with the expansion 
cf vocational isation programme and would eventually cover all the 
secondary schools of the country in a phased Earner. This strategy 
would also alleviate the difficulties presently encountered in the 
area of conceptual clarity, community acceptance, vertical linkages, 
standards cf achievement, pedagogical and managerial inputs and 
several other constraints experienced during the precceding decade.
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The financial constraints have also affected the SbTW programme 
to a greet exptent. While eventoallyMh# programme sh;,u.ld be self 
sustaining and remunerative as desirable-, seme financial provi ions 
mus*; bo re ado for certain components of the programmes, These may 
involve- ’ ‘ .

■. Staff salary for OUfW ceils in each state exclusively 
chargee with functions in the area of SUFW/WE. This may be 
properly dovetailed with similar staff oemponr-nt required 
for tire vocational isatinn programme.

2. 1 modest programme budget for this Cell for developing 
materials, conducting training programmes and undertaking 
S#~her promotional activities.

3- A separate budget component for holding District level, 
State level and National level SUPW/WP exhibitions fcr 
children and teacher's ana also for instituting a system cf 
awards.

do Payment of salary and allowances for special, teacher/pert 
time specialist teachers and some needed infrastructure in
secondary level schools offering pre-voeational programme.

YocationaLlsaxion of Education

[Che two year higher- secondary stage of education is important because 
it marks the terminal stage of formal schooling for nearly half of 
those students who join it. In absolute terms, the number may new be 
over a mflliof* each year. It is also important because it provides 
the bridge between the general education of the secondary stage and 
higner education in arts and science colleges or professional 
institutions.

Vocational isation of education at this stage is perhaps the most 
important aspect of the 10+2 pattern. Diversification is the proper 
term, the aim being to channelise a considerable proportion of the 
student population info programme of education in much wider fields in 
conformity with their interests, aptitudes and abilities. In the 
absence cf such diversification leading to a meaningful and productive 
ability at the end of formal schooling, the country may have no ether 
choice but to provide for more expensive end often unproductive higher 
education on a much larger scale, in order to cope v*ith the 
consequences cf universalisation of elementary education. 
Vecationaiisaticn. of higher secondary education, is also a national 
imperative for an effective correction in the supply system of 
manpower, tc keep pace with the planned developmental activities.

In vies* of the importance of linking education with productivity 
a major impetus nas to be given in the Seventh Plan and the subsequent 
Five Year Plans to vocationalisation of higher secondary education. 
The schools have, therefore, to be encouraged to introduce vocational 
stream in the plus 2 stage cn a. large scale.



facilities of vocational, education at the plus 2 stage should be 
suitably diversified to cover a large number of fields such as 
agriculturef industries, trade and commerce, medicine and public 
health, home management, arts and craftsy secretarial training, 
entrepreneurial training etc., but it will have to be ensured that 
there is no duplication of courses in technical vocational 
institutions and in schools.

In designing vocational courses, the schools should keep in mind 
the regional needs and local employment opportunities.

Ttore courses which have a. relevance to rural needs, for example, 
those dealing with agriculture and allied sectors, should bp 
introduced. Other emerging areas such as those in computer technology 
may also be planned to meet the projected manpower requirements.

The vocationalised courses should not be +prminal in the sense 
that a student is unable to go for higher education* but at the same 
time, the vocational!sation should be of adequate level to ensure that 
the skill obtained will be of meaningful help and use in one's career.

The vocationalisation programme should be enlarged further in 
scope so as to include practical training and also to ensure that an 
adequate level of skills is imparted.

Suitable instruction material for the programme should be 
developed based on vocational survey and regional manpower surveys.

Minimum qualification for recruitment to the services in 
Government and public sector undertakings should be so modified that 
wherever possible perference is given to those completing the 
vocationalised stream.

Considering that inadequately provided vocational courses with 
few linkages with employment marl- it has not made a headway so far, 
substantial central and state funding and elaborate linkages with 
employers would be needed in the Seventh Plan to make this a success. 
It seems clear that without direct central funding this programme may 
continue to stagnate in Seventh Plan also, as earlier. The scheme of 
Central assistance should provide for (i) macro-management system at 
national, regional and state levels, (ii) national network for 
developmental and technical support employing the resources and 
expertise available under various central and state Governments and 
public sector undertakings, (iii )  recurring and non-recurring 
expenditure at the school level including the cluster of schools 
offering SUPW (pro-vocational) programme, and (iv) career teachers at 
school level and vocational guidance counsellers at the district 
level.

Educational Technology

.In recent years substantial, progress ha.s been made in communication 
technology which has made it possible to reach schools in isolated and 
district places. Experience has already been gained for utilisation
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ol mass media for improvement of education in the country. It would 
be necessary to build upon this experience and ensure that the 
technology that has now become available through INSAT is increasingly 
used for improving the instruction at the secondary stage.

Computers have become common place in most of the developed 
countries. With the reduction in cost of equipment the schools system 
in the country will also increasingly begin to use computers as aid to 
instruction. The decison to make a small beginning for providing 
computer literacy/education to students in selected secondary schools 
has already been taken. The possibility cf expansion of the programme 
during the Seventh Plan need to be explored.

"'eachere

Improvement in the quality of secondary education needs, as a pre
requisite, the improvement of the quality and preparation of teachers. 
The training needs must receive consideration.

The expansion needed for secondary education has already been 
discucs'j. The output of the existing teacher training colleges will 
be aboa* 3-5 lakhs during the Seventh Plan. Taking the projected 
growth in view, and the fact that there is a large number of 
unemployed, trained graduates in the country it is felt that no 
additional tea.cher training institutes are required during the 
Seventh Five Year Plan. However, new models and unconventional and 
innovative methods are being developed in the field of education. It 
is, therefore, necessary that in-service training is provided to a 
teacher at least once in five years. An ad-hoc provision of Ps. 50 
crores is proposed for in-service training .and improving the existing 
training institutions.

Core-curriculum and revision of text-bcoks

The NCERT brought out "The curriculum for the Ten Year School 
framework". It also brought out a corresponding document for the 
higher secondary education titled, "Higher Secondary Education and its 
Vocationalisation". These curriculae and their subsequent modified 
versions were accepted by C.BSE and many states and UTs, Yet all the 
states and tJTs have net adopted the national framework. There arc 
many instances of major deviations. It is thus advisable to review 
these documents on the basis of the experiences gained and recommend a 
core curriculum developed in consultation with the states that would 
ensure, at .Least bread uniformity and certain standards cf education 
through out the country. Although there should be a unified core
curriculum yet the implementation of that curriculum may continues to 
b̂  the responsibility of state governments

The low-cost quality textbooks that were developed during mid
seventies were provided to school concerned and constituted an 
important component for the quality improvement cf secondary 
education. Those have been in us-: for nearly a decade. Steps must be 
taken during the early jfcars of the Seventh Plan to undate these



textual materials or to develop new materials wherever necessary so 
that benefit of material developed in past fuw years like in the 
fields of ecology, popul.Ji.tion education* computer literacy becomes 
available to students at large.

Equalisation of opportunities

Access to education and training is a key factor reducing the gap 
between the socio-economic groups and between the sox^s. lack of 
education and training in basic skills is one of the ceuats for 
vicious circle of under-development, low productivity and poor 
condition of health and welfare. The enrolment, of girls at the 
secondary stage is only 30 per cent of the total enrolment. While the 
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes constituted about 15 and 7 per 
cent respectively of the total population in the country, their 
enrolment in the total enrolment at secondary stage is 10 and 3 
per cent. Efforts have, therefore, to be made to equalise educational 
opportunities for girls and weaker sections of the society including 
education in the rural areas. Special schemes may have to te evolved 
during the Seventh Plan to ensure that opportunities for education, to 
cover more adequately, rural areas, girls, SC/ST students and other 
weaker sections.

A certrally sponsored scheme with 10C$ central assistance for the 
integrated education of the physically handicaped children may 
continue during the plan.

Monitoring and Evaluation of Schemes

For proper implementation of various national schemes such as 
vocationalisation of secondary education, integration of education and 
work, strengthening of science teaching and mathematics, equalisation 
of education, population education, education for national integration 
the re is need to set up a collaborative centre-state machinery which 
con continuously monitor these programme^ and take appropriate steps 
to ensure that the progress in different spheres is according to plan.

Common School Complv.xes

The Education Commission had recommended in 1966, the institution of 
school complexes with a view to enabling the schools in the 
neighbourhood to utilise the available resources and to make a 
concerted effort to improve; the quality of education through inter- 
institutional cooperation. Though the idea of school complexes has 
been implemented in certain parts of the country, it needs further 
improvement and strengthening in the Seventh Plan. It will help 
optimise resource utilisation, increase relevance and foster concerted 
efforts to benefit local areas. This can be done by giving necessary 
initial support by the Central Government to pilot schemes and 
providing training and orientation to the personnel conci rned with the 
planning and implementing of such innovations.
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Value-Oriented Education

In the present system of education, the emphasis is cn tb,e mental 
development of students and even in the domain of mental development, 
preponderant importance is being given to those qualities which are 
related tc the present examination system. As a result, education has 
been reduced to imparting of information rather than to learning; the 
trend towards a kind of uniformity has tended to make the system 
lathe1 rigid, and autonomous of diverse socio—cultural needs. It is 
being increasingly realised that this type of education is not 
sufficien . Education has a crucial contribution to make in respect 
of promoting national integration, understanding and a ssnse c 
togetherness and harmony. There is great need lor an integral and 
value-oriented education. This programme should be sc designed that 
its various threads can be easily woven to the complex totality of 
personality development, national character and cultural heritage and 
social development. Suitable revision of text—books and strengthening 
ol school lioraries would be important from this point of view.

Open School

A large number of students desirous of education cannot be able to get 
it due to various economic and other constraints. The facility of 
Open School should be made available to such children. Open school 
will enable the children to get further education at their own time 
and pace vithout having to attend the formal schools. The present 
facility of Open School should be extended in the Seventh Plan on 
state basiu, help meet the needs of flexible and varying combination 
of subjects of study and of the diverse purposes of such a study, 
ihis will be a logical development of the-non—formal education project 
for the children in the 9-14 age-group. Such Open School will cover 
about 10ft ol the projected additional enrolment in the Seventh Plan.

PinanciaJ Outlays

n amount cf Rs. 1820 crores may be required during the Seventh Plan 
for expansion as well as for improvement of secondary education. The 
scheme-wise outlays are given below.
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CHAPTER V

HIGHER EDUCATION

The Working Group on Higher Education reviewed the developments in 
higher education and noted that as a result of the efforts in recent 
years, the growth of student enrolment has come down from 1 'in the 
60*s to about 3-8/ in the 70's. However during the last 5 years, the 
rate of growth has registered an upward trend and has been in the 
region of 6?? per annum. During this period, efforts have been made to 
equip the universities and colleges with infrastructural facilities 
within available resouces, and to ensure the maximum utilisation of 
the available facilities within available resources,, and to ensure the 
maximum utilisation of the available faciliteis with a view to reduce 
the existing regional imbalances in the development of higher 
education. In the Sixth Plan, about 90 universities and 3200 colleges 
have been provided with assistance for additional infrastructural 
facilities and purchase oi books and equipments. However, there still 
exists perceptible imbalances in the development of higher education 
at the regional and sub-regional levels and between rural and urban 
areas. Equalisation of educational opportunities is still a distan+ 
goal. There have been little or no attempts to re-o^ganise the 
system. The problem of numbers as well as the existing regidities of 
the system continue to affect the standard of education and its 
relevance to national needs,

For the Seventh Plan, the Working Group on higher education has 
emphasised on the programme of non-formal education involving 
distance/open learning progra.mmes on a massive scale to provide 
facilities for higher education for a substantial part of the 
projected additional enrolment (roughly over ten lakhs); restructuring 
ol under-graduate courses to make them more relevant and meaningful in 
terms of national development goals, improvements in the quality and 
standard of higher education specially at post-graduate and research 
levels; support for research in universities both in terms of National 
Pi &  D efforts and pursuit of excellence, and greater attention to the 
strengthening of existing infrastructure including management.

For achieving these objectives, the following programmes a.nd 
thrust areas have been identified for higher educatin in the Seventh 
Five year Plan;

i) Re-organisation of under-graduate education to make it more 
relevant, based largely on the UGC guidelines, should be a 
programme of high priority. The new design for under
graduate courses should be a foundation course involving 25$ 
of the curriculum core courses involving 50% of the 
curriculum, limited to two subjects, and application- 
oriented courses accounting for the rest. Flexibility 
should be provided in the combination of the subjects. The 
objective of the application-oriented courses is not 
necessarily employment-orientation of graduates, but 
improvement in their employability. These courses should 
develop creativity in the students and equip them with the



(figures in Lakhs)

State Centre Total
Hs„ Rs. ]"iS»

A. Expansion

1. Teaching Cost 73300 73300
2, Non-Teaching cost 31400 31400
3- Building ccsi 18000 — 18000
4- Science Laboratories

in new up-graded
schools 12000 — 12000

TOTAL(A) 154700 134700

Quality Improvement and Other Schemes

1. Vocationalisation
of Education 17800 12600 30400

2. Socially Useful
Productivity Work - 400 400

3- Teacher training 5000 5000
4. Other Programmes - 25C0 2500
5- Special schemes for

G-irls, SC/'ST and other
weaker sections of
society — 6700 6700

6. Integrated Education
of Physically
handicapped - 1500 1500

7. 'Open learning 1600 — 16a"

TOTAL(B) ^4400 23700 48100
GRAND TOTAL (A and B) 159100

---------
23700 182800



skills and techniques which may help them in finding 
employment or faclitate self-employment. The foundation 
courses as well as the application-oriented components 
should provide value-orientation, and the latter should also 
aim at improving productivity and linking education with 
employment. The implementation of this new design for 
under-graduate courses would be possible only if the 
application-oriented part of the programme is locally 
developed and administered. The colleges should be given 
the necessary freedom and flexibility for developing and 
conducting application-oriented courses, subject to the 
overall guidance of a Board of Under-Graduate Studies to be 
set up by each university. Efforts should be made tc 
develop material fcr the foundation course at the national 
level so that the forces of national integration and unity 
can be strengthened.

ii) The demand for higher education would continue to rise in 
the coming years with the expansion of secondary education 
and increase in the aspirations of the people, particularly 
tne first-generation learners. Till the programme of 
vocationalisation at the secondary stage is successfully 
implemented, and the pressure on higher education reduced 
through an effective policy of delinking degrees from jobs, 
it would be necessary to provide facilities for higher 
education for all who demand it. This demand, cannot 
obviously be met by the existing institutions, nor can 
resources be allotted tor a substantial expansion to meet 
this demand. While some provision has to be made for the 
expansion of the lormal system, it is essential that a 
programme of non-formal education involving distance 
education/open learning system is taken up on a massive 
scale right from the beginning of the Seventh Plan, talcing 
full advantage cf the opportunities provided by IN3AT-IB 
becoming operational so that the programme of distance 
education could be spread tc all corners of the country. 
The establishment; of a National Open University, as a pace 
setting institution with the responsibility for training of 
personnel, production of programmes and development of 
material for utilisation through the electronic media, 
should be considered. The University should function as a 
National Resource Centre responsible for coordination of 
programmes and development of models for all distance 
education programmes, documentation of information and 
organisation cf appropriate research programmes. In 
addition to courses leading to degrees and diplomas, the 
open university should offer general enrichment programmes, 
besides programme designed to improve the knowledge, skills 
and productivity cf serving personnel. The programme cf the 
university should be flexible enough to permit the pace of 
progress of studies of individual students to meet their 
needs. i\ network of study centres should be provided for 
personal contact programmes and to supplement the efiorts of 
the open university.
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The six centres cf educational technology proposed zc be 
developed by UGC should serve as regional centres with a 
view to cover the entire country under this programme on 
regional basis. These centres should support distance/open 
teaching and learning programmes, correspondence courses and 
should generally be responsible for the production c:f 
software for educational technology and training of 
personnel for the purpose. These centres should also draw 
support from other agencies in the neighbourhood and involve 
the electronic media in a big way. Users’.b committees 
should be set up for each of these centres to advise it cn 
the development of its programmes and activities. The 
Centre of Science and Technology Education being set up 
should also be developed as a resource centre for material 
development including software for classroom and telecast 
teaching and computer-based learning. Both radio and 
television should provide separate channels for educational 
programmes.

Greater emphasis would have to be given in the Seventh Plan 
to equip the universities and colleges with the minimum 
facilities required for the maintenance of a reasonable 
level of standard. The UGC should initiate steps to evolve 
appropriate norms for the provision of physical facilities 
required for different courses offered by universities and 
colleges and to provide those facilities in a phased manner. 
The State Governments should assume a greater responsibility 
for the development oi the colleges specially those located 
in remote and backward areas.

Greater attention should be paid to improve the quality and 
standard of post-graduate education. The number of students 
joining the post-graduate courses should be restricted by 
selection on the basis of a National Merit Examination. The 
UGC should evolve norms to determine the admission capacity 
of each post-graduate course. These norms should be evolved 
with reference to the availability of personnel, library 
facilities and equipment. It should be ensured that no 
admission is made beyond the admission capacity so 
established. The structural reforms in under-gradua.te 
education would necessitate a review of the contents of the 
post-graduate courses. The subject panels of the UGC should 
formulate guidelines for various courses taking into account 
the reforms in under-graduate education. Teachers engaged 
in post-graduate courses should be enabled to take study 
leave to do research with provision for monitoring and 
evaluating their performances at regular intervals, At 
post-graduate level also distance/cpen education programmes 
should get a place of pride. The proposed open university 
should undertake this task.



vi)

vii)

viii)

ix)

The research programmer in universities and ccllegeb would 
have to be reviewed and emitted to make them more relevant 
and useful. Besides reviewing the value of fellowship, 
admission tc the Ph.D. programmes should be regulated or, '•'he 
basis of admission teste

In order to strengthen post-gradua|e education and research, 
meaoures like sharing of facilities,, and exchange of 
personnel should be implemented. The developed universities 
should play a special role in assisting those universities 
which are located in remote arid backward areas in developing 
the la tte "'s  teaching and research capability. The 
programmes of Centres of Aiyancsd Studies and Departments of 
special assistance of the !j«C should be furthil' strengthened 
to achieve these objectives.

While the universities have a special role in promoting 
basic research and research in the frontier areas of 
knowledge, it is equally important that they should be 
actively involved in applied Research, especially in thrust 
areas and emerging fields. Equipped as the universities are 
with a. high level of infrastructure and expertise in several 
disciplines, they are ideally suited for major involvement 
in nationally useful projects and every effort should be 
made tc utilise this potential as envisaged in the national 
Policy on Education, and institutions for research should, 
as far as possible, function witnin the fold oi universities 
or in intimate association with them.

It is neither desirable nor feasible to equip every 
■university with major research facilities especially in all 
advanced and sophisticated fields. Such facilities have, 
therefore, to be provided on a selective oasis, as National 
or regional facilities which could be shared by a number cf 
universities. Ihe UGC I as already a proposal, to establish 
such common facilities in Scientific Documentation in 
Nuclear Science Research. Such common facilities in more 
areas should be major programme in the Seventh Plan, which 
will ensure better utilisation oi available resources and 
eliminate the possibilities of duplication in efforts. The 
University Service and Instrumentation Centres, set up by 
the UGC in the previous plans, should be further 
strengthened with appropriate research component in their 
work and linking their efforts with research laboratories 
and institutions in their neighbourhood. Group research 
projects, especially in thrust areas, should be encouraged. 
The special programme initiated in the Sixth Plan to 
strengthen post-graduate education and research in science 
and technology through selective support should be continued 
and strengthened.

Training of teachers is one area in higher education which 
has not been given adequate attention in the past, except 
through organisation cf seminar I , summer institutes and 
conferences. The programme for re-organising under-graduate
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education in the Seventh Plan will require development of 
new methodologies and techniques of teachings, learning and 
evaluation. The TJGC- should review the existing programmes 
of faculty improvement and re--fcrmulate them ae more 
effective teacher training programmes in the nature of pre
service, in-service, enrichment and professional improvement 
programmes., wherever necessary through institutionalised 
arrangements to be provided at special centres. The 
recommendations of the Teachers' Commission which are likely 
to be avai.la.ble shortly, shouxti also be taken into account, 
while drawing up programmes of teacher's training for higher 
education in the Seventh live Year Plan.

x) To introduce reforms in universities  and colleges, 
efiective  measures for d e- cen tralisat io n  of the 
administration and academic processes should be undertaken. 
The universities should encourage colleges to become 
autonomous so that the present stalemate in the 
implementation of the programme (only 20 colleges have so 
far become autonomous) is broken. Simultaneously regional 
or riib-regional centres should be set up by each university 
for a cluster of colleges with adequate powers for deciding 
the administrative and academic matters in respec+ of the 
colleges under their charge. Similarly, within each 
university, a greater measure of delegation of authority to 
centres and departments is urgently called for. These 
reforms in structures together with the seriousness in the 
re-organisation of under-graduate courses should be a. 
necessary condition for all development grants to all 
universities in the Seventh Plan.

xi) To develop beneficial linkages among education, employment 
and economic development, some statutory mechanism should be 
established in each university with representation from the 
university, community and various, development sectors. For 
this, a Planning Board may be established in each university 
as a statutory authority, to advise the development of the 
university, to review educational programmes, to develop new 
teaching-learning processes and initiate programmes of 
innovation involving participation  in developmental 
activities. Development Scalers should earmark a part of 

. their allocations for manpower development and make it 
■available to the educational agencies.

xii) Universities, by and large, are not in a position to respond 
to change partly, owing to the inflexibility of the system 
and its structures, which inhibit all innovation. Since the 
present models and structures of the university system have 
failed to deliver ths goods, it is desirbale to re-organise 
the university system and its management so that they could 
respond positively to the national development objectives. 
This would require very substantial changes in the 
functional processes, structures, policies and management 
pattern followed by the universities, involving inter-alia 
changes in legislation. The UCC and the Cerflral Government
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should initiate measures for the development of appropriate 
management systems for the University system.

xiii) It is also necessary to organise training courses for the 
management personnel working in universities and colleges. 
All officers dealing with the implementation of the reform 
programmes, including Vice-Chancellors and Registrars of the 
uriversities and Principals of colleges, need orientation 
training to implement the reforms needed for improving 
higher education and linking the same with national needs.

xiv) The proposal to delink degrees from jobs to remedy the 
problems of increasing pressure for admission to 
institutions of higher education and acquisition of degrees, 
should be seriously pursued in the Seventh Plan. Till tnis 
is done efforts should be initiated to develop a National 
Testing Service and the establishment of an agency for 
accreditation of university degrees. These steps could 
facilitate the easy implementation of the proposal of 
delinking university degrees from a large number of jobs.

xv) Significant work has been done by the Council of Social 
Sciences Research, Indian Council for Historical Research 
and the Indian Council for Philosophical Research. These 
need strengthening and further development for producing 
good social scientists and to provide research studies in 
the field of social sciences and humanities.

xvi) To provide for significant opportunities for innovation in 
higher education, especially in designing and organising the 
application-oriented component, community involvement should 
be visualised and planned in this experiment. Besides 
Government agencies, there are a number of institutions, 
organisations and voluntary agencies engaged in the field of 
higher education. They should be encouraged and assisted in 
the overall development of higher education and also 
research in oriental learning.

xvii) For introducing the reforms in university systems and 
implementing the various programmes it is imperative that 
greater attention is given to promotion of corporate life in 
the universities and colleges. Teachers' houses, students' 
hostels, facilities for games, sports, cultural activities, 
hobby centres etc. should form an integral part of the 
development of all institutions.

Financial Outlays

It would not be possible to provide for all the inadequacies in the 
universities and colleges, which have accumulated from the past plans, 
in the Seventh Plan. However, in the interest of maintaining a good 
standard of higher education in the country and from the point of view 
of linking this sector directly with development sectors, it is 
necessary that substantial outlay should be provided for this sector
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in the Seventh Plan, mainly for strengthening the infrastructure of 
the universities and for introducing the major reforms of 
restructuring of under-graduate courses, quality improvements 
programmes at post-graduate courses and applica.t ion-oriented research 
programmes. Per this, the Working Group calculated an outlay of the 
order of Rs.1649 crores for the programmes recommended by them. 
However on working out the cost of various programmes on the basis of 
some existing norms and unit costs, the total outlay for this sector 
works out to be around Rs.1536 crores, the scheme-wise and programme- 
wise details of which are given in the Annexure. These estimated 
requirements are in addition to the spill over of Rs.188.00 crores in 
respect of programmes already approved in the Sixth Plan.

The Working Group on higher education reviewed the fee-structure 
in colleges and universities and has come to the conclusion that it 
needs an upward revision particularly because of rise in prices and 
increase in the costs. It has recommended that 25$ of the total 
expenditure on higher education (on Revenue Account) should be 
contributed by students in the form of fees. Hence, the students 
enrolled in the institutions would be contributing atleast a marginal 
share towards the development needs of their institutions.



Annexure

ESTIMATED OUTLAY FOR HIGEED® EDUCATION PCR THE SEVENTH
(RsContinuing Scheme

1. Expansion and Development
(A) Undergraduat Education

i) Teaching cost for 7 lakhs out of 10 lakhs 
additional children projected for the 
Seventh Plan period @Rs.1200 per student 
(on the basis of average salary of Rs.2000 
per teacher and 1:20 teacher-pupil ratio) 

(1200 x 10 lakhs x 3)
ii) Non-teaching cost @ 20 per cent of 

teaching cost
iii) Quality improvement @ 20 per cent of 

teaching cost 

iv) Restructuring of Under-graduate Courses 
@ Rs.1 lakh per college for 500 colleges

TOTAL(A)
(B) Post-graduate Courses

i) Teaching cost for 1 lakh additional students 
(10$ of total additional enrolment) @Rs.2400 
per student (double the cost per student of 
undergraduate courses)

(2400 x 1 lakh x 3)

a) Colleges
b) Universities

ii) Non-teaching cost @ 20 per cent of 
teaching cost

iii) Quality Improvement @ 20 per cent of 
teaching cost

iv) Special Programmes for Strengthening 
Science and Technology Education

TOTAL (B)
(C) Development of Universities

(infrastructure and Research @Rs. 5 crores for 
each of the targeted 50 universities

TOTAL (C)

PLAN
in lakhs)

25000

5000

5000

5000

40000

5000
2500

7500

1500

1500

5000

15500

25000

25000
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(D) Open University System/Correspondence Courses
i) Teaching cost for 3 latths additional children 

out o f .10 lakhs projected for Seventh Plan 
@ 1 /3tg of the cost of formal, system of Under
graduate courses (i.e . Rs. 800 per student) 2500

ii) Non-teaching cost of preparation of material 
and other recurring ccst of technology (INSAT/
Distance Learning) 2500

TOTAL (P) 5000
(E) Programmes of Research Support

§ double of the provision for the Sixth Plan 4000

TOTAL (E) 4000
(P) Common Research Faclities (Nuclear Centres and

other 2 such institutions, Leather Technology etc.) 5000

(G) Research Groups in Universities (For common use of 
research faclities) - (Ad-hoc) 2500

, (

(H) Fellowships and Scholarships for 5?° of the projected 
additional 10 lakhs enrolment § Rs.600/- per month 
(50000 x 7200) including provision for. enhancement
of fellowships 2500®

(I) Quality Improvement Programme (Centres for Advance 
Studies, Service Improvement Programmes and other 
Quality Programmes) (Twice of the provision in the 
Sixth Plan) 10000

(j) Establishment of Science and Technology Education
Centre 1000*

(K) Orientation Training of Teachers
(5^ of total teachers @Rs.2000 per teacher)
including special training programmes for
serving teachers 2000

(L) Research Councils and Coordinating Agencies
(ICSSR, ICAR, ICHR etc.) on the basis of 3C$
increase in the current level expenditure 2500

(M) Voluntary Agencies and Institutions (Institutions
of Oriental Learing and other studies of Tradition 500

TOTiiL(A,B,C,P,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M) 115500
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New Schemes (Rs. in Lakhs)

i) Modernisation of Equipment (Replacement of old 
equipment @Rs. 1 crcre for 50 universities 
which arc more than 20 years old)

ii) National University (ad-hoc)
iii) Central Agency for Foundation Courses (Material 

preparation for awareness and rational)(Ad-hoc)
iv) National Merit Examination (for admission/ 

fellowships and other similar examination)
v) Institute for Research in Higher Education 

(management Models and Studies) including 
programmes for strengthening UGC and 
Ministry of Education

vi) Facilities for promotion of corporate life 
(teachers quarters, students hostels, centres 
for games and cultural activities, playgrounds 
for Sports) Lump sum provision

5000
1000

500

400

1200

20000

GRAND TOTAL

28100

Central University (Pull infrastructure, for J1JU, 
NEHU, Hyderabad Universities @Rs.20 crores for 
university) and Rs.50 crorcs for remaining 
u n iv e r s it ie s  and Rs. 10 crores for new 
universities. 10000

Continuing Schtanes 
New Schemes 
Central Universities

115500
28100
10000

Spillover
Total

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

153600
18800

172400

@ This does not include an additional provision of Rs 25-00 crores 
suggested for Scholarships and Fellowships.

A further sum of Rs. 1 5-00 crores has also been proposed for 
Science and Technology Education under Technical Education.
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CHAPTER VI

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Introduction
The technical education £.yetem is designed to meel the technclogial 
needs cl economy, both on short-term and long-term basis, particularly 
to make available appropriately qualified technical manpower needed by 
the economy. The development of technical education is, therefore, 
regarded as an area of high priority in economic planning. During the 
Sixth Plan the major emphasis has been, inter alia, on consolidation 
and optimum utilisation cf existing facilities, strengthening of 
infrastructure, creation cl nev/ facilities for educational training in 
areas cl emergtng technologies and improvement of q u a l i t y  and 
standards of technical education.

2. As a result of the efforts made so far, technical education 
system has grown in size and potent ial so much so that it would be 
able to meet most of the technical manpower requirement of the country 
in the conventional areas be it for production, maintenance, 
technology or development of technological upgradation. However, 
there are emerging areas where there are critical shortages cf 
technical manpower and necessary efforts., will have to be made to meet 
the challenges in these specified fields. A long lead time required 
in techrical education and long: term profiles of national science and 
technology would have to be duly kept in view in this regard, 
necessary emphasis will have alec to b^ laid to the improvement of 
quality and standards cl engineering [ raduates and diploma holders 
trained in our technical institutions. In this context, fatten4 ion 
will also have to be paid to experimental and innovative exorcises in 
the form cf specialised/model institutes/projects. In cur efforts to 
enture the optimum utilisation of the infrastruture available in 
technical education institutions, attention will also have to be paid 
to make use of it as service faclxty for other development 
departments/sectors.

Approach to the Seventh Plan
3. In view of the above, it is recommendpd that the main emphasis 
during the Seventh Plan may be laid on following aspects

i) Consolidation of infrastructure and facilities already 
created.

ii) Optimum utilisation c_l the existing facilities to ensure 
higher levels o. productivity and cost-effectiveness.

iii) Identification  cf critical areas and creation of 
infrastructure in new areas cf emerging technology vital for 
future development and provision of necessary facilities for 
education and training in thct,e fields.



iv) Improvement of quality and standards of technical education,

v) Removal of obsolescence.

vi; Modernisation ol engineering laboratories and workshops in 
the technical institutions.

vii) Effective management cf the overall system of technical 
education with a view to getting optimum return from the 
inputs made under different schemes.

viii) Innovative measures and opportunities to improve exist in 
facilities to provide low cost alternatives to achieve 
various goals arid objectives laid down in the Plan.

ix) Institutional linkages between technical educalicn end 
development sectors.

x) Contribution in the national efforts to devclopand apply 
science and technology as an instrument of socio-economic 
progress.

Strategies

4' The above approach seeks to ensure completion of the development 
schemes, started in the Sixth Plan and earlier Plans and to institute 
the additional new schemes, wherever necessary, to meet the challenges 
posed by rapid scientific and technological advances and urgent 
national requirements in the field of technical education- Further 
development of technical education will continue to be planned in 
relation to present and future requirements of engineering manpower to 
implement the various development projects and programmes. National 
prespectives, technology policy, social relevance and cooperative 
partnership between technical education institutions/agencies and 
industry/user agencies will remain the guiding principles in this 
sector. Coordinated planning and development of facilities for 
technical education in different specialisations and branches of 
engineering and technology will heip optimise utilisation of the 
infrastructure and the network of the institutes of technology, 
engineering colleges and polytechnics. In the above context, it is 
necessary that the schemes started in the Sixth Plan for creation of 
facilities in new areas of emerging technologies, modernisation of 
workshop, strengthening of fa c il it ie s  in areas of weakness, 
establishing institutional linkages through internal network of 
laboratories in engineering colleges and for the eslablishment of a 
Technical Manpower Information System are continued during the Seventh 
Plan period. In order to make the system sensitive to play a leading 
role in the development of technology, new' schemes which are aimed at 
improvement of quality and standards of technical education will also 
have to be implemented in the Seventh Flan pericd-
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Thrust Areas

5* There are a few areas which are highly important and significant 
to tone up and revitalise the pystem of technical education in the 
country. These shall be the major thrust areas during the Seventh 
Plan period and would include (a) Improvement of lolyt -.chr.ic 
education, (b) Removal of Obsolescence, (c) Computerisation, (d, 
Women's Education, (e) Application and Extension of Sciffte and 
Technology to Rural Development, ( f ) Continuing Education, (g") 
Interaction between Technical Institutions and industry, and (h) 
emovc j. of Regional Imbalances. The urgent need for giving ms lor 

attention to these thrust, areas would be highlighted by the relevant 
facts summarised below,’

(a) Improvement of Polytechnic Education

6. In spite of a number of useful and valuable recommendations made 
by the Special Committee on Reorganisation of Polytechnic Education, 
the state of affairs in polytechnic education continues to be far from 
satisfactory. In the promotion and improvement of engineering 
education, at the degree and postgraduate levels, the Central 
Government had played a vital role. 5 Indian Institutes of Technology 
wpre set up as Institutes of national importance to provide facilities 
for hxgher education and reseach, 15 Regional Engineering Colleges 
were set up as joint enterprise of the Central and "the State 
jovernments, 3 All India Institutes of Management were set up to 
provide facilities for higher education in the field of Management A 
number of Central institutes to provide education and training at 
higher levels in specialised fields like industrial engineering were 
also set up. However, at the polytechnical level no such measures 
were taken by the Central Government in the past except establishing 4 
Technical Teachers' Training Institutes to train polytechnic teachers.

7. In order, therefore, to take necessary steps to improve the 
situation, all possible emphasis will have to be laid cn the 
polytechnic education and the Central Government will have tc involve 
itself in a big way. Besides general improvement of polytechnic 
education, model polytechnics and residential girls' pelytechnics may 
be set up by the Central Government to serve as pace-setting 
insti tutions/centres.

(b) Removal, of Obsolescence

8. The problem regarding removal of obsolescence ras assumed serious 
proportions and it requires urgent attention during the Seventh Plan 
period. The removal of obsolescence pertains not only to equipment 
but also human resouces, instructional materials, textbooks, teaching 
methods etc. Rapid advances in science and technology make it 
imperative that the courses of study are modernised in terms of course 
consents and teaching techniques, As such, the need is not only to 
replace the old and unserviceable equipment but also to equip the 
laboratories with modern instruments and machines to meet the 
requirements of the latest scientific and technological advancements
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ana the curricular changes introduced in the light of evolving trend 
of technology. In regard to human resources* not only teachers- cf 
high quality will have to be axtrac *■?<?. towards teaching profession bu"' 
arrangements will have to made for their constant and continuous 
training and retraining to meet the cbtllen:;es of the latest 
teumclogical advencemr.ts, Adequate attention hue not been paid to 
thi. important aspect in the earlier Plans and as such it has become 
highly important and significant to lay the maximum emphasis-.- on the 
speedy removal of obsolescence in our engineering coll a&s and 
polytechnics.

(c) CcEiputerisation

9« Computers have become most important means for industrial and 
technological advancement. In the absence of adequate computing 
facilities,, it is not possible for our institutes of engineering and 
technology education to meet the challenge;- of modern times. Whereas 
in the developed countries, computers have reached even the individual, 
homes, it is a matter oi serious concern that in India we have not 
been able to provide computers even to our technical institutions. A 
scheme lor providing computers to the engineering colleges which 
remain without this facility till the end cf the Sixth liar period and 
to cover all the polytechnics engaged in training middle level 
technicians, will be provided during the Seventh Plan period.

(d) Women's Education

10. In pursuance cf the general policy, more and more facilities are 
being provided for technical eeducation of women. Deliberate efforts 
shall, therefore, be made to provide appropriate facilities for girl 
candidates to take technical courses. In this context it is 
necessary that during the Seventh Pive xear Flan f*cilities  for 
technical education 3or women are expanded by establishing new worn -ns' 
polytechnics including residential polytechnics for women.

(e) Application of Science and Technology to Rural Development

11. The whole effort of any type of f ducat ion as that of technical 
education system is for the benefit of society at. large. The 
technical education should appropriately respond to the social needs 
of a large percentage of the popultion residing- in the far-flung rural 
areas where the existing facilities have not reached ax |\l- Foi this 
population our technical education system has to help improve their 
standards and life stylo. In this context it is necessary that coheme 
oi Community Polytechnics already initiated luring the Six+h Pive Year 
flan is expanded during the Seventh Plan period and more and more 
polytechnics should be converted into such institutions and inducted 
for this important task. To make the educational efforts of these 
institutions relevant to the live situations, selected community 
polytechnics shcula be encouraged to undertake experimental pilot 
projects or the application of science and technology to total 
integrated rural development and necessary support may be provided to
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them for the purpose. These experimental projects v/culd help in 
creation of new knowledge and development of new approaches end 
strategies which in turn are likely to yield a high dividend in t.br. 
application of science and technology +c \n:. rural development in an 
adequate manner. To me et the challenge of this massi/e task:, pecial 
centres of appropriate technology end rural development should also V ' 
set up during the Seventh Plan. The above schemes woul d also meet; the 
growing challenge of upgrading the skills ct the people in the far- 
flung rural areas to enable them to avail of maxitnuir* benefit from the 
application of science and technology for the solution of the social 
problems. Thus this is bound to accelerate the process of total 
development of the rural areas.

(f) Continuing Education

12. Training of students no doubt should he the basic responsibility 
of the technical institutions these institutions, however, have 
almost an equal responsibility to retrain and update the knew] cdge of 
technical personnel working in the different sectors ccrcerned with 
the economic development of fhe country. With over 4.5 lakh 
engineering graduates and nearly 7 lakn diploma holders estimated tc 
be likely in the stock of technical manpower by 198S-90, the task of 
updating and upgrading their knowledge and skills to contribute to 
higher productivity in the country assumes gigantic dimensions. 
Opportunities will also have tc be provided for advancements through 
facilities for higher education to those already engaged in the 
professions. Also with major thrust in vocationalisation, continuing 
education shall be the main answer for providing access to higher 
technical education for a large number of boys and girls entering life 
after completing vocational courses. In spite of its relevance and 
importance, adequate attention has not been paid tc the continuing 
education during the earl ier Plans. The formal sytem by itself would 
not be able to meet the growing demand for opportunities for 
advancement and also for facilities for upgrading their knowledge and 
skills to those already engaged in the profession.. To meet all these 
varying requirements, different strategies and approaches will hav^ tc 
be adopted for continuing education tc reach the large number of 
technical personnel through part-time/full-time, distant learning 
correspondence courses etc. A definite scheme covering all these 
approaches will therefore, have to be ins+ituted during the Seventh 
Five Year Plan.

(g) Interaction between technical institutions and industry

13- The need for closer interaction between technical institutions 
and industry has been emphasized time and again at all platforms. It 
is of paramount importance that the technical institutions and 
industry should act as partners in the development of an engineer or a 
technician and each must play the role that is best: '"fitted tc 
accomplish. The need of such close interaction and collaboration ha ’ 
become all the more urgent and important in view of the challenges 
posed by the latest situations in the field of technical education 
which require greater attention towards a number of important.



problems.. The areas cf joint efforts include improvement t qualit 
and standards of technical education, development of xacilitiec on 
appropriate lines, diversification oi courses to meet oho changing 
requirements of industry, development of faculty of technical 
institutions by way of training and retraining of teachers, 
development cf curriculum to male' the courses more live dynamic anc 
responsive tc the needs of evolving trends oi technology, organisation 
oi sandwich courses to have a breakthrough in new directions with 
reference to the felt needs. Ir spit, of o;-.ritrs cf" r comm end at ions 
having bm  n made in this regard by all concerned,, the ptcbl v̂: of 
eloper interaction and collaboration between technical, institutions in 
different aspects still continues to pose a. major cholic rig; . It i-es 
there fore, urgent that deliberate efforts be made in this important 
area during the Seventh Flan period and specific schemes instituted \- 
meet this challenge, ir an adequate and effective manner.

(h) Removal of Regional Imbalances

14* The development of technical educal ion in the past three decades 
has, no doubt, been phencminal but uneven. This has been due to a 
number of factors including initiative taken and rescurc mobilisation 
by the different States. The provision of adequate faciliti- s fc 
technical education and training has a dir-ct bearing on chu 
development of s particular State/Territory, It is, therefore:, highly 
desirable that regional imbalances in regard to the facilities Icr 
technical education should !■ removrd as early as peas ill e. 
Estimates Comm it tea of the Sixth Lok Sabha in its Ninth R> ^ort on 
Highe'r Technical Education also made a. serious observation on rht :e 
regional imbalances and recommended that tfif Central Government should 
take positive steps to provide technical education facilities in thoc. 
regions/States where they are deficient at present so .̂s to Tr ring up 
at pa.r with the seat population ratic in regione/States cf the country 
where those are disproporticna.tr, in the interest cf equitable 
development cf the' country ax. a whole.

1NTEKMII0ML CENTRE FOR SCIENCE AND TECI0TOLOGY EDUCATION IN INDIA

15- In line with the abov* objective's and in pursuance cf the United 
Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development held in 
Vienna in August 1979 and the substqucnl International Confer nee on 
Science and Technology Education and National Development held in 
Paris m  December 1981, on the advice of th-- Scientific Advisory 
Committee of the Cabinet at its 5th meeting, a decision was taken to 
set up an International Centre for Science and Technology education in 
India more or less on the pattern of the International Centre for 
Theoretical Physics, Trieste, in Italy. The Centre is to function as 
a catalytic agent for the improvement of science and technrlogy 
CGU.ca.tion in In d ia  and other dev lo p in g  cou ntries  *by 
using/collaborating with oth r existing insii+utiens in India as a 
network. The Ministry oi Education will be the focal point fcr 
coordinating the activities cf this Centre which will be set un sa an 
autonomous tody with a small core technical staff and provider,



a) a resource centre of books, journals, conference r ~pcrttis 
materials developed in science and techno! ogy education a ’l 
over the world

b) a system cf exchanging snd disseminating information,

c) xd.cilit.ieo for individual?, to undertake research and 
deve j.opment woi'k; and

d) other related activities<

16. Tl'u core stricture cf this centre will be full.v national and 
( xpertise from UNESCO and othi?r in f  rnational ag'.ncies will b(

‘ ‘ 1‘ ^or as and when n eded for specific  purposes. An 
affiliating system to associate various institutions in related areas 
will be developed in duo course.

1 l- _ It is expected that the academic programme cf the Centre will be
1 signed in consultation with suitable advisory bodies and to develop 
programmes in new areas such as computer aided instruction, sc If- 
intoi^ructional techniques, use oi emerging educational technology, use 
oi computers for ^valuation etc. The materials developed in the 
country wi 1 be exposed to target audiences for assessment and 
evaluation before be:ing used for th^ broader objectives. 1+ is 
expected that the total cost for the Centre would be around Re .8 
crores spread over 3 years and the recurring expenditure annually 
would be oi the order oi Rs.1.'.> crores.

18-  ̂ The above schemes should be considered vital for achieving the 
basic priorities and objectives. Besides the abovr thrust areas, 
th< re are a number of other areas which are also important 1'or the 
improvement of quality and standards of technical education. All 
other New Schemes proposed to be instituted in the: Seventh Plan would 
also be essential for maintaining the. tempo of development in th. 
Seventh Plan and subsequent Plans, Adequate attention will have to be 
paid^during the Seventh Plan period to the following areas (l) 
Development ol learning resource centres, (2) Organised technical 
extension services by faculty and students to identify, dev.'lop and 
apply appropriate technology, (3) Evaluation of technical 
institutions/programmes and projects, (A) Students hostels, (5) Staff 
quarters; (6) Expansion, (7; Engineering coll'ges/pciyte chnics as 
joint enterprise of Central. Government and industry (8) Assistance to 
professional bodies, (9) New programmes of QIP, and (10) New scg-si @ 
of apprenticeship training.

Programmes and Targets

19- In some of the schcmcs it nay b.. difficult to indicst th, 
sp„.cii ic taigc-ts at thia stag.. In other. schemes th. tarse+s 
envisaged are as under:

(i) Eaoablishment o* two new Regional. Engineering Colleges - on 
.in Himachal Pradesh and th>. oth r in Punjab/



(ii) Establishment of a n w  Institute of Management in Lucknow.

(iii) Modernisation of equipment and fa c lit ie s  in 110 

polytechnics.

(iv) Modernisation cf equipment in all the engineering colleges.

(v) Toning up of all polytechnics by providing instructional 
materiel, revision of staff structure-, staff training etc.

(vi) Establishment of one Mo?cl Fclyt'-ehnic in each of the major 

States.

(vii) Establishment of Girls' Residential Polytechnics.

(viii) Establishment of 20 n<-\ Girls' polytechnics.

(ix) Establishment of training facilities for development of 
manpower in electronics, television and computer sciences 
in 80 diploma level institutions.

(x) Removal of obsolescence of equipment in all engineering 
colleges and polytechnics.

(xi) Removal of obsolescence cf human resources in all 
engineering colleges and polytechnics.

(xii) Provision of computer facilities in all engineering colleges 
and polytechnics.

(xiii) Establishment of Learning Resource Centres - at least two in 
each State.

(xiv) Establishment of at least three new centres for development 
of rural technology and its transfer into rural life.

(xv) Twenty pilot projects for application of Science and 
Technology for total rural development.

(xvi) Staff quart rs for 7000 teachers.

(xvii) Establishment oi 200 student hostels for boys and girls.

Financial. Provision

20. The financial provisions for the various schemes to be continued 
from the previous Five Year Plans and to be instituted as New Plan 
Sch&mes during the Seventh Plan period are given below:
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SI. Name of the Scheme Central Sector

(Rs. in lakhs) 

State Sector

Sixth Sixth Proposed Proposed 
Piarri Plan Outlay for Outlay for
Out Hay Expen- Seventh Seventh

diture Plain Plan

1 2 3 4 5 6

I. CONTINUING SCHEME

(A ) From previous plans

1 . Quality Improvement 
Programme

a) Direct Central 
Assistance

b) Hostels for Teachers 
Trainees

c) Community Polytechnics

6,00)

2,00;

7,65

2,00

6,00

2,00
5,00 5,00

2. Regional Engineering 
Colleges (including New 
colleges to be set up 
and additional expendi
ture for entire funding 
from Central Governmen+) 11,00) 13,00 60,00 5,00

3- Indian Institutes of 
Technology 32,50) 38,66 50,00 -

4. Indian Institutes of 
Management (including 
new institutions) 6,00) 11 ,00 25s 00

c; > 0 Development of Post 
Graduate Courses 3 S 60) O O/T £L ,C X> 8,00 -

6. Central Institutes

a) TTTIs )
b) NITIE )
c) SJk )
d) NIFFT ) 5,40) 6,90

/
I
(
(

13,00 (

6,00 

' 1,50 
4,00 
1,50

7, Apprenticeship Training 4,00) 1,96 5,00 -

8. Management Education 1 ,00) 67 2,00 1 ,00

9. U.G.C. 27,75- 28,57 60,00 1 ,00

TOTAL 99,25. 113,27 238,00 12,00
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2 3
A

5 o

(B) Prom Sixth Plan

1 . Creation of Infra- 
struture in ne# areas 
of emerging techno-- 
lO£i 53 22,00 ) 

\
,00 20,00

2. Strengthening ci 
facilities in areas 
of weakness

)

)
- X) )

\
42,06 40,00 10.00

3- Modernisation ol' 
Laboratories and 
Workshops (for 
Engineering Colleges 
and Technological 
Institutions)

)

j
)
)
)

i;o,oo ) 50,00 20,00

4. Institutional Network 
Scheme 4,00 4,95 10.00 10,00

5- 91. C. D. C • Pogrannne

a)
b)

Educational Consultants 
Other Programmes

40 ) 

- )
45

1 ,00
10,00

6. National Manpower 
Information System 1 ,00 82 2,00 o o

7. advanced Technician 
Courses 1,00 1,09 3.00 1 ,00

8. New schemes lor 
appr ent i ceshi p 1,00 1,80 5,00 -

* 9 . Technical Institutions 
Society Interaction 3 ,00 5,00 1 ,00

10. Monitoring and 
Evaluation 10 * 1,00 1 ,00

11. Other schemes which 
could not come up in 
any way <6,25

TOTAL 6(8,75 50,35 158,00 64,a)

* Schemes are being processed foir approval and expenditure likely tc 
be incurred in the Sixth Platti scheme shall be only marginal. 
Accordingly increased provision h?as been made in the Seventh Plan.
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I I .  MLW PL,iN SCHEMES

A. Thrust; Areas

1. Improvement cf .Polytechnics/ 
Polytechnic Education

a) General Improvement arid 
toning up including 
modernisation

b) Model Polytechnics -

c) Girl's Residential 
Polytechnics -

d) Technical Polytechnics
and Institutes for Wcmer. -

e) Training of Manpower in 
Electronics, TV and 
Computer Science

2. Removal of Obsolescence

a) Obsolescence of Equipment -

i) Engg. College
ii) Polytechnics

b) Obsolescence of Human 
Resources and Develop
ing Human Resources in
New Areas -

c) Educational Technology 
Curriculum and Teaching 
Material -

3- Continuing Education 
(Infrastructure, Hostels 
Stafi and Regional 
Coordinators) -

4. Computer Facilities 
(including software 
and hardware) -

75.00

80.00

50,00

20,00

100,00

50,00
50,00

3,00

10,00

12,00

100,00

50, (X) 

20, CO

50,00

50,00

2,00

10,00

1C, 00
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3 5

5- Interaction between Technical 
Institutions and Industry

a) Strengthening & Exp mdir,g) 
of industrial oriented ) 
and sandwitch courses )

. )
b) .iacchange of p^rtcnnej. ; 

between technical insti- ) -
tutions and industry

c ; Strengthening; of 
Consultancy Centres

d) .adoption ci Technical 
Institutions

e) Promotion of Industrial )
reseach and development )
feork by teachnical )
institutions ')

6c Removal of Regional Imbalances

a) New Technical Institu- ) 
tions both at the degree ) 
and diploma level (under ) 
state sector only) )

, )
b) md  to Technical Insti- ) 

tutes reserving seats 
ter students of back
ward areas/regions

c) Hostel facilities for 
students coming from 
backward regions/areas

d) Hostel facilities for 
students from rural/ 
backward areas within 
the same states

)
\/
) - 
)
)

)

10,00

50,00

B. Other Areas of Urgent 
Heed and Importance

7. Learning Resource 
Centres 5,00

)
)

5 5 CO

50,00

5 S00

t
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8 . Sptcial Schemes for Kural/

• ppropriate Technology

9 } lot, t itut ions/ Centres 
-‘or application o; 
technology' fco Rurai 
Ceveiccment

b) Experxmental Pilot 

Projects xor application 
ex science and tenhno—
^ogy to total Rural 
Develojm^nt

h ^provemont Management 
System ci Technical 
Education

Strengthening of Planning 
organising and coordina
ting machinery at the 

centre, state and insti
tutional level

Ivaluaticn of Technical 

institutions, Programmes 
and Projects

a National ilgency for ) 
Accreditation

:i Strengthening for ) 

purpose of evaluation ) 
and follow up cf state ) - 
Directorates, Boards of ) 
apprenticeship tra^'nin^ ) 
Regional Offices and ) 

Secretariat1of hll India) 
Council for Technical ) 
Education )

11 • Students Iiostel

=0 for boys & girls 
for f’irls

12. Staff Quarters

40,00
(20,00
20,00)

10,00

10,00
(5.00)
(5.00)

20,00
(10,00
10,00)

5,00

15/00 
(15,00)

60,00*

30.00
20.00

100,00
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13. Expansion

a) To complete development 
schemes continuing from 
previous plans - 100,00

b) New expansion - - . .. 150,00

14. Engineering Ccllesges/ 
Polytechnics ab .j joint 
enterprise cf Oenrteral 
ilovernment & Industry - 10,00

15- Assistance to
Professional Bodiles; - — 5 >00 -

16. New Programme for’ Q>IP

a) Eaculty and curricculum ) 
development indued ing ) 
pay scales and sein/ice ) 
benefits for teachiers )

b) Innovations-, experrimen- ) 
tations for optimiisation) 
and cost effect ivesmess )

-
20,00 10,00

c) Higher degree/quallii- )
fications for )
polytechn ic teache?rs )

\

d) QIP Centres at ) 
individual instituites )

17. Hew Schemes for
apprenticeship trari.ning - 10,00

T05EA1 - - 680,OC 708,00
G R A N D  T 0 T L 168,00 163,62 1076,00 7*4,00

* loan scheme for Central Unsitutes

The above amount shall be the minimum requirements if the bsklog is 
to be cleared, the schemes Instituted in the Sixth Plan periol are to 
be consolidated and the ma'jior challenges faced by Technical Education 
system tcaay have to be mett adequately and effectively.
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CHAPTER - VII

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMME

The goals of our development are growth with social justice, 
modernisation with self-reliance, transfer of technology to rural 
areas with creation of scientific temper amcng the masses and building 
up of faith in the one's own ability to change rather than be 
dependent on fate. In this context, Adult Education is seen as an 
instrument of galvanizing and mobilising the people, arousing 
community consciousness and community participation for brining about 
social change. >.uKi overview cl' the situation reveals that though there 
has been the realisation for several decades, that adult literacy per 
se is not enough and il has to be an integral part of the 
deve.opmental process, this realisation had yet to materialise in 
activities and programmes in an adequate measure.

2. During the Sixth Pive Year Plan, adult education was included as 
part of the Minimum Needs Programmes and a goal oi reaching 100% 
literacy by 1990 in the age group 15-35 was visualised and further 
reaffirmed in the Kew 20-Pcint Programme accepted by the Nation. The 
mid-term appraisal of the Sixth Plan revealed that a balanced strategy 
of educational planning with the long-range goal of making available 
diverse networks of facilities and programmes for education, combining 
formal and non-formal modes of learning, tc enable all citizens to 
acquire literacy, numeracy, computational skills, basic understanding 
of the surrounding world and functional skills of relevance in daily- 
life and to local environment were being attempted. It also 
emphasised that planning effort should shift from provision cf inputs 
and expansion of faclities in general terms, to results to be achieved 
and tasks to be performed with specific reference to target groups of 
population particularly the socially-disadvantaged. While no physical 
targets were laid down, adult Education Programme was to be developed 
on a large scale for the age-group 15 to 35 to combat the problem of 
illiteracy. The programme was guided by the following parameters 
during the Sixth Plan:

Coverage of the districts having literacy rate below the national 
average

accord priority to the women, scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, 
migrant labourers and other weaker sections cf the society, to 
improve their literacy position;

- enlist larger participation of students,

provide grants-in-aid to voluntary organisations working in the 
field of adult education and which ha ye no communal leanings

strengthen the post-literacy programme to avoid lapses into 
illiteracy of the neo-literates, and

- u tilise  the potential of electronic and folk media for 
motivational purposes.



achievements during the Sixth Plan pfrir-d, taking into accounx 
the overall enrolments as the basi s , are rot liktly to excued 230 
lakhs which leaves a balance of nearly 170 lakhs persons cut ci the 
entire estimated illiterate population 01 H  00 lakhs in 15-35 age 
group tc be covered during the Seventh Five Year Plan,

3. iin appraisal of the implementation of Ihe programme during t.he 
Sixth Plan indicated considerable progress yet chore are certain 
areas which require special attention. There it- need for sutotantJ.al 
stepping up of the level of performance under the Adult jUducaiicn 
programme which requires substantial increase in the coverage as well 
as. improvement in the quality of the programme. Special efforts arc 
needed, to strengthen post-literacy follow-up, ensure greater 
involvement of women, establish linkages with developmental agencies, 
promote larger use of mass media for literacy and involve students and 
voluntary agenciee on a mere extensive scale. The necessity for 
inoiving the community in organisation cf literacy programme and 
mobilisation oi community resources to meet the requirements of the 
expanded programme require special emphasis.

New design 1 or Adult Education and Strategy Cor implementation

Tc achieve the objective oi removal of illiteracy in the age— 
group 15-35 by 1990 a policy decision relating to the new design for 
adult education, based on the i-pccmmendations made In the Report cf 
the Vvorking Group would be called for. Some cf the major 
recommendations made m  the report cf the Working Group are enumerated 
below,

(i) Adult Education should be viewed as an integral component in 
all development programmes nor merely for propagation of 
literacy and numeracy as ends in themselves but with a view 
to improving the viability oi the relevant development 
programmes and increasing their functional relevance.

vii) Improvement of levels cf literacy can not and ohould not be 
viewed as the concern of the Ministry of Education only. 
Ail development Ministries/Departments' ftculd be assisted to 
promote literacy through appropriate development schemes. 
The development Ministries/Departments may also be required 
to earmark a certain percentage of their budget for adult 
education which should be utilised primarily to raise the 
levels of literacy of their beneficiaries and provj.de 
opportunities to them for acquiring new skills.

(iii) a h  major employers in organised and semi-organised sectors 
should be under an obligation to promote literacy and 
functional education for their employees at or near the 
places cf their work. Suitable legislation may be enacted 
it considered necessary for the purpose to make it an 
obligation under law on the par*., of the employers to provide 
to their workers opportunities to acquire literacy and

C
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upgrade their skills fcr which at least one hour should be 
set apart without any corresponding loss of wages.

(iv) All employers in the private sector should be required to 
earmark adequate funds for promoting literacy activities and 
upgradation of skills of illiterate employees in their 
respect ive organisations.

(v) With a view to secure wider involvement of youth in the 
national effort to eradecate illiteracy it should be made 
obligatory for students under the NSS and non-student youth 
under NYKs to particpate in the Adult Education programme 
either for conducting adult education classes or for 
providing motivation or assisting post-literacy follow-up 

activities.

(vi) As women constitute more than 63 per cent of the illiterate 
popultion in the age-group 15-35* industrial licencing rules 
and regulations for contractors should be amended to provide 
for some obligation on the part of the employers tc ensure 
that all illitera te  women workers employed by them 
particularly on construction work are made literate, if need 
be, by setting apart one additional hour where literacy and 
numeracy skills could be imparted.

(vii) All development programmes in the Government sector should 
be required to earmark suitable funds m  their budget for 
imparting literacy to women workers and improve the level of 

their skills.

(viii) In addition to the establishment of meaningful linkages 
between adult education programmes and other development 
programmes which is indeed the sine qua non for successful 
implementation of adult education programmes, all relevant 
programmes within the Education Sector itself, promoting 
adult education, early school education, non-formal 
education should be sc integrated that the illiterate  
popultion in the age group 9-14 and 15-35 could take fullest 
advantage cf programmes of adult and non-formal education. 
Similarly premises of existing educational institutions in 
the formal sector of education, could be utilised to promtoe 
literacy activities during cut-of-school hours.

5- The basic issues as may be relevant to the implementation 
strategy in respect of adult education during the Seventh Plan, relate 
to motivation of adult illiterates ana organisation of adult education 
programmes on a mass scale. As regards motivation the Working Grcup 
has suggested the following strategies,

a) the educational component in all developmental activities like 
IRDP, NREP, etc. should be identified  and adequately  
strengthened, and the learning material for illiterates and neo
literates could be suitabley designed taking into account, the 
needs of the specific learning groups.
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b) with a. view to provide need-based literacy for different 
categories of learners, literacy with emphasis on development of 
appropriate skills and functional education shall be an element 
in all development programmes for workers both in organised and 
unorganised sectors.

c) in the adult education programmes to be implemented under RFILP, 
SAEP, voluntary organisations, universities etc., short duration 
courses for upgradation of skills should be provided and 
participation of learners through group motivation needs to be 
ensured.

6. As regards organisation of adult education programmes on a mass 
scale, in addition to substantial expansion under existing schemes of 
RFLP, SAEP, assistance to voluntary organisations, NSS and NYKs, 
efforts will have to be supplemented by similar programmes to be taken 
up through other organisations and agencies namely* industries, 
establishments, mines, factories, etc. Keeping in view the national 
commitment to achieve eradication of illiteracy by 1990, each 
department/organisation should be required +c identify the number of 
illiterate workers in their organisations and should be assigned 
targets to promote eradication of illiteracy in a phased manner to be 
achieved by 1990. To give the programme the momentum of a mass 
movement, plans for eradica+ion of illiteracy should be formulated at 
the district level, block level and village level. Micro level 
planning should provide for community participation in all literacy 
programmes from village level upwards to lend effective support to the 
national programme for removal of illiteracy anc1 create a climate for 
literacy in the country.

To translate the new design as outlined above, into a realistic 
framework comprising multi-pronged attack on illiteracy and multi
level strategies, the following measures have been promoted for 
implementation of the Adult Education Programme during the next five 
year period i.e. 1935-90.

a) Support of all the sections of community will be obtained in 
implementing the programme specially at the local level by 
creating village level committees or area level committees. The 
local leaders would be involved in actual management of the adult 
education centres and they would also be involved in supervising 
the functioning of the programme. The institutions like 
Panchayats, political parties and other local self-government 
bodies vrould be encouraged to take up the programme by provision 
of technical support in the form of materials and training cf 
their workers. Before starting the programme, pre-operational 
compaigns would be organised to create a, favourable climate for 
the programme and raise the awareness of the local people about 
the advantages from it.

b) As mentioned earlier linkages with the development departments 
and other agencies will be strengthened by identifying these 
schemes where literacy can be an important inpwt and they will be 
persuaded to take up prcgra.mmes cf adult education for their 
illiterate beneficiaries. They will also be expected to indicate
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the targe+s of illiterate employees which they would cover each 
year through their own literacy/adult education programmes. 
Activitizatic-n of coordination committees having the 
representatives of development departments and adult education 
people would be done so tha* the programme gets the needed 
direction. . The developmental agencies will he assisted in the 
training programmes organised by them so that the component of 
adult education also is covered and the trainee. ar<* acquaird ed 
with +he techniques and methods of rromotior' of adult. literacy. 
Appropriate measures will be taken to see that there is greater 
obligation cn the part cf the employers to provide 
education/literacy to their illiterate employees and that time so 
spent by them is accounted for as duty period. Further agencies 
like Centra] Board of Workers Education would be expected to take 
up programme cn a bigger scale for imparting literacy to the 
workers in the organised sector, Within the education system 
also positive linkages will be developed with the formal, system 
existing facilities of school buildings and other facilities 
would be utilised for the prupose.

c) The programme will be directed to bridge the disparities in 
literacy rates among women, SCs and STs, and for this purpose a 
specific district plan would be necessary to be prepared 
indicating village-wise information cf number of illiterate 
wonien, SCs and STs population which will have to be ccvered 
through the programme. In the preparation of the district plan, 
identification of agencies which could take up the programme in 
the respective areas would also be indicated. A special 
legislation would be necessary to be introduced to safeguard the 
educational rights of the illiterates employed in industries so 
that they could be provided education without losing their wages 
and getting this benefit at the place of work and during the duty 
hours. Similarly the industrial licensing rules and regulations 
for contractors will be appropriately amended to lay down the 
duty of the ernp] oyer to see that all vomer, workers employed by 
them are made literate and they are not at financial loss for 
attending the literacy centres. Othr Ministries and Departments 
having schemes for rural development,, employment > training etc. 
like the IKDP, NREi", DWCRA, TRYSM, ICDS would be expected to 
sim ilarly  organise literacy programmes for their women 
beneficiaries and they would be expected to earmark some funds in 
their budget for imparting 1 iteracy to women. Influential women 
in the areas where adult education centres are to be organised 
for women will be identified and given training so that they 
could bring their influence in increasing women's participation 
in the programme. At the State level a special cell is proposed 
to be created to monitor the progress of implementation of 
literacy programmes for women. Thi cell will alsc be responsible 
for coordinating the activities of planning the programme for 
women, ensuring relevant and needbased learning materials for use 
at the adult education centres after getting them prepared by the 
State Resource Centres and other similar agencies and also for 
ensuring post~"literacy activities by involving writers, poets and 
dramatists who could prepare neo-literate literature.
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As far as SCs and STs are concipf ned , it :s  necessary'to ensure 
that lack of provision of funds does not become a problem in 
securing their participation. Therefore, Central Government 
Departments, State Governments, Voluntary Agencies, Universities! 
and College, would be expected to earmark special fur.de for their 
coverage. Special drives w 11 be undertaker, to train the 
instructors belonging to SCs and STs groups and literacy content 
would be so designed as to encourage the SCs, STs to take 
advantage of these programmes- Existing institution^ 3.ike Tribal 
Orientation Study Centres, T • ‘ # --rr.-cl- Ini rfltutes would be 
involved in planning and providing technical inputs necessary for 
the adult education centres attended largely by SCs and STs 
groups. '

Provision of non literacy inputs at the adult education centres 
would be made in the fora of short duration programmes having the 
potential of income generation and the agencies engaged in 
providing developmental service would be involved in this, 
■esides net-work cf guidance and co'in.selling services will be 

provided to the rural poor by the NSS volunteers, NZK 
Coordinators, Voluntary Agencies and other mass based 
organisations.

) Larger invo] vccucuh of vol nu lur,y ?• •• or ip envisaged sc that 
they can jjurform 1 pad^rship roles: not only in implementing the 
in u iootb but a] hu in «i ng training programmes for adult
education workers and for preparation of materials bcth for 
literacy and post-literacy stages. The voluntary agencies 
henceforth will, have greater flexibility in designing and 
implemen ing the projects. Those agencies which are involved in 
the up]iftment of women, Scheduled .astes and Scheduled Tribes 

T given preference in matters of financial assistance. It
is also visualised that the performance of*'the agencies will also 
be encouraged to undertake pre-operational surveys for 
identifying the needs of the i-arners and preparing need—based 
material lor which they will be financially assisted. They will 
also be entitled to get funds for providing non-literacy inputs. 
r,hese additional features are expected to encourage the voluntary 
agencies to implement the Digram me in a more meaningful manner. 
Speeclier disposal of cases ox voluntary agencies for financial 
assistance will be done so that the difficulties faced on account 
of late receipt of funds do not persist.

concerted efforts will, be made to involve students and non
student youths on a wider scale in mass compaigns for adult 
education programme as part of the National Service Schemas, NOC, 
and. Continuing and Extension Education Programme. They will 
also provide counselling and guidance services to adult 3earners 
ana help in organisation of post literacy and fcll«w~up 
a c u i t i e s .  _ lie ptent i all ties of Nehru Yuvak kenaras in 
organising cultural and social programmes for the rural folk will 
oe utilised on a bigger scale for promotion of adult education 
and they Vi.Ll be expect,eo to organ is? adult elucation centres 
also.



Lack of provision of poet-literacy and follow-up services has 
been one the draw-b&cfce in the organisation of the literacy 
programme in the past. This short, coring is being eliminated 
through creation of such1 facilities as part of the pro.jec1 
design, village Continuing, Education Centres and rural libraries 
will be established for production and distribution of literature 
for nen-literates. Short-duration training programmes and 
condensed courses will also be organised for up-grading th<? 
skills of the neo-literates and for raising, their awareness on 
various social aspects. Among tne areas for skill up-gradaticn, 
priority will be accorded to agricultural technology, including, 
construction of wells., operation and repair of pumps, food 
storage, use of improved agricultural practices, bio-gas plants, 
solar energy, pofltry farming* piggery, sericulture, fishing, 
carpet weaving, health, sanitation, araily welfare, improved 
cooking methods, water purification, methods of birth control, 
use of smokeless challah, etc. They will also be exposed to 
population education, civic rights and duties as "well as 
citizenship education through greater use of press and mass-media 
and will be provided general education on various scientific and 
natural phenomenon. Through the provision of facilities for 
continuing eriuo*.ivinn, o -purbuniLie will be made available to the 
learners to re-enter into the formal system if  they so desire. 
They will also be ecucated through use of recreation and 
entertainment by use )f mass media and folk forms cf culture. 
Attempts will be made to see that some equivalence of the 
attainments in literacy and post-literao/y stages is established 
with the formal system of education sc that there is a 
possibility of a person joining from one system to the other at, 
his or her convenience.

One of the factors associated with the poor performance of adult 
education programme has been lack of motivation with the learners 
first cf all to attend the programme and, secondly, to continue 
with it till its completion. This prolem is intended to be 
tackled by providing incentives and encouragement to the learners 
by honouring them, in public functions arid giving them preference 
in prevision of loans and other inputs. Feasibility of giving 
thorn preference in enr^lc^-nt will also be examined. In 
addition, special income generating activities tc be organised a~ 
adult education centres are expected to provide them sufficient 
motivation for continued participation at AECs.

Activities of Shrarnit Vidyapeeths, which are polyvalent in 
nature, would be expanded further, and the Shramik Vidyapeeths 
would be encouraged tc take up programmes of adult literacy. 
They will also be strengthened to provide necessary resource 
support in organising technical and vocational courses for the 
benefit of adult learners.

Extensive and intensive use of mass media (radio and TV) and 
other folk forms of communications is +o be made not only for 
promotional purposes but also for creating a demand for literacy. 
It is also to be used for actual teaching. Similarly for post
literacy and follow -up programmes also the use of radio and TY



w n l  be made to transmit information and know led go on varouo 
aspects connected with the lives oi the. people talcing advantage 
of AEP. The medium of TV is also proposed to he ueed for 
imparting training tc the adult education workers because the 
reach of the TV is widening day by day and its potential will be 
most powerful in communicaing the desired skills and messages. 
In view of this mere transmission time is to be devoted on radio 
and TV for adult education. Expert agencies like the National. 
Resource Centre (the Directorte of Aduit Education) and the State 
Resource Centres would be expectd to produce software for use of 
Akashvan.i arid Docrdarshan. Through films, plays and traditional, 
media cf communication and also printed media the pest literacy 
ana follow-up activities are expected to be revelutionalised sc 
that their impact on retention of evaluation messages and 
literacy skills is more cloarly established. Multi-media 
packages will also be utilised for the purpose of promotion of 
literacy.

k; The impelementation of the programme should admit oi greater 
flexibility in matters of project management. Taking into 
account complaints received from many quarters that the present 
duration of the literacy programme is too long, it is visualised, 
that literacy efforts could be intensified effectively if 350 
hours of literacy proposed to be imparted in Phase I and 150 
hours in Phase II, could ce clubbed together and imparted during 
the course of one year so as to prevent any gap between Phase I 
and Phase II  of the progt-arame. This approach may be more 
pragmatic censi.de-ing that financial aep.i stance under the RFLP is 
provided by the Government of India for a total period of one 
year. The results may be more enduring and lasting. The Fost- 

literacy/follow-up envisaged in Phase III of the programme (110 
hours) spread over one yea:- should be turther intensified with 
provision of adequate material including newspapers and books for 
neo-literates, organisation of mobile libraries and supported 
effectively through the literature produced by c. .her departments 
cn various development programmes. Supervision is to be 
strengthened further and made more effective by reducing the work 
load with the supervisor. The project agency will al.se have the 
flexibility of organising lit racy programmes in specific model 
and will have sufficient scope for experimentation in areas like- 
developing equivalency with the formal system, establishing 
.linkage wj.Uh otiter developmental agencies.

1) To ensure that the Programme cf Adult Education is implemented 
effectively, resource support at national level, will have to be 
strengthened by developing multi-package learning m odules 

relating to different learning groups. The Resource Centres at 
State level will be strengthened and. District Resource Units will 
bt Set up prov j.dt-; greater support tc the programme 
particularly in production of relevant material and training of 
functionaries. At the national level a communication wing in the 
Directorate of Adult Education will be set up tc develop multi
media. learning pa.cl|As for teaching of adult learners, training 

of functionaries and lor development of income, generating cf 
income and generating programmes specially for women t h r o u g h
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literacy The National Resource Centre (.Directorate oi Adult 
■t/ducaticn) will "be further developed end strengthened to enable 
it tc discharge its responsibility more effectively as clearing 
house of information, guidance and support tc State Resource 
Centres, Universities and toll ,it;ary Organicatior.

m) To ensure the attainment cf physical targets fixed ever*y jpar and 
to regulate the quaJ ity of 4he programme, monitoring and 
evaluation mechanism would tc >. trongth-ined further. The main 
thrust cf monitoring and evaluation would be tc ensure optimum 
utilisation of resources invested in the programme, ping the 
wastage and leakage po ints> strengthen the process of 
implementation lor ensuring optimum results leading to overall 
improvements in the internal f-it jciency of .'-.he system. The 
monitoring system would be geared towards securing compieti 
information from the implementing agencies and cteps will be 
taken to see that only reliable and accurate information is 
available from the reporting agencies. The verification of ihe 
information will be the responsibility of the local implementing 
agency. A system of cross-check will also bo devised so tnat 
mis-reporting does net occur. Creation of district parties 
having different interest groups represented on it is expected tc 
help in data audit function but this responsibility will have to 
be shared by the local committees and members of the public who 
are not involved in implemeri cat ion. ^Valuation of 4 he programme 
would receive priority and it w ill be done both as part of the 
implementation process and also through external agencies not 
connected with implementation. The feed back available from 
evaluation will be recycled into the planning and implementation 
process?. This is expected tc increase the level of achievement 
through the programme and also to reduce wastage of various 
kinds. For the post- literacy programme the expected level of 
attainment will be defined and equivalency will be established 
with the formal system cf education. This will be done in 
consultation with agencies like IJCEHT and other examining bodies.

Funding

80 It is felt that the expenditure on the adult education programme 
will increfl.sc considerably in view oi the expansion of the on-gcing 
schemes like Rural Functional Literacy Programme, Schemes of 
/w-u--nblance to voluntary agencies, Nel ru Yiivak Kendras, Involvement of 
Students, Shramik Vi dy.apue Lhs, strengthening of Administrative 
Structures, strengthening cf Resource set-up at the national, state 
and district levels, organisation of post- literacy and follow-up 
services, ^.raining, monitci ing, evaluation and introduction of new 
schemes like provision of non-literacy inputs, creation ci Productive 
Units at AECs and Scheme: of fcwards tc the instructors and learners. A 
provision of Rs. 136500 lakhs is considered necessary in the Seventh 
Five Year Plan to meet the-expenditure on the above schemes. The 
following statement gives the break-up by schemes and allocation 
needed under the Central and State Sector Schemes.
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Statement showing suggested outlays for the 
Seventh Five Year Plan (Adult Education)

(f<s. in lakh?)

lype of 1985-86 1 986-87 1987-83 1988-89 1989-90 Total Total* 
Programme Outlay Outlay Outlay Outlay Outlay Outlay Coverage

(Lakhs)

I.a) REL1 3750 4350 5000 5650 6250 25000 250
b) Vol. 1000 

/'g, ncios
1500 2000 3000 3500 11100 110

c) 100 100 100 100 100 500 5
a) Jniver- 600 

sitie-s
800 1000 1200 1400 5000 50

e) SAEP 5000 6000 7500 9000 11000 38500 385

11 = St r v-ngth- 104 5 
ening of 

Admn.Struc
ture s Trg. • 
Monitoring 
& Evl.

1275 1560 1895 2225 8000

111.St r - ngth 400 
.iwing of 
Rc source 
Institutions, 
National., State 
Disttc level.

400 ■roo 400 400 2000

IV.Post- 4180 
literacy & 
follow-up 
Programme.

5*00 62 A 0 7580 8900 32000 **“

V. Develop- 780 
ment of 
non-Iiter- 
acy compo
nent i.e. 
upgrariation 
of skills.

960 1170 1420 1670 6000

VI.Develop- 780 960 1170 1420 1670 6000
mcnt of
linkages 
and Comm
unity par

ticipation
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fRs. in iakhsj

Type of 1985-86 
Programme Outlay

]986-87 
Ou vj 1 ay

19«7~8£
Outlay

i 1988 89 
'Ou ulay

1989-90 
Outlay

Total
Outlay

Total*
Coverage

(Ial*s,)

VII.Schemes 500 
cf Awards

500 500 500 500 2500 ~

Total 18135 21945 26640 32165 37613 13650C 800

Distribution between

a) Central 10435 
Sector

b) State 7700 
Sector

12705 

9240

15099 

11550

18305 

13860

20675 

16940

77210

59290

9. The revised pattern of linancial assistance as applicable to the 
adult education project ervisages an expenditure oi Rjs.2831 
(recurring) and Rs.233 (non-recurring) per centre which means that a 
total amount oi Rs. 1!4,/~ is spent on adult education centre. On this 
oasis the tota.l cost of covering 1 pert.cn through the literacy 
programme comes tc about to Re. 100/-. Apart from this, 40% ol the 
above cost would be needed tor provision oi post literacy and follow 
up services, 57' fcr upgradation of skilly and another 5% fcr 
development of linkages and community support. II we add these costs 
to the expenditure on running tne adult education centre and the 
expenditure cn evaluation and administration* the per learner cost 
comes to abcut Rs.l 70/-. Thus, a sum cf Rs.13-650 million would 
constitute the minimum essential requiremert during the Seventh Plan, 
tc ensure substantial expansion of all literacy programmes under the 
Rural Functional Literacy Project, State Adult Education Programme, 
Assistance to Voluntary Agencies, Universities and Nshru Yuvak Kendras 
through which 800 lakh illiterates in 15-35 age group would be 
covered. In addition to this, the development departments and public 
and private sector industries would also be expected to irovide 
substantial amounts not only fcr literacy but for post-literacy 
programmes also. The Department of Sports, which is responsible for 
implementation cf the National Servioo SohetrV̂ , would similarly be 
expected to make adequate provision cf funds in its own budget to 
promote substantial expansion of literacy  a ctiv ities  through 
participation of student youth under the Natinal Service Scheme. 
These would cover up the remaining 70 lakhs illiterate^ in 15-35 age 
group and make the coverage cf total illiterate population in 15-35 
age group possible, by the end of the plan period.

Remaining 10 latch s are expected tc be covered under programmes of 
other departments.
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CHAPThH VIII

EDUCATIONAL TIJClkJOLOCT

Introduction

The importance of educational technology for widening of educational 
programmes wa« emphasised in the Sixth Plan and the possibilities of 
utilising INSAT lacilities specially at the elementary stsge v?ao 
envisaged. The Seventh Plan Approach Paper also recognises the 
emerging role of broadcastings, telecommunications ar.d computers in 
providing informations, imparting skills and developing capabilitis tc 
the mass of pupil through electronic media. Taking note of the 
experience with SITE in 1975-76 which established the potentials of 
satellite broadcast television by showing that it was possible to 
reach effectively and at low cost to very large number of school 
children, adults, teachers and extension workers in remots areas where 
communication and educational facilities were inadequate, the Group 
recommends further expansion and strengthening of the educational 
technology scheme whereby central assistance is being provided in 
selected States for setting up reprographic and photographic 
facilities and some sound and video recording equipment. It is in 
this direction that the Working Group on Educational Technology has 
suggested number of programmes for strengthening and expanding of 
educationsu. technology cells in the states.

Programmes and Thrust Areas

Major programmes and thrust areas i< Educational Technology and 
Distance Learning recommended by the Working Group are as follows.

a) Production of Radio Programmes

b) Production of Television prgrammes

c) Introduction oi Radio and T.V. inputs in open schools and 
open university.

d) Experimentation with High Technology areas such at 
introduction of computer literacy programmes in selected 
schools.

e) Strengthening of training institutions/orienting educational 
planners and administrators to different aspects of 
educational technology.

Production of Radio and Television Programmes

2. Radio and Television programme production Centres are already 
being set up in 6 IITSAT States for producing ETV and radio programmes 
for all levels of education.- Such programmes to have an impact, It 
has been suggested that ii development ci software should be taken



over by the educational authorities and production of programmes 
should be at a decentralised level as has already been done in the 
context o± INSAT programmes. Thus the thrust of the Seventh Plan is 
to develop a cadre of software educational producers who would 
undertake the production on different media., for different target 
audience. Per Radio programmes proposal is for setting up sound 
studiOo in 20 States and Union Territories and for Television 
programmes, the Groups-, proposes to set up SIETS/Prcduction Centres in 
another 8 States. These would ensure that production facilities would 
be available in major regional languages.

d*  ̂ lor optimum utilization of Radio/TV Programmes, provision of 
radio and television sets to all schools hat been suggested. In order 
that universities can take advantage oi the software produced in their
2-j centres to be set up for the purpose, each university is suggested 
to be provided with a library cf software, with VCR facilities for 
playback oi programmes. During the Seventh Plan, this hr-s been 
suggested for about 50 universities.

Tne total cost of software production and utilisation of Radio 
and T.V. programmes has been estimated at Rs. 14826.50 lakhs. (Rupees
4184.00 lakhs for radio programmes and Rs. 10642.50 lakhs for T.V. 
programmes).

5- Introduction of Radio and Television inputs in open schools (CBSi; 
School + Schools in 4 States) and open university io yet another major 
programmes in the Seventh live Year Plan, The proposal for starting 
oi an open university for teacher training, continuing education, 
training of public sector and government staff for new vocational 
courses and the production of a. wide range cf software involves a cost 
of Rs.2500 lakhs. Open schools involve a cost of RsAoO lakhs.

6. iixperimentation with high technologies is a major thrust area in 
the Seventh Plan. In order to keep pace with the fast expanding 
technologies in the wrorld, use oi computer aided instruction, teletex 
and slow scan broadcasts have been suggested- The programmes of 
computer literacy is already being implemented in collaboration with 
the Ministry of Education on a pilot project basis initially in 250 
secondary schools throughout the country. Appropriate curriculum for 
teachers and students have been designed in NCERT. The Group proposes 
to introduce this, programme in at least 10,000 more secondary schools 
during the Seventh Plan period. The total cost of equipping 10,000 
schools with computer system preparation of course material for 
students and teachers, organisation cf teachers' training etc. comes 
to Rs. 4,250 lakhs.

7. Thê  availability oi the series ci synchronous satellites has made 
it possible to spread education far and wide and more effectively. 
The University Grants Commission has already set up six centres for 
training and preparation of software for 1 hour educational programme 
on T.V .via the satellite mainly for undergraduates, generally educated 
public and for others. These programmes have tc be extended in time, 
in various languages and have to be made gradually more curriculum 
oriented. They could be in fact the forerunners of the onen 
university. Audio visual material has also tc be supplied to



libraries sc that students have powerful tod of learning available to 
them.

8. The Working Group alsc suggests strengthening o 1 trair.ing 
institutions in order to meet the training requirement a for retting up 
a production infra,structure in each State/UT. For orienting 
educational planners and administrators to different aspects of 
educational technology, an amount of Rs .50.00 lakhs has been 
suggested.

Financial Outlay

jjinancial requirements cf thrust areas/major programme is indicated in 
w e  Table below, details, however, have already been covered in a 
separate note cn Financial Estimates for Educational Technology and 
Distance learning for the Seventh Plan.

TABLE

Major Thi-usts/Pro^ramnes

1. Production and Utilisation ol Radio 
Prog.r 'lames

2. Production and Utilisation of i\V.
Programme

3-’ Introduction of Radio/T.V. input in 
open schools

4. Radio/T.V. input in open university

5= Experimentation with hirh technologies. 
Computer literacy programmes (Costing 
for 10,000 schools)

6. Training of Educational Planners and 
Administrators

7. Production -and Use of Low Cost Teaching Aids

8. Graphic and Reprographic Aids

T o  t a 1

Financial Requirement 
(Rs. in lakhs)

418-1-«00

10642.̂ 0

500.00 

2500.00

4250.00

50.00

387.50

5 2 3 4 * 7 5

27748-75
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CHAPTER IX

DEVIiliOPMENT OF LANGUAGES

Language at-: a basic bk.il I of expression and ccmmumca" ion reJ.ps 
thinking; imagi.na4 ior, perception and aesthetic appreciation. 
Therefore;., tne development oi languages is of bacic importance for all 
educational development programmes. During the Sixer Plan, "he 
activities and programmer undertaken in th<=> field of languages can be 
divide^ into four group!.- (i) Promotion of Hindi (as envisaged under 
article 351 c-i the Constitution); ( ii) promotion of Modern Indian 
languages (as provided in National Policy or M ueation). (iii. 
Promotion cf English and other foreign languages (as provided m the 
Education Commission 1964-66 Import), and (iv) Promotion cf Sanskrit 
and other classical languages such as Arabic and Persian. Other 
languages fcr which the Centre has special responsibility like Urdu 
and Sindhi also received attention.

2. Becides the programmer undertaken by the State Government for the 
development of regional and other languages, the programme at +ht 
central level are being undertaken either directly by the 
1anguagp/  3an t* k r i t Division (appointment. of teacher, awards, 
exhibitions, scholarships etc.) or through (s.) Central ! indi 
Directorate, New Delhi, (b) Commission for Scientific and Technical 
Terminology, New Delhi (c) Kendriya Kindi Sansthan. Agras (c) Centra] 
Institute of Indian Languages. Mysore (e) Centra] Institute* of nglisn 
and Foreign Languages, Hyderabad (f) Bureau of Promotion of Urdu, New 
Delhi and (g) Harhtriya. Sanskrit Sansthan, New Delhi. These 
institutions/organisations along with their regional centres and in 
collaboration with State Government institutions have b°en executing 
varous plan schemes fcr the development of languages.

New mhrust Areas

’5. While the Sixth Plan schemes will be continued, after due 
scrutiny and needed modifications for greater cost effectiveness* the 
emphasis in the Seventh Plan would be on new approaches and 
strategies. An important thru?t will be to develop the capabilities 
of the existing, institutions to work at the grassroot levels which may 
require the setting up of a district regional/sub-regional units and 
greater emphasis on extension work and adequate linkages with existing 
educational or other institutions.

4. The establishment of a number cf new institutions has been 
proposed for providing world perspective in language development, in 
this category fa ll  the proposals for the establishment cf 
International University fcr Hindi, International Institute of 
Sanskrit and Allied Studies etc. However, greater emphasis will be 
given to the strengthening/development of existing institutions, 
particularly those concerned, with research and development and 
teaching/training functions.



5° Tt |t| proposed to ensure mutuaJ reinlorcement and “'nhancement of 
"he impact and various activities by identifying and implementing 
those programmes wrich are comp? ementary rather t han taking up 
desparate and isolated programmes. *xh>«r’ new thrusts and approaches in 
variotu programme area:- are discussed below.

Publications

6- Instead cf a very large number cf schemes, !<■ would be desirable 
tf thjni: cl ci selective offor* at publics?icr.s sc that materials ci 
seed quality become available for wider dissemination within a 
reasonable time. Tht present modaJ idy cf on trust in/? jublicat ion and 
p.’cuucticn cf dictionaries , terminologies and textbooks to 
governmental machinery has net a] ways led to satisfactory results, 
particular];/ in meeting the deadlines, Those publ icaticnc v-bich wi" x 
assist m  the realisation oi the goals laid cut in the language re.] icy 
will receive higher priority. To ensure a. much larger publication 
activity it would seem necessary that effort- j_<; not restricted to 
institutions supported or maintained by the government. Scholars oi 
repute-> university departments and literary organisations will need to 
be involved so that the activity is carried out expeditiously besides 
ensuring higher qual ity by entrusting the publications to the best 
talent available.  ̂ " •

Strengthening of existing Institutions

7- _ The strengthening and consolidation cf work already bein* done in 
exit ting institutions will be given higher priority so that they are 
■enabled +o bridge th.p gap the' exists at present between requir^mentc 
and actual supply oi materials and personnel.. Bsct«n»ion work to be 
undertaken by these institutions must receive greater attention. from 
this point of view the extension/regional and district centres 
projused to be established under the auspices of these in&titul ions 
must be viewed as an essential input for the growth of these 
institutions which have already reached a critical stage of 
development..

Voluntary Organisations

8. Assistance' to voluntary organisations will continue • o find an 
important place m  Liie Seventh Plan as they ar©- rendering important 
service in the spread of languages of. the Eighth Schedule. However, 
because of inadequate machinery for supervision, actual work done by 
many voluntary organisations is not regularly monitored. While it is 
not desiracle to set up an inspection machinery exclusively for this 
purpose, the purpose could be achieved by providing minimum staff to 
existing  institutions. It .is  recommended that apar + from 
organisations working in Kindi, much higher stress shall be giv°n in 
assisting voluntary organisations concerned with other regional 
languages,



S* ‘Borne o± the act.ivitj.es which have beer promoted under earlier 
schemes could now be discontinued and effort made to obtain a much 
higher output ircm voluntary organisations which, due tc flexibility 
in approach, are able to work in a community with much greater 
homogeniety than many governmental institutions.. With this tnri in 
view, provision would require to be mad* tor assisting innovative and 
experimental projects to be undertaken by voluntary organisations. It 
would be necessary to ensure ihat; results from experimental work ar* 
fed into teaching and learning or languages either formally or non* 
formally. •

Appointment and Training of Teachers

10. Appointment and training cl teachers should continue to find a 
high priority in the Seventh Plan since implementation of the three 
language formula depends substantially upon the supply of teachers 
competent tc facilitate the learning of languages by students. While 
assistance to non-Hindi speaking states tor training and appointment 
of Hindi teachers will continue, a new scheme providing for the 
appointment of other language teachers in Hindi-speaking States has 
beer, proposed. It is suggested that for this 100?’ Central assistance 
should be given to the States.

11- The capacity of existing institutions to undertake pre-service 
training is very limited, it is, therefore, essential +o provide for a 
very large programme of extension activities, and short-term training, 
undertaken more scientifically. While institutions may continue to 
provide intensive long duration training, it is essential to think of 
short-range inservice training package and modules directed tc provide 
specific  competencies. Media support and use of innovative 
methodologies tc ensure much larger coverage than has been possible so 
far will need to form important components cf training effort. 
Institutions providing training will be enabled tc set up strong 
extension departments so that inservice training becomes one cf their 
major regular activities. Alternative modalities for ir.&ervice 
training like Correspondence Courses followed by contac+s, regular 
mailing of materials, attachment to local institutions, use of 
satellite etc. will need to be thought of.

Educational Technology/Alternative Media

12. With the availability of transmission facilities - both radio and 
television - on a. near universal basis, it would be necessary to 
increasingly utilise mass media for language learning. For this 
purpose, it would be desirable to undertake a sizeable effort at 
soltware production, by u t ilis in g  expertise ava.ila.ble in 
governmental/semi-governmental institutions like JTCI.R1 „ AIR,  

Do or <3arshan etc. and by employing, on contract, experts. Selected 
language institutions would be assisted to develop capability to 
produce radio/television programmes. Simultaneously, there is need to 
provide to educational institutions fa c ilit ie s  for receiving 
transmission.
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District Centres

13- The need for netting up J.ield level organisations at district 
level which "become necessary in view cf the vast,ness of +he country 
hae been stressed for providing guidance and assistance tc educational 
institutions on a regular and continuous basis. With ‘•his end in view 
the establishment cf district centres has been -suggested for 
Elementary education, for promotion of Sanskrit; and English jyangua^ee 
etc. Instead cf thinking ol separate arrangements for each 
d istinctive  purpose it, would be desirable to consider the 
ostablisljnent of a multi purpose district centre Apart irom saving 
and optimising, on costs, a common district centre could promote mutual 
enrichment and reinforcement. This would be par fcicularly important in 
the field. cf language development considering that the Indian 
languages - classical and modern - have so much in common.

Development of Hindi

14. Having been adopted as the official language of the Indian Union 
under the Constitution, the Central and the State (revernmento have 
been endeavouring to develop this language. The Central Hindi 
Directorate New Delhi and Kondriya Hindi Sancthan Agra at the national 
level are implementing schemes for the propagation, development and 
dissemination oi Hindi. During the Seventh Plan, fesid.es the 
continuation oi the programmes undertaken during the Sixth Plan, the. 
following new programmes would be sta,ru-d,

The Kendriya Hindi Sanc't.han Agr» would be provided with hostel 
building and other building, so as to provide for additional teacher 
training facilities. The regional centres at Cayhati, I!yderabsd and 
Delhi would also be provided, with additional accomodation. D sides-, a 
new centre at Shillong would be established for the North Eastern 
Region. Also 50 district centres would be established under the 
Central Hindi Directorate, New Delhi. In order to provide 
international perspective to Hindi, International University of Hindi 
has also been proposed to m  established -

The publication oi book£ will be continued, at an increasing 
scale. 25 bilingual and tri-lingual dictionaries would be completed. 
60 exhibitions at various places would be organized for popularising 
of Hindi Books. Publication of books in regional languages 
particularly for the university level, would be continued. English 
books fcr Medicine, Engineering, Agriculture and Veterinary Science 
and Pharmacy would, be translated into Hindi and original books in 
Hindi on these subjects would be published by the Commission for 
scientific and technical, terminology-. Hindi workshop in non-Hindi 
areas would be organised, +wo seminars of eminent writers one each for 
Hindi and non-Hindi areas would be held and 16 prizes for Hindi 
writers for non-Hindi speaking areas would be given. The scheme of 
appointment of Hindi Teachers in non-Hindi speaking areas would be 
continued. Besides, it is also proposed that non-Hindi teachers would 
be appointed in the Hindi Speaking ar^as :.or regional languages other 
than Hindi. Financial aid to voluntary organisations for the 
propagation and development oi Hindi would be continued.



Development of Modern Indian languages

1 There are three schemes under tbits head viz. the development oi 
Urdu, Sintihi and other Indian Languages.

Development of Urdu Urdu is the embodiment of national composite 
culture. The programmes lor the development cf Urdu are bring 
organised by the Bureau for the Promotion, oi Urdu (BPU). All the 
programmes undertaken during the Sixth Plan will be expanded during 
the Seventh Plan. It it proposed that 20 more caligraphic centres 
would be established during the Seventh Plan besides the strengthening 
of 30 such centres established during the Sixth Plan. A caligraphic 
centre would also be established in the Bureau ior Promotion oi Urdu. 
Publication oi Urdu books was undertaken during the Sixth Plan for 
popularising oi Urdu and 242 books are likely to be published bt the 
end of Sixth Plan. Turing the Seventh Plan 250 new bocks would be 
published. Besides the completion of an Urdu Incyclopadia in 12 
volumes j publication cf Peseach journal in Urdu is also proposed fur 
the Seventh PJan, Starting of correspondence courses on the pattern 
oi Cetral Hindi Directorate is also proposed. Besides, 15 workshops 
for urdu teachers and one National Seminar has also been proposed. In 
addition, a Central Urdu Library and propagation cf Urdu through 
performing art like Ghazals and Qawali.es has also been proposed.

Promotion of Sindhi The Government of India have a special 
responsibility to develop non-regie rial language's like Sindhi besides 
Urdu- lor the propagation of Sindhi, the main programme during the 
Sixth Plan has been the publication cf books in Sindhi besides the 
publication cf Sindhi dictionary and five children books, which have 
been printed in Hindi. In addition to the continuation of these 
programmes, cash award to eminent writers in Sindhi and organising cf 
writers workshop in Sindhi Language have also been proposed for the 
Seventh Plan.

Central Institute cf Indian languages, Mysore The main programmes cf 
the Indian Institute of Languages proposed for the Seventh Plan arc
(a) provision/completion of the buildings of the Institute as well as 
the regional centres (b) establishment of five extension centres (c) 
eatablishemt of Urdu Centre in Lucknow and (d) increaeing the intake 
of teacher trainees.

English Language Teaching

16. Concern over the deteriorating standards in English Language has 
been expressed in various quarters. He realistic and comprehensive 
programme has, however, yet emerged lor undertaking the much needed 
improvement. The few schemes proposed toward:. the end ct the Sixth 
Plan have not made much, headway. Tie present institutions run by 
State Governments and the CIEFL arc. unable tc meet the requirements of 
training or materials, partly because the strategies that have been 
i d  lowed over the y^as are not always based on a caref ul analysis cf
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needs and requirements. In order to atep up the prcgraiEfflo 
considerably during th ■ Seventh Plan it is essential to provide for 
consolidation oi: activities of existing institutions, as also to 
provide for experimentation and expansion oi extension activities in 
the field. II seems necessary to formulate.. more clearly, the 
objectives for English Language teaching at various levels of 
education, attempt modernisation of courses and methodologies of 
teacing ana undertake on a la ree* scale the production cf matenale and 
traininirg, porsonne1.

Development of Sanscrit

IT. ‘1’1'j.v study of Sanskrit- has a spccia.l place in cur national 
cultur- . Not being the spoken language in any of the Indian states 
the responsibility for the development of Sanskrit is cf the Central 
Covornmrnt which has been conducting th programmes for the premotion 
cf Sanskrit studies through Pashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan. M  pr< sent 
there are thrwc* universities, Seven, kendriya Vidyapreths and twelve. 
Marsh Sanskrit Mahavidyalayas/Sansthan. During the S^v-nth Plan it 
is proposed to establish anoth t  four nrw krndirya Vidyapeethf- and tr-n 
Marsh Sanskrit Mahavidyalayas. B sides the establishment of fifte«i 
Central Sanskrit Schools has also been proposed. With a vi ;w to 
propagate the importance cf Sanskrit studies emphasis would be lairl on 
encouraging of Oral Vedic Tradition. Be-sides, establishment of an 
International Institute ci Sanskrit has also been proposed for the 
Seventh Plan. In addition to thr, establishment of 100 districts 
centres, organising of language camps for Sanskrit and various other 
programmes for propagation of the oral vedic tradition with an outlay 
of Rs. 140 lakhs has been proposed. Financial- assistance to voluntary 
organisations engaged in the propagation of Sanskrit would be 
continued at an increased seal.'.

Sectoral Responsibilities

18. The basic objective in language teaching is tc develop 
communication and comprehensive skills among students and the people 
in general. This is true for any Language. The comprehension and 
communication skills cf students, whether in Hindi, regional language 
or English, should be of a standard cf adequacy, if not of excellence. 
Eor this purpcsc it would be nrcessary to involve State Govt rnnn nts 
closely in thr training of their teachers in linguistic abilities. 
Without effective teaching language learning would be inadequate and 
it wculd be- difficult for a child studying even in th^ regional rrodium 
to comprehend or communicate with any degree of proficiency. [\\ all 
levels of education - elementary, secondary, technical or higher 
education - there should be. provision for simultaneous development of 
linguisstic skills, alongwith subject 1; arning. This responsibility 
will have to be shared by +h(? States, different sectors in ducat ion, 
and by colleges and universities.

19“ Different sectors States and univ; rsities can draw upon the 
existing institutional facilities cor language development. They must 
slse develop arrangements for remedial coaching and for training of
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personnel in relation to textual materials, as well for developing 

texts, tc judge the linguistic deficiencies of students in their charyje 

so that suitable remedial coaching can be undertaken. Only with "a 

concercea eiiort would it be possible to ensure that students in 
higher education are able to comprehend instruction nr matter what the 
medium iy„

State Sector

• ! h' responsibility icr preparation oi textbooks in regional media 
should shift in the Seventh Plan irom the Centre to the States, In 
che pxanc! cf the States there should be adequate prevision lor State 
j.evel institutions to undertake coinage and evaluation of terminology 
in their languages and lor the production of materially for different 
cj.ient.ele. opecific attention would need to be given tc the 
development 01 capabilities of such institutions as State CouncJl of 
Educational Research and Training/State Institutes of Education to 
undertake programmes which will lead to improvement in the teaching - 
learning of languages, pai’ticularly English. The State Educational 
iechnology Cells, '.he State institutes oi ijducaticnal Technology 
should be supported to develop alternative modalities for training of 
teach ta in their own regional languages, using the new communication 
technologies„

Priorities

21. The following inter se priorities a.re recommenced among various 
progrmmet

i) Appointment/Training cf Teachers,
ii) Technology Correspondence Courses etc.

iii) Strengthening of existing institutions,
iv) Voluntary organisations,
v) New institutionsi

International Hindi University/international 
Institute cf Sanskrit and other Languages

vi) Publications,
vii) English Language Teaching,

viii) Inter-Sectoral Requirements
ix) District Centres.

Language development should receive a much higher priority in the 
Seventh Plan than was accorded during the previous Liana, it is felt 
that against a plan provision cf about Es.24 crores ‘in the Sixth Fan 
an outlay oi rtu.81 crores should be made available. A tentative 
programme-wise break-up is indicated below..
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I t e m s

(Rs. in lakhs)

Proposed Outlay

Working Group Report (Revised)

i) Appointment/Training of
.Teachers 193.00

ii) Extension activities 1,189-80

iii) Technology/Correspondence
Courses, etc. 317.74

iv) Strengthening ol existing

instixutions 2,658.88

v) Voluntary Organisations 699.00

vi) (a) International Hindi University 300.00
(b) International Institute of

Sanskrit and Allied Studies 200.00

vii) Publications 936.00

viii) jingliah Language Teaching 347-50
Inter-Sectoral Requirements -

ix) District Centres 100.00

x) State Sector 300.00

T O T A L  7,241.92

350.00 

1,300.00

500.00

2,700.00

700.00

100.00

100.00

900.00

550.00
200.00

100.00

600.00

8,100.00
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CHAPTER X

B3Q0K PROMOTION

Introhction

Books constitute the met iLimajportant tool of education and no country 
can mne ahead in educa+icniaall., scientific and teclmical fields without 
a viibLe national au ho r-gstfnip and publishing industry. Unesco 
investigations have cltarlLjy ;shown that more than 50 per cent in the 
rise ?i the gross national ;p)iroduct in any given country is entirely 
dependent upon the levil com (education of che people engaged in the 
produrion of its gooes jamitd services. The level of education is 
dotern.ned by its mos- ertYft'eeictive tool; which is oocks o 1 quality 
produced in ever lar&t aimed', larger quantities. Books serve as a 
repos t>ry of the cultural hiffiir itage of the people and also as means of 
dissennating it. The iewr sainid continuing discoveries of science and 
technology and the mass nediiitai. ci communication, tremendous though they 
are ii.fcheir impact, hare mcô tt diminished the importance of books in 
the p'esent-day context oi "ttHijings.

2. look publishing inlmdliifat has come a long way after Indpendence. 
xoday, !ndia is among tie itfe»m largest book producing countries in the 
world aid ranks third, ift'e>r’ the USA and the UK, in the production of 
E n g l t i t l e s .  Ind a, rtuowever, is far behind the developed 
counoii?s not only in tte nn£ait:iter of the per capita production of books 
but a.sD in the stanua'ds. tco1:f both content and get-up. The average 
number of copies printtd i ss salso about 2500 which is much below the 
s'andcTis of the develoied cc?ooiuntries.

Seed Jot Books
J  . .  ,  ‘ ;

1 At

The numer of students rtucd^ymmg in colleges and other institutions of 
highei .earning estimate ;avtt 3,96,745 in 195-51 rose to 45,42,114 in 
1979-80 The average {rowttl-hi has been about 10 per cent per annum. 
Vith tlis rapid growtl isii lt:he number oi students seeking higher 
3duca:ion, there has b*en. sa (corresponding increase not only in the 
numbe: of universities cjcdjI .lieges and other institutions of higher 
learning in India during tihie3 past two decades but also in the number 
jf sutj»cts and courses of‘ ssttiudies taught in these institutions has 
also nu:liplied manifoli. 'Tlthtere is need to provide textbooks at all 
Levels, supplementary resatdijing materials and general books for 
iifferert, age groups boks? jfcor neoliterates and books on classics in 
cheaper editions at reisoimaalbile prices. Shortage of such books in 
rural aieas is more acu'e "tlhaaam in urban areas. Ways and means are to 
oe devised by which bools pmtb:lLished by various agencies in the public 
ar.d the private sector imdl ta place in all libraries and can be made 
available even in the nmoiteeess.t areas at reasonable prices. There is 
need -;o improve the qialii+tvyy of printing and binding, keeping the 
prices of books at reaaenafblLee1 rates, provision cf concessional postal 
rates aid suitable arrin^eeimntents for distribution in rural areas. 
Weans a'e to be found t> prrcoiv/ide printing paper at reasonable rates. 
_ccat.n^ and encouragiig auurbhorship, editorial discrimination, book



product ion techniques? and materials, eecqui able copyright p*licy 
balancing the intersato oi readers, authicoirrs aid publishers usiig mass 
media icr advertisement and p u b lic ity ,, botk. market, deveicpaent,, 
distribution oi journals and training .ojji peisonne] are some or the 
aspects that require due ccnsiderat’or..

4= A major problem, therStcre. tha:t> .Inda face^ is to jr'vide 
suitable reading material at a. reasonajjLte1 jprlcs for all categories ari8 
levels oi readers including the studen'+tts^, children, the inc:ej.sing 
number of neo-literates and the emkuicatid classes in g reral. 
Believing that lor some time tc come, lirncdiian Jniveraities woii-d have 
to rely on bocks oi foreign origin, tiWuei Government hat; drifted a 
liberal import policy fcr books. Buitt. sirje the country c inner; 
continue to r<=>ly upon external resources cĉ ii' supply to meet the lenands 
for books ior a varied categories of readU:err’s, i number of schem?: have 
been initiated by the Ministry oi Lducatt;iicon ±>r the developmeit of a 
balanced programme for the production oi ilmdigncue bocks viz.

Programmes 

1 .Production of Text and Reference Books

a) Low-priced edition cl foreign boooocoks,

b) Scheme to subsidise universytt^y level text and re.e'encg 
books.

c) Looks in regional Languages,

d) Prices ior books adjudged best jrim regional languages

e) Core bocks, and

f) Fellowships for writing of bookcss;..

2. Children's Literature - Assistance i’orr

a) hehru Bal Pu^takalaya. scheme ojppeeiratd through Jiationd look 
Trus-1'.

b) Bocks published through Childre?rn'. Bool Trust.

3- Literature for General Reading

a) Adan Prada -- scheme to transla.itcoe boas irom one languge to 
other Indian languages with ga. vitw to foster mt.cnal 
integral-ion.

b) Genral Publication Progrmme cceff National Book Trus- rnder* 
various series like Kanonal Biilcsgraihy, rolklore of jidia, 
World of Today, Young India Liitfciiraryand India the lira and 
the people for the young Adultes*.
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c) Producticn of literature designed to broaden 1 he 
understanding oi the country, its people, history, cultural 
and linguistic, pattern and progress registered in various 
sectors oi economy through the publications division ci the 
Ministry oi 111.

a) Literature for nec-literates ~ scheme to award pri2-.ee to 
authors ci bocks for neo-literates being administered 
through the Directorate of Adult Education.

e) production of book;.- in Urdu through the Bureau lor promotion 
cf Urdu and promotion oi Books in Sindhi and other languages 
including Sanskrit.

if promotion and coordination oi literary activities in these 
Indian languages and publication and distribution cf books 
in these languages not normally published by private 
publishers through Sahitya Akademi.

Plan of Action in the Seventh Plan

5* Realising that books perform an essential role in promoting the 
quality of life and facilitate the particpation ci people in 
development activ ities  and contribute to social and national 
integration;, the Working Group has come to the conclusion that it is 
imperative to take all possible steps to promote the bock publishing, 
activity in the country. An all out effort is required to develop the 
reading habits among the children and the masses and to make right 
type oi reading materials easily available at reasonable prices both 
in the urban and rural areas. The public library system needs to be 
strengthened and infrastructural facilities for improving the 
publishing industry, viz., supply of paper at reasonable rates, tax 
concessions, credit facilities, training facilities on the various 
aspects of publishing especially for the illustration cf children's 
books etc are required to be provided.

6. Complete statistics relating lc the production ci books in the 
country are not available. According to the Unesco Statistical Year 
Book the number cf titles produced during 1961 in USSR were S3»000, in 
USA 76,973, in UK 42,972 and in India 11 ,562. The average number of 
copies printed in india is about 2500 as compared tc an average oi 
about 10,000 in the developed countries. With cut aim tc achieve 
universalisation of elementary education and to achieve the target of 
cent per cent literacy by 1990, the demand for books is likely to grow 
manifolds and therefore, steps are required to activate the publishing 
industry accordingly.

According to an estimate, the number of titles even at present 
being published is mors than 20,000 per annum. The National Library, 
Calcutta compiles information only in respect oi the titles which it 
receives irom the publishers, under the Bock Delivery Act. The 
correct picture is net being reflected because of the publishers do 
not send copies oi all ci their publications to the Library.
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Therefore the need lor sending the hooks:- to the Library should be 
publicised and if need be provisions made ir, the law for supply cf 
copies should be strictly enforced by providing some penal clauses in 
the Bock Delivery Act. Alternatively, the question of compulsory 
registration under International Standard Book Numbering System or 
registration under the Copyright Act may be examined.

8. We may aim to a production of 40,000 titles per annum by the end 
of the Seventh live Year Plan a.nd lix a target for book exports of 
Rs.50 crores per annum to be achieved by 1990. In order to achieve 
this quantitative target and to bring about qualitative improvements, 
in the methods of publishing and to quench the thirst for reading 
among the various categories of readers, the existing schemes with 
minor changes as explained in the notes below, may be carried out and 
new schemes as detailed belcw m; y be initiated.

1. To aet up a National Publishing House. It should act as an 
apex body and it should have a printing press and facilities 
lor translation into various Indian languages and 
simultaneous publication cf the same in various Indian 
languages.

2. To provide cheap credits to the publishers, a Book Finance 
Corporation may be set up.

3. A ITational Encyclopaedia of Imowledge tor children should be 
brought out during the Seventh Five Year Plan.

4* An Institute lor Training and Research for book promotion 
should be established.

5» A National Museum of Books may be formed.

6. A Sociaty oi Authors should be set up..

7* Specifi . series of books may be planned and published, lor 
example a series ol

i) best of best for chlixdren books covering exploration, 
how arid why etc*

ii) be t cf best lor adolescents, and

iii) best of best for university students may be brought 
out- For this purpose a master list of titles which we 
aim to publish during the Seventh Five Year Plan in 
cooperation with private and public enterprises may be 
drawn up.

8. International standard Book Numbering System may be 
introduced in India and Statistic s  relatingto book 
publishers and book production in India brought upto date.

9. A scheme to make a bulk purchase of children books and their 
distribution through the State Governments may be drawn up.
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10. "20th Centir Indo--Sov i.es1'tt Co-publication Literature 
Project",

11" Book Exchaig Program mif? fa.nd visit of delegations cf 
Publishers/Aitors under CuHlttuural Exchange programmes.

12, The library ncement in the cccountry may be strengthened and 
a heme librajymovement iniittiiiaated.

13* Classics may b brought out: iirrn different languages.

14- All the avaribwinning beoites; may be translated into various 
languages by te Cdhitya Aka-idikeemi.

Ths steps taken b/ he State Cov'esirrnments and Union Territories 
’or pronution of books sculd be cooFdJjiirrated and the State Governments 
irged to take the requred steps forr ’ the book promotion in their 
States.

. Betides continuing he present s«c:th semes in operation with larger 
uitlays. recommended by he Working GJiffcoup,the following new schemes 
leed bf initiated in acordance wittlrhi the recommendations of the 
forking Groups

1. Setting up oJ i National Putalhiishing House.

2. J300k finance Crporation.

3- National Encjcopaedia. cf kmcovwvledge.

4. Institute foi 'raining and Rtesstsearch in Publication.

5- Natinal Museunrf Books.

6. Society of Aitbrs and Compios^eeErs of Musical works.

7- Specialised PfclicationK ojf: Planned Series cf Books lor 
various categoies oi persomtsc.

8. Introduction oi International. £ Standard/Bock Numbering System 
and Maintenance of Statistics irelating to Book Production.

9- Indo-Soviet Cb-iublicaticn jnr’copgramme.

10. Bulk purchase)! childrens' Ibbooks and their distribution 
through State Gvernments.

13. The outlay requird for this £S(e~cctor in the Seventh Plan is 
estimat'd to be of th? >rder cf Rti..3SC0).-47 crores. of which Rs.16.35 
crores a*e for the ccntining schemes..
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CIPViiP'ECkR XI 

SaiHCOnLARSliITS

The Government of .India had bt extern- conscious i the need tc p'omc1 o 
educational interests of talecteedd students v to axe unable tc prosecute 
iheir studies because of f inanccftihal handicyje With thie- purp»e in 
view a large number ol scholarshhiiijp programme h.Vv been implemented an 
tfSe Five Year Plan?.. Most oi tthhsej prgrammes re financed out "f tr*e 
non-plan provisions of the Minitsihnry 6t Mucatin I. Culture. However, 
two ...chemes for which provisiooims?. are proviid in the plan am were 
being implemented in the oixrttihi i'ive Year Ian are (i j Na ional 
Scholarship, and (ii) Scholarshi.iLjps for Talcct-d Children fromhura]

2, [t has been felt that the-: ^coverage of he scholarship icheme 
being implemented at present reqq\mji*’es to be exaided, particula'ly in 
view ol the fact that increassuimg number of students are ..taking 
admission tc educational inAtJillt’.mtions profiling education -t the 
second and third levels. In cc;rrd«-r to assi.t more student: with 
financial support} it hay beem ;3iuggested t->ft the coverage a the 
following scholarships schemees: m & y  be increased during the S-venth 
Five Year PI .an

(a) Under the National ScholarseMfiiip Scheme tne rumber oi students tc 
be assisted may be increaueecd from 27000 t< 56000 by 1990. It is 
expected that by providing? :e chofarshipst^ 56000 students, it 
would be possible to cover talbiout 10* of he meritcriousstidents 
at> compared to 5 • ?>' at preseeam-f.

(b) The number of awards under tthie scholar ski :or talented children 
of rural areas should be jiim'cresed fron tie existing 33000 tc 
60000 by 1990.

(c) As against 500 students beir.nigg provided, scolarships for enabling; 
them tc fa1;udy in approved rrrcesldential schols, efforts shcild b* 
mad  ̂ to provide such scholaiimsih ip to 1000 aildren. The sch<me is 
ax the moment being implesmniented as a nci-plar programm.. It 
would be only in respect i,oo]f 500 addition! scholarships that 
provisions would have to icsrrrmi part of th? Seventh live Year Plan.

id) The number of scholarshipss f o r  studies arjad may be increased 
irom the existing 50 to 100.).. This scheme ilso forms part of the 
non-plan programmes of tfclhie? Ministry ait it would bc only 
in respect of 50 additional!! ;s:cholarshjpcthat provision would 
have to be made available aats- part of the Saenth Five Year PI .an.

3" The level of expenditure n-ee;ached in 1S/-85 on schol.rbhip 
programmes, particularly, the i^aiiti.cnal SchofciBhips and Scholarships 
for Talented Children from Rural. iAir'eas will f3m part oi the noi-plan 
budget provisions of the States (Glove rnments. Tie provision retuired 
ior stepping up the coverage of tUh&e* programmes: I?ted above woulc have 
to be reflected in the Seventh ilH iv e  Year Pl&n It is estimated for



financing 4 scholarship programme; in regard to which step up in the 
coverge oi beneficiaries ±s proposed, details of these programmes are 
given below.

jcheme

(i) National Scholarship

(ii) ScholocTship fcr talented 
children Irom rural areas

Additional coverage 
during the Seventh 
Plan

56,000 

60.; 000

(iii) Scholarships for study ir.
approved residential schools 500

(iv) Scholarship for studies aborad 50

T o t a l

Seventh Plan 

BPovir.icr.o 
(Es.in crore)

95-00

O  • W

1 ,50 

4-50 

126.00

4= The above previsions will lorm part cf the Plan of the Ministry 
01 Iduoaticn and Culture. Some outlays would have to be provided in 
the state sector for scholarships scheme that will be implemented at 
the State level. It is presumed that the State Sector outlays have 
already been built in the proposed plan outlays which have been 
recommended under different sectors oi education.
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CIIAiTl® m

AH? AND CULTURE

1.1 Tc say that education is fundamental to 'ccnoniic development
truism. To draw attention to the fact that, development witnout 
Culture it; a machine without direction or a human being without a 
soul, is to state the obvious.

1o2 The planning of culture presents ur our mount able problems.,, its 
very definition eludes many, it, can be a narrow deiiniti.cn oi only 
arts and archaeology or it can be a definition which is totally all 
comprehending and all permeating. planning in this sector has 
therefore to keep in view the vast canvas as also the limited nature 
cl planning. The Steering Group therefore repeatedly drew attention 
to the complex, intricate and multi-layered, multi-dimensional 
cultural fabric of the country , both in time and spac-’u Tin- 
incredible cultural continuity has survived thr> ugh 5>000 years of 
history marked by period cf unrestt Invasions, wars, political 
subjugation, economic under develojanent along with a value-system 
which has conditioned guided and governed a whole people, today 
numbering 684 million, spread ever an area of 3,276 141 square 
kilometres comprising a bewildering multiplicity oi races, castes, 
ethnic groups, sub-cultures and religious faiths.

1.3 In the light ci this complexity, the Steering Group feels that 
the planning ler education and culture hss to be unambiguous in i\,c 
goals and cannot be ambivalent where it speaks of fostering plurality 
with, an underlying unity and at the same time hoping for a common 
uniformity of classes,, castes, regions, religions, linguistic groups, 
socic-cultural diversifications.

1.4 The models that have been adopted for education, public 
administration and, for that matter, social change and policies have 
been by and large monolithic unidimensional and not plural. Cultural 
planning and policy cannot be dissociated . rom policies o education, 
tribal and rural development, the growth oi' small town clusters, and 
the establishment cf major cosmopolitan metropolis.

1-5 The pre-independent India's Policy of dissociating modern 
education from the ancient and medieval traditions cf education and 
culture in the country led to a hiatus between the modern educated 
Indian and the Indian who had been brought up through traditional 
systems of education. Also, since greater emphasis was laid on the 
modern education and encouragement given in the matter of jobs, 
positioner etc. the modern educated Indian who was alieneated : rcm his 
roots waa by and large responsible tor policy and planning. Alongside 
waa the other stream; of the traditional systems of education as also 
another group of institutions such as museums, the galleries fend, art 
academies, language institutions, institutions in the field of 
indcicgy who had nothing to do with the new formal system of 
education.



_ , moment* f  Indran history and d evelopment o:f India, it is
•■< 3 ^e“^tabJi{h th- broken links oetween the imisrtitutacnK of

re r i o i H r ? aCn the institutions who &r ; charge J  with the 
Reliability prejfe'vmf and conserving the heritage. It ic also 

6C 4". to enrich ,h> in.tituticne of modern duc&fciLom with the 
: i : - JT1U M*dom;-._ thr; traditir Sj stem amdl to bring a 

ino/i-v+V^0a° - 1C1' contemporary needs tc the- traditional
/  f,V  f * ~ * ° jfcedng ^rcup laid great emphasis cm the need tc 

e establish. dialogue aid crjate meaningful bridges,

Review of Sixth Plan P'ĉ ramses

^ e -^etring Grcu) :n -.it and Culture under hock the Tceview of tilt 

m??e ln aifje*at fields under Art &  Culture dunmig the Sixth 
„ L. . 11 n°'e! “hf setting up Of the National jfcrts Council

> vnrn ^airrD^h.t- ° f  -he Prure Minister. It h o jp ^  -hat the 

n ait;r cooidinstion of activities of ir\<s t i tut ions of 
--‘^ ^ o g s  aiKlropdcgy,, orcniv«e, museums, 1 libraries and 

^ ,~ - w CVluf ga.1,i.el1^  fo1 the programmes of the insfciittuticne and 
her Lt&?e° eneae’' '- in * preservation and conservation to f cultural

f l  <".:banedJ. :h€ «*ting  up of National Adfcvieory Board

+ .Sl,ldiee atld felt that the aotiwilltis, in thu 
p^v y r r strengthened and consoli dated im the Seventh

ennnorr 'r " pr°gre5fc Elac|p> the Steering Group exq reatecd its
, b V ~ w ‘ 4-h*a+£.f i ' no tural xaciliuies in the Sta&fce/UTs. It
rrXT„i f . in ma,J*^t&tes there is no uniform; psattern cf
ct f ! " V U : V ; ^ cuicral activities an* rwcommtnd that t
k; ” V / w“ °  u0 nct have separate Departments of CCultur 
Jiotitvte ont at the eaaiest

that those 
tn

Priorities in the VII P_ai

li' ^  ; ’ ir,e Croup iientified that the main thrust in 1:;h? 
fiur. .or tne programmes or Art &  Culture would be on,

~) Pieoervatior., Dtcumeitaiion and Conserv-ition <o'f Culture-3 
heritage, ard

-/ Contemporary (r'atieijg, and

c) Stress on pre^mmfe ’elating tc intsr-linking ol itb^ sectors 
ci education with ;hcse ol Culture. Schemes jficr intir- 
-inKing oi th' rectors of elementary education, secondary 
education andhighe- education with not only arricihoeoIeW, 
arcnives, art history etc. but with rural and t r-ibtl arts! 
oral tradition; and aacient a.r.1 modern Ian«£ua.eo.e..



1.10 The Steering Group observed’• that the oix'h Plan on Art &, Culture 
could be taJae^n as a point of reference bu* nets: a model to determir.-. 
finaneial ptrovisione and priorities.

Financial Quit lays:

1 * 11_ The Steeering Group expressed its cciceri <ver the insignificant 
outlays have been provided in the sicceeae five year plans for
the sector — &rt and Culture in compari^r tc ctual requirements oi 
preservation! end conservation cf cultural- ., national prid- in 
ancient civilization and magnificence cl liver-sity. The folio*, ing ere 
the figures o>f outlays :tnd expenditure zcr tie iet Five Year P1&'; to 
Vlth Five Y>e;ar Plan.c

(Rs. in Crores)

Plans Education *tft <& 1Culture

Outlay Expenditure Oit.ay Expenditur-

1st Plan 169 153 a
(7-6) _ —

lTnd Plan 277 273 4 3
(5-9) ;.1

Ilird Plan 560 589 0 7
(6.9) 2

Ivth Plan 822 786 '3 12
(4-9) 2

Vth Plan 1285 91 1 37 27
(3.3) 3

Vlth Plan 2524 iJA 4 121

(5 (.Anticipated)

Cl Included under General EducatJor.

* Figures in parentheses in Col 4 ndcate percent* ge to
total out Lay on Education rhiIt. those under Col. 2
represent percentage to total plan oitlay.

1.12 The ab>o we table indicates the outlay! iha* iave been provided tc 
Education ini warious plans which inter--al a in:Med the share of Art. 
&  Culture. The outlays on Art 3: Culture it ,ust f ' c f  the tct-AL 
outlay on Ed.uiccs.iion.

1*13 Further.,, i f  a comparisicn is made oi xheslare of Art ft Culture 
in tna Sixttn Plan to total outl'-ys on »cc:a. Services then the 
percentage i ?• still lower. This is eviden: froa the tc-ble below

1 1 2



(Rupees in Cr-4>re??s»)

Centr States 'aTs. Total

1. Art < Culture ;1 

g f 2 )  (1.15») 
6* f  5) (0.115)

52
(G..j56£)
(0.06a)

(oil 3*0
(u,. 06/5)

84.

(o.6C%:)) ' 
(0 .0 9 :,:.'))

2. Soci.l Services 4,45) 8,831 751 1 4 ,0 3 5 ?

a ToteJ PI in 47,250
• t» - r* ’ 1 Jtr 

 ̂ft 600 ; , 650 97,50*0

iRVjew oi t! e repea;eu empiiasifa laid, within the coumvfcry s.nd 
internaionaliy on the antiquity; variety and synthesis in our 
culture thfc* Steering Gr«p re com mends tbit the minimum reaiisonable 
ou^x^y n the Seventh Piai on Art & culture should be rtiisseesd to a. 
aoaest <x> of total plan or social services.

'̂ *. “*■ '• ' '' - ' pertinar to observe that the criterion ffcc r pi ass 

^ t+i?CQ’̂ 0'1 imjo’tance and justification of the prccpgraniEe
rather tan Its relationsip to the financial allocations in tlhoe Sixth 
Kar.. ! «.s suggested tia; while the schemes initiated in tttiae? Sixth 
rlc.u by .he cultural institutions and the ongoing programaiets' of the 
^epartmtrt of Culture mijja continue with adequate step up in. outlay, 
n-w schm̂ -s have been jr posed to meet cfucial challanges; in  xht. 
s.ctoj d Oi Art ec Culture These have been discussed uncdteiT the 
sectoral recommendations. It is suggested that State/TJT Govesirnraents 

divert funds frm cultural sector to non-cultural j Electors, 
.hur,. u minimum of p  to 1 per cent of the plan prov tLSon be 

earmarks fcr preservation md promotion ol cultural heritage iii.ni other 
sectors e.g, Rural Integrated Development, Tcoiiarism,

1 . r-.ioi Development, Industrial development, Handicraft's;, etc. 
SUfete Goernrnents should ilso adopt similar pattern.

P>.RT IT -SWTi’ORAr, H»rn«Mh3TOATT0NS

2.1 The rograrnmes unde- .rt & 'Culture can be conveni y - * 
undoi- '.})<• fol 1 owirg Rub- occurs;

I • >chaeology

II. Piseums &  Conserve In Laboratories
H I . atnropology and Itlnclogy
0/. Achi ■ es &  Record?

rf* 1st i tut ions of Tixfc* .Buddhist and Historial Studies
.,:t’ kbraries includingvural and Manuscript Libraries.
• ^adtraics tor proircton of performing literary and II las tic

hto.

Vi:P  Pcnotion &  Dissemi ration cf Culture.
-k. Eternal Relations.



I. APCIiAEO!i.'Gf

3-1 The A\ii’ chaeological Survey of India,. wiich war. set-up mere tha.r 
hundrec? jy tears ago, is engaged in expo'atic-n and exca^a ‘ io»5 
preserva.1t licosn of monuments* epigraph leal rera-ch and. development of 
museums.. 'The Survey is maintaining near]- >00C centrally pic Lect d 
monumerattts; and Archaeological Sites cf national importance u n c s r  

Ancient Mcomiuments and ArchaeologicaJ Sites I Remains Act, 19rB. ?>e 
number ils iincreasin^ every year.

3*2 .Dur:im;ig the past few years there ha:: hen phenomenal increase Jn 
the iuncit ixcons and responsibilities of tnesarvey. Survey _s al^c 
facing Dnsani'y.’ new problems, viz., (i) vanialim at mc-numer+s ad theft 
and s m u g ^ H  ing of antiquities, (ii) misuse cf monuments an! (iii) 
uanuthor hs^cd encroachments in the archatc. cgcsl area, etc.

7*3 Rea.1 ius'ing the fact that ASI is ovarbudened with the ej.istirg 
responsj.Thn.Unty of maintaining several thousad monuments all orsr r.b; 
country,, it:hie Steering Group suggests recr^&.sation of circ.es arc 
augomonlh aitxorr of circles from 12 to 1 6 so .s to effectively manage 
them and tzat undertake programes of their pree’vation and security.

3*4 There? iis urgent need to strengthen "he eirraphy Branch so that a 
large nunnlboê r̂  of estampages which are pending cr the past many Secedes 
could be )p3F*coperly deciphered and their publication taken up. Under 
the publ ii.cc:artions programme of the Survey adequate funds visy be 
special. $r (esaarmarked for publication of estama^es in the Epigraphies! 
Denar tmentt,.

3-5 As res^ards setting up oi Institute ).f Archaeology, .t wa3 
observed ttMnavt this institution may be set up ider the umbrella cf ths 
ASI at time? iinital stage and develop into aj autonomous body in du? 
course to  ccicover the entire gamut of Archaeo.cgy including acidemia 
research iim the 'universities. Efforts choli be made to institute 
chairs forr FRegional Asian Archaeology ir. diferent universities, e.£. 
Chinese, Scoiuvth East Asia, West Asia, Japanese Central Asian, e~c.

3*6 The »S>1teeering Group took serious note cf the secruity staff 
position wMiiiich called for immediate - improveErt both in quantity and 
quality. ,1’t was noted that t^e present strength of Mammons 
Attendants! wras nearly 2700 which meant that c even one attendant is 
available ffcsir each protected monument ar.d she In order to p~evenj 
vandalism coan the protected monuments, sufficient trained Watch-and- 
ward staifif:' meeds to be provided at all nonutent3« ASI shculc raak« 
arrangemteimttfs fort he training of the securiv force by military arc 
para mil.ilttairy organisation and adequate funcs should be provided for 
this purpossee in the plan.

3*7 Simiiiiairr arrangements will be desiratie in States and Tinior. 
Territories?,*. If a. State Archaeology Departmei  ̂does not have adequate 
strength oif" s-jecurity staff, there can be singe security force fbr all 
cultural pirrojperties. In the fields of archael'gy, States/TJ?s should 
provide a  umiinimum of fifty  percent oi the total outlay on Art S 
Culture in  tthheir plans.



II M3SSJ3 AND CQNSERVATIOB LAhQRATOHIES 1

vrt Codections:
i

-■ i tiHquate funds side be provided bo museums im oo>r*d.'er to enrich 
sir collections of Lnim art and, at the same tinue,, encouragement 

nould be given to acqun works of international art.

.2 ludtoms duty on in,pit of works of art should be wwvaiJved. Export 
‘f masterpieces of arcsrt Indian art and important woeoiffcr-' by famous 
oreign and Indian art sis 9 less than 100 years old, buu;t declared as 
£t Treasures should te checked, and so also that of sspeecc \ fic works by 
.ivir.g artists which s?e of extraordinary bistoricall. and artistic 
mportdnce. Non lajsb e funds should be establ.isbhhetd to ensure 
cquisition oi best v/ors of art as and when available**,, 'and existing 
tx lavs may be amended a* and when necessary.

’xjumertation:

A3 Computerised phctc documentation of works of artt; i.n all major 
iuseumB and their ne>ing and cross-indexing shooiu.ld be given 
piorit.r^ to be follove ly publication of catalogues; oojf collections, 
b minimise the loss o iruto, video or computerised visb'uisal records of 
echibits, sets of ouci oruments should also be stcreodi in  more than 
ae pla^e.

Scurit/:

44 Security arrangends for works of art as well, a &m  that of the 
biddings and premiseso nuseums are antiquated. For 3eescx.irity of art 
ojects computerised u'glary and fire-alarm systeer^m should be 
i.trodiced, environmena. conditions inside the museuitum.‘s should be 
iipro'/ed to minimise tfe ianger of decay cf works o:f aairit and due to 
i.adequate storage syttm, mishandling? and sheer cc^jairelessness. 
Adequate trained staff quipped with latest mechanical . .■aids such as 
walkie-talkie system etnand working in collaboraitionrri with rolice 
athorlties should be ■prvded.

Dsplay and maintenance:

4.) Normally, mainterace of museums is under Non-Plsaajn. and looked
a.^er bj CPWD, ana 3ta*eP7Ds, often leading to very shaaalblby result*. 
As arid shen necessary, revision for special repair ,arcd3 maintenance 
fcbuld b? kept in the pla ^udget to augment Non—Plan proowi.aliens. The 
inerior should be mairfcmd by the museum itself.

• Installations, i e - ~. • r . lighting ■ •
pnparat.on of show-eaf=: ctc. erU1 bo d -’ i w  ] ir; conejuoIitatior. with 
pnfess.orjal pri/ate m tblic lie in/? lat^sr-st available
ir.deria.. and atloas1" art of *.he lurcum shou.13. l’br,e centrall’. 
ai-cen i ioned for the ftr^ge, . . aruj cisple f fragile
cbects.



Special Exhi bijrtt.ions:

4-7 Special esxdtiibitiona of works of art frwtae reserve colJsctior, 
ensuring re^g:iic»mal collaboration ry way ofezhange of exhibit, an. 
taking full «aiCd wantage of international cutr*lL exchange programme* 
should be ermccauuraged. For handling of max-rpieces and for fchei- 
(tedmg and uimiloading and packing; adegvai expertise should b  

ensured by prcowuding training facilities £  «] when necessary Th 
department of' iElxhibition within Museums :;h ul work ir collaboratici 
with the Reetioirsation, Education and Publicaiia Departments.

Education

4.8 Tc ensures the role of museums in fcht ield of education the; 
should be limikceed with educational instititois. Students visual 
exposure to wtorrfes of art may be made compul:0 7, involving not only c 
mere gallery w is .it , but also lectures aidoimonstratior. in th* 
museums, us i .m g ’ audio-visual facilities aidsaowing of filns etc 
Every museum :sihioould have an active Mobile Editions Bus Prograne sc 
that museums' cccorula send exhibitions to ad;jcir.ng smaller edue?.t:ona 
institutions,, wriill.ages and small fairs.

4.9 a higjneeir level, museums should bedclared as educational 
institutions jsco) that they could impart teaciig in specialised areas 
and there slhcoiuiILd be an active inter-actior and linkage with the 
University se^+t up. Major museums should )eeicouraged to dsvelor 
atleast a pjfcrtt— time educational and lectrrf programme leading tc 
awarding of (ceeir’tfcificates.

4.10 The educ;a t;ii.conal programmes of museums giolc be linked witl' theii 
publication pr’co^grammes, so that required jfccpnsive or subsidised 
educational, rniartteejrial could be made available t ihe public.

4.11 In ad dibit corn, museums should collaboribaid take advantage ol 
means of ma.ss cncoDmmiUnication, such as radio,, lejvision an'5 documentary 
films.

Publications:

4-1 2 Besides p.uitb 1 1 cations of books and cata.oues, equal importance 
should be give*} .for preparation and selling )f colour slides, a large 
scale pufclicat iicsm of picture post cards, repndc:ions of works A a.r+ 
and art educaifciicosnal items such as j igsaw-pu;ze etc. especially for 
the benefit 0)f" ccihildren.

xxbove all,, lesvery attention should be mace sc improve the quality 
of publicatioKusj„  augmenting museum resources^ evolving an setive 
collatooratioin ’Winitti other commercial and busiess agencies., both in 
public: and privraitte sectors.
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Museum and the Public and Museum Personnel:

4*14 Every attempt should be made to evolve ways and means- tc involve 
the public_ in the patronage of museums. At a higher level, Societies 
of the Friends of the Museums should be formed - providing some 
financial assistance at the init al stage - with a view tc attract 
public support to the museum, taking advantage of existing tax laws 
and their possible modification in future.

4.15 working conditions of museums employees should be improved, 
administrative and finaicial rules governing museums works should be 
re-examined, transfer ci administrative, ministerial and curatorial 
staff should be introduced among museums controlled bv the Centre, and 
preferably at the State level also.

4.16 Museums should also be covered under Essential Services Act, 
specially since the security of art treasures is in danger.

Regional Museums of Modern Art:

4-1 7 For the promotion improvement and qualitative results, the 
Steering Group recommends that the National Gallery of Modern Art 
should sf t up its branches in large cities such as Calcutta.. Madras 
and Bangalore etc.

History of Art

4 .18 The Steering Group noted that an Institute of History of Art is 
being set up, as per the scheme submitted by the National'Gallery of 
Modern Art which has already started teaching prograame in important 
areas of Western Art, International Modern Art and their sources. It 
should be extended, inviting participation 0 .’ other major institutions 
such as the National Museum and thr- Archaeological Survey of India.

4-19 It is also suggested that Universities, should be encouraged to 
open Departments of History of Art, emphasising teaching at the under
graduate level.

4.20 Other major museums such as Sala.r Jung Museum, Hyderabad, 
Indian Museum, Calcutta Madras Museum4 Madras and Prince of Wales 
Museum;, Bombay etc. should be encouraged to impart teaching of History 
of Art in highly specialised areas.

Central Assistance to Sta,e Museums

4-21 The recommendations made irj the above paragraphs are in re^nedt
5-.-F Pc.Vl+.r.o'! 1  ̂ . if'-'

4.22 While plan provisons under the 
adequate for all the measures mentioned ab

Central Sector should be 
■eve in the Central i^scim.



the Steering Group specifically recommends that besides provision in 
the States Plan there should be a. Central Scheme for direct Central 
;assistance to State Museums fcr improvement in storage system, better 
security by installation of Microwave Burglsry and Pire Alarm Svstem, 
Central Ai r-cond iticning cf atleast a portion of a museum and, tc 
r̂nprove the existing Conservation xj&'bors.torif’s or to set ur new ones 

v;nere they do net exist.

Conservation juaboratories

4-2;5 The problems cf conservation are far toe complex as far as the 
works of art of Indian origin are concerned. Out of about 400 museums 
in the country, hardly 25 could be considered as having seme sort of 
conservation laboratory and only half a dozen museums cculd claim to 
have reasonably equipped laboratories.

4.24 Therefore, the Steering Group recommends that every important 
State level museum must have conservation laboratory, to be further 
supplemented by setting up of Regional Laboratories, functioning in 
collaboration with National Laboratorj^ to ensure an up-to-date 
administrative and technical set-up.

Universities should also be encouraged to start the department 
of Conservation and Restoration to impart education at the M.Sc. 
level.^ This should be further augmented by arranging short- term 
certificate courses by the State Museums Laboratories.

4.26 For better administrative and technics coordination, a Central 
nd visory Committee should be formed to plan and supervise setting up 
of new . abora.tories, to determine the quantum of financial assistance, 
tc provide up-to-date technical equipment, and to ensure such 
conditions as may oe required to facilitate training of candidates on 
a large scale.

Restoration of Oil Paintings:

-•2 7 -he Steering Group noted that whereas there are thousands of 
oil paintings available in India which need inmediate restoration the 
country hardly has six to eight trained restorers;. If  this pace is 
not changed, even a period of hundred years' vill not be enough to do 
the needful.

4-28  ̂ Therefore, setting up of technical laboratories and training of 
candidates should be given top priority.

W 9  The Restoration Laboratory of the National Gallery of Modern 
/•i u should ce declared as the national Laboratory where highly 
specialised teaching ax the M.SC. and Ph.d. level could be imparted. 
Other national museums and institutions suck as the Archaeological 
Survey of India and National Research and Conservation Laboratory etc. 
should have attached wings for the restoration of oil paintings.
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Science Museums

4.30 "he Steering Oop would alsaaoo stress on leneei for sgj-t timg. up 
Science Museums/Cents?in the counntittry for creau? sjientiifilc ir.snn.aer 
amongst the people, applenentiarwg science etuat.on im s.csbiocle.* 
aisseri.na ,ing sci.enea.ncl technolcccogy for ruia teveLopmesntu ajndl for  
cultivating creative taent amongst 1 1 younger gtn?aioi in poa.rt i'cuLair.

ithe- recommendationt

• 31 Tie Steeing Grou urther recomiECTEnends that

- There should b • museum of ccccontempc-rarj rt (fCLk, "fcrjibaiL as 
/ell as modern t each States9j headquarter. Tiere miai,yT ©vê ni be 
independent muems for the w<wGvvcorks cf itdrilua. Artitsrfcs:.

-local bodies i. dia should 11:tbe asxed tc 5e; ip muasiesuraus! auia 
galler ies as i one in the WsVeWest.

-Besides the Stt-eheadquarterjrsss, there slud be mnuisie'uim.s: at 
snailer place tlso, e.g. m  Distric 8ib-diviis:i oin and 
Banchaya.t headuaters. At tfchhhe Pancba.yat e-el. museiunms ctould 
be located in ; rom in the pp^aanchayat bviiiig.

II NTHROPQLOGY r r AND WTHR0I3C

. ' Anthi opologidlSurvey of In.ri.nndia is  the oe; b>dy att msrticomal 
level in the field c nthropologyyyy. xt conHt? findam(en;i all and 
-PP-i-*ei x esearch in  niropology aaaxnd al ied fills, publii s.'hies tine 

1 u.ts of researce, acts as ’ ■ a cl ear i bute, m;auiiat;a In s  
bc\ h r ^ o .o g ic a l  nms6iffislxbr3.riesj 8 8 6?‘tc. W hil . 0  t? )ng$ing p D r * r *  sitimmies 

of studies, surveys, oomentation aaBsnd  develcpnst of museum: s "  off the 
Anthropological Surveyc India shculilSld be contiae , -,he |G :i% »t ;i .f ic  
aid alttifiistrative inratructure neeeeeds to be s-eu-tlened in c lu d in g  
Oi.eat.oi of Regional adSuD-Regicnali.lu.1 offices, ] /as sugge?s1tedl tthat 
a Cencie for AdvancedSudy in anthnnrropology ma; b- set uj vw!h.i c-hi maty 
act as i centre of exelence and a i r rmodel for tiiiire: and ree.S'e-axreh 
iastitvti.ons. The pnpsed centre- may be an ataioious toody wi th 
proper links with unfesities. Thhhae Steering cap ilso jf<e:it t hi&t 
books cn anthropology isbuld be siiit.tftca.bly revis?dt< reflect niai+--iona.I 
thinking.

He stjation in the tees both in •'the matter c‘ nf'astrucc'tur-e- anid 
financing

>2 Taere is no instiuich comparabbbjle to the '•orhopdo^icfa2 .Slurvey 
33 India in the fiel f anthrcpobillogy at tieS;at3 lev'e-L. rT!he 
Lcpor:c.nce of anthroplgy for forinrnmulation an< iipl2ment;a1tiojn o f  
iction jr3grsir.es for te lasses is yeefett to be full jpprsciatted.. Soim<e 
states aave, however,etablished ccccentres for oriucting reseairclh 
utong vie tribal people The Tribal t- FF'r esearch .fnsitite a  Bhuifcanesxwair 
.n Orissa, the Tribal Fsearch Instststtitute at Raai in Bilhia.r,, -fthe



Cul-tuiral resea'chlfcitute at Caaaalcutta in V/etBengal may be cited as 
examples. Wiii egd to manpcwwwwer positional financial resources, 
no urjiiorm paten3 discerniblldh? at the Stt< level. Their efforts 
are anai.iiynly diieet&o conduct irLr_:rnveetigation mcng particular tribes 
irhabit-i.rig’ the Stit and. bring out ethncgrjtc accounts. The ncu- 
t r i b a i  oa.stei ad ommunities • . which conr iute tne bulk cf tie 
IX)pu 1  a t i c n recain tand large uumiacovered.

Guid elim es to be 'in to State < ( CGcvernnients fc formulation cf their 
7th FI v'e Year 5la

5.3 '(I ) 'Fine Sia.t'should give ( (due einphasi; n their 7th Plans net 
only  t;o> <c urltuial inropology buuuut to physiolan fchropology as w el.. 
Thi s  h<ol isti( apach is essssscntial foi aking any obiectiv-'- 
asseasim(emt ci th ving cond itttiions of thepople, for determining 
tonupo-ral trenfe, nfor similar ► ■ oth r problm. Investigations into 
oc-oinomi e a,speo,s ‘fife, religiooDim, language, 7. maybe supplr.cntel 

by imvre.3lbIgation5 i growth anoaad dovc-lopmatof children, ageing, 
die.tai.ry n.abi’S, rtritional sss^tress and laptaticn, fertility, 
mqrt;»l i t;y and nordty, indigenoooous health pacices, and the _i£c.

(2) As ai resu't cf eternal conttttacts and indenization some cf the 
tribes fair*; graualJ.osing theirrr • skill in prtcular arts and craftf, 
t h e ir  knowledge n-raditional . . medicines tu cures, etc. tn such 
ci rcunias'tta.incee, tidtates may H b e  requestd o accord priority to 
re;s<eaT<cttieee in ,irgnanthropclogjryy,T* or 'salvage mthropology’.

(3) Im order to .v.d repet it icooon cf invoeigtions on the same cr 
esstemtlally saae opc, the Statcsea. author it ie ay like to consult tire 
A»tih.ro>pological luey cf Tndiaa? about the esibility of including 
particular  schema/vestigatiensss? relating t inthropology or tribal 
a ffa irs  im the.r tlPlan wheneveeeEr necessary.

(4.) Ftartrhernure he Tribal FRRfteJ. arch Inxtutes should play a 
s i g n i f i c a n t  D i e  i the fcrmuiaaaation and ipementation of t-ibsl 
d»v>el o>pmreint aid ie!are programmmnines in the ttes at the grassroots 
level -

Ettunology

5-4- In  v rmulti-ethi multi-cul tumoral and mu]ilingustic count.’* like 
India* where tie larity cf the;-; populationinabit the rural areas, 
the H a t io n a l  Zus.uof Man alonne.ee cannot fu.fi the role of pibiie 
odiuca.1ticn satisfatdly. It i s , , , ,  therefore, sggested that r^ional 
ethcmological iusud may be set i i up in the 7t lan for presenting the 
re^i.onad pictire i their resppoo^ctive regin to serve as feeder 
museums "to the Certr. Museum.
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IV - ARCHIVES ». RECORDS

-•1 The Group strongly rc commends the-: urgent need for early enactment 
of a Public Records Act. A wt 11 defiined and detailed plan for nroper 
records management within the record cor at?ng agencies as alec the use 
°f standard quality paper for filles of lasting value is very 
Essential. Departmental Record Ro ;ms pi both Central and 
Governments, which are to play a pivcotsd role in improving the state 
cf records, should be r-stablished ton modern lines and manned by 
properly qualified personnel. Financial provisions for this purpose 
should be made in their sectoral budget;-'. Considering the demand of 
records creating agencies and developmental programmes in the field of 
archives, the school of Archival Studlies of th National Archives of 
India needs strengthening so as to po-rovide exhaustive training and 
consultancy services in records adJministraticn and manag-merit, 
conservation and reprography. Fellowships scheme ir to be introduced 
to promote academic research work and to augment training facilities.

6.2 The present holdings of the Watiional archives of India will be 
doubled with the immediate acquisition of over 140 million folios of 
non-current records of central m in is tr ie s . This w ill need 
strengthening of the Repository as wall as the Research facilities.

6.3 Immediate and adequate support shiould be provided to our archives 
for modernising and expanding recorcds manage m-,n+ preservation and 
reprographic services with the help oif modern technology. For promr- 
supply cf records to reprographic and restoration wings, a Feeder Unit 
is to be established both at the Centrral and State Level.

6.4 Location, salvaging and rehabil.i tat ion needs of records lying 
scattered in public and private agemcies need to be attended to cn 
Priority basis so that our social and (cultural documentary heritage is 
kept intact. Archival consciousness among the public has to be 
created tc facilitate search of suchi collection of manuscripts in 
private custody.

6.5 Secutiry microfilming of invaHuatle Government records and 
microfilming of records and manuscripts of national importance in 
private custody need strengthening. Tht technique cf Automatic Cats, 
Processing for quick computer assisted' retrieval of information is to 
be introduced which will entail not <only acquiring of sophisticated 
equipment but training of staff in handling these machines.

6.6^ a systematic effort is also to toe made in acquiring microfilm 
copies of records relevant to India thsat are available in the archives 
of foreign countries.

£•/ State/Union Territories Governmsnits should also provide adequate 
-emds and facilities for establishing (conservation laboratories in the 
31,ate Archives and Libraries.

6-8 fo monitor the pace, of develcpm-;n+t of archives both at the Centre 

and States level, under various plan schemas, a planning cell needs to 
‘ np both at the Centre and State level.
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V- IMSTITlR'iOMd OF TIBETAN, IOOHTBT AEE)

HlSTfCRICAL 3TUD.De

7.1 For promotion of Tibetam and Buddhjrt Studies, four ratio -.ai 
Institutions were established, viz

(i) Central Institute cof Hirhc liber,an Studies, Sarnath 
(Varanasi);

(ii) The Central Institute, of tuddh 1st Studies . L. b
(iii) Sikkim Research I net ait ate of Tibe-el ogv-s Garteok; ana 
(iv) Library of Tibetan Works ana Archives. ’ Dharmsala.

7.2 A special insportanc< • was given to the work of Na.v NaJarda 
Mahavinara, an institution s.ss;isted by the State Cicvorrnient of Bihttr* 
Ruen-Tsang Memoria], was consti tuted by the Department with a view to 
establish an institution. The .Steering Group recommends the m r^er oi 
these two institutions for integrated development in the- Vllth Plan.

7-3 It also endorses the recojmmenda.tions of the National Advisory 

Board for Promotion of Buddhisit Studies which has been set up by the 
Department of Culture.

74  Some of the important recommendations tnat need to be implemented 
in the 7th Five Year Plan are:-

(i) Training and Teaching

Steps may be taken to bring uniiformity in f\e syllabi of Buddhist and 
pali courses of different Univeirsities. Tn^'o is also nt-ed for proper 
restoration and preservation o i  Buddhist nsnuscripts and religious 
scriptures. Two importart rcelated aspects i.e., the role of the 
Monasteries and unattached scholars should ?lso be consider 'd by the 
organisations^ like Monasteries. Th- ~c will ?lg.y a role in’ the overall 
programmes ol teaching and traiming in Buddhist studies. The scholars 
who arc. not attached either to ttht TJGC syst $ or tc the De oartnicnt If 
Culture orgaisations or even to institutions such as Monasteries but 
are doing useful work in that fiield should also be brought within t;i>- 
scope of this programme. Foir this purpose there is a need for 
instituting cf three tyrx s of fellowships oi Rs. 2,000./-, Ps. 1,000/
and Rs. 600/- per month ior cconducting research in all aspects cf 
Buddhist Studies.

(ii) Research ana Restoration

A scheme for Restoration of Budldhist text nvfc available in Sa nsk rit  

and in pali may be launched during the 7th 'lan and the entire work 

under the scheme may be done thr'ough the; four institutions, namely,

(i) Central Institute of Hfighsr Tibetan Studies, Sarrath,

(ii) Central Institute of Biuddhist Studies, L»h,
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(iii) Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetoiogy, Gangtok, and

(iv) Library of tibetan Works and Ai chives, Dharamsala, which are 
either fully or partly financed by the Department of 
Culture. One of the Institu tio n s  should act as c o 
ordinator. These institutions should employ Research 
scholars and such other persons on project-wise contract 
basis.

(iii) Publications

The scheme for publication and cataloguing is to be started. The 
Manuscripts should be brought out which are out of print, at present., 
some grants are tc be given for implementing the activities pertaining 
to the work of preparing work indices and the publications which were 
brought out during 1958-59 (at the time cf Buddha Jayanti).

( iv) Exchange of Scholars

Ĵ or establishing association with other countries having rich treasure 
of Buddhist literature, suitable programmes on long term basis for the 
institutions and scholars who are engaged in research in Buddhist 
studies should be formulated. Possibilities of earmarking some 
scholarships for Buddhist Studies under the Cultural Exchange 
Programmes with countries like USSR, ERG etc. may be explored.

(v) Schemes may be evolved for supporting institutions working in 
these fields and implementing the recommendations of the National 
Advisory board ol Buddhist Studies as also the International 
Conference of Buddhist Studies held recently in India.

VI. PROMOTION AND DISSEMINATION OF CULTURE
t

8.1 Promotion and dissemination cf Culture requires a comprehensive 
approach of both strengthening existing institutions establishing some 
ethers as also permeating other fields of disciplines, especially 
those of education, rural integrated development, small scale 
industry, tourism etc. So far the Government of India's efforts have 
beer-̂ largely restricted to the fostering cf national institutions in 
the fields of creativity, especially the arts. With this view the 
three Akademies of the Literacy, performing and plastic Arts were 
established in addition the National School cf Drama received an 
independent status. The other institutions concerned which have been 
established, have been charged with the duty ol inculcating a sense ci 
i/alue and of bringing the message cf national integration tc urban as 
also rural audiences. In this sphere, very valuable work has been 
done by the Centre for Cultural Resources and Training which has teen 
conducting orientation and refresher courses and workshops for 
teachers. This is a. practical demonstration of new design of 
education aid could well be emulated of other courses. The Steerin, 
Group strongly supported the schemes launched by the Centre and
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recommenced tne following of this model by others. The Gandhi Parshan
_ ® f- ■ Smriti, (the latter now under the Department cf

t u .^ u t  hare played a valuable role out can play a much more
iUn..amenJal roie m  concretising the ideals and the ideas of national
leaders of India. Their vision of India whore a catholicitv of sects,
cu; vs vould be fundamental and integration indisnensable coad he made 
a reality.

6.2 Financial allocations for such institutions who can play a role 
in in.er- inking and promoting integration are necessary. The 
Steering Group mane two broad recommendations, (1) support and larger 
allocations to schemes already launched such as (i) building grants,

, ,t- ^ ianXfc’ 0 thea *e ensembles, (iii) cultural organisations, (iv) 
assistance to voluntary organisations etc. and (2) special efforts for 
ouppor .ing bctn institutions and programmes of inter-linking of the 
secrors o± education and culture.

S.Ji ,Vo d.rea.s which v re highlighted by members of the Steering Group 
rels tea to tne development of folk and tribal arts, especially those 

. - uribJ''- _arxs which are threatened to extinction. Special 
mention was mace of tne need for salvage operation in the Himalayan 
region and other regions which are threatened ecologically ao also 
-u urally. The second area was the need for documentation of the 
unique oral traditions and restoration studies of the Shastras.

'f : :  documentation cf rich oral traidtions and restoration 
cf traditional studies of Shastras connected with fine arts is also 
SureoSer. ^bere±ore„ proposed to undertake a major scheme in
. le ^c/entn P an for documentation of oral traditions both Shastric 

and Laukik (classical and folk).

8._j The need̂  for promoting childrens literature on Art and Culture was 
also emphasised and it is suggested that the National Book Trust might 
consider giving coverage to these themes in its publication programme 

r children. The government museums should also bring cut rpecial 
subsidised publications for children.

'■ ‘r the. High/Higher Secondary Schools in. the country must be
provided with several framed reproductions of classical, folk and 
contemporary paintings, sc that school children become aware of the 
pictorial arts of- the country.

1 ;•** tee • • '*£ ,,! f-recommended that suitable financial outlays 
? , m ’ support and strengthening cf the institutions
do i m  he arts as also those working in the field of inter-1 inkins 
an^ specia allocations for decumentation and preservation work both

o iQ io_r • tribal traditions as also the Shastric tradition.

VII - AKADEMIS FOR PROMOTION OF PETLTOCNG, 
LITERARY AKD PL STIC aRTS

9-1 The oteering Group of the view that existing financial 
provisons for Central Academies are very inadequate and should  be 
increased. k strong plea has been made in this Grout* for the
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promotion cf creative activities iim the field of art and culture 
particularly in rural areas which are net fully covered by the various? 
schemes, The group, therefore, reccmnimends that adequate arrangements 
should be made for providing space fo:r theatres and stage performances 
and also for organising exhibition im  rural areas,

9.2 For preservation conservationi and dissemination of Culture, 
greater emphasis has to be laid om strengthening of the national 
institutions especially the Sahitya Jftfcademi, Sangeet Eatak Akademi. 
Lai it Kala Akademi and the ^ationai.1 School of Cram a. Assistance 
should also be provided Ho the Voluntaairv Organisations working in this 
ield. Similar strengthening of Stai.te/UT Akacemis is also essential.

VIII - INTERNAL IRELAT10KB

■0.'̂  The Steering Group observed ttinat although the Government of 
India has launched a programme of Imrfcernatlonal Cultural Relations 
from early fifties  it was a pity tlh;at there had been no long term 
sustained projects as part of its cultural exchange programmes. 
Respite the 7A Cultural Agreements aradl the extensive cultural "exchange 
programmes which have been adninisterfed by the Department of Culture, 
here was need for setting up of a Cemltre of South East Asian Studies!

-1 was observed that this recomir>endat>rLcon had been made in the 6th Plan 
htt had not taken off. The Steering (C;-roup strongly recommended the 
revival of these schemes and their imipdiementaticn.

■C.2 It is proposed to launch regional studies specially in South 
East Asia region and Africa in selected areas of Culture. These 
projects w ill be implemented thir ough the existing  national 
institutions or through group projects;.
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AHKBXUaaS

LINKAGES AMD? COORDINATJ ON JMWEifK 
CULTURE jAVffl) OTHER SECTORS

Some serious efforts have been maade from time tc time for integration 
of Cultural action with other <Sievylopmer* • !  sectors, expeciallv those 
of tribal and rural develcpmen , comnuni cation, tourism, formal ard 
non-formal education and urban hndwctrial dovelopraent.

However, the first and icoireaccst need is +o modify the foriral 
system of education, ictivit :ues and functions requiring variety of 
manuaj. and other skills found ini the iava society can be power!ui
too.1, of attunement to the (cultural environment and ensuring 
attunement. Logically a model o:-f" education evolved fcr an urbs.i elite 
dissociated from rural India cctouid not be adopted for the whole of 
India. Instead it is advisable to devi.se multiple models by drawing 
upon the rich resources of the indigenous traditions still operative; 

at the tribal and rural level. Further educational development mus' 
take note of the tact that those who were eocio-economically backward 
are culturally rich and that the^y/ must be structurally involved in the 
school system.

Taking the two realities, mamely, the reality- of Indian, society 
which could, be divided into thus tribal rural, muffasil towns, ate 
urban levels ana oi a very disfciinct regional or even, local identify, 
educational strategies could be re-oriented to take education to the 
existing cultural and community <centres at the tribal and rural level 
rather than the population beiiing taken out of their agricultural 
activity into an insulated sicihool situation, which largely or 
invariably has led to alienatiom..

At the triba.l level alttihough tne institutions a,re fast 
diminishing, there is the very iim^orlant structure of 'he communal 
dormitory- system known as the Cdlrho’ ul in Maria and Nuria tribes, the 
Phamukuris amongst the Hos, Oraains and Santhala and the Morung among 
the Naga Tribes. Wherever thii.w community institution exists, it 
should not be disrupted; instead! the input oi literacy and education 
and .social awareness of their’ rights and responsibilities in a 
democracy can be brought intco) the existing indigenuous social 
structures. In fact, the oormintory as cultural, educational and 
productivity centres provides a model which could be suitably adjusted 
to suit contemporary needs. The same natural institutional 
identification could be done cat rural/agricultural levels. The 
cultural component at this lev/eel is integral to life  style. The 
educational strategies should dewcelop curricula around these socially 
productive activities, all vehiucles of developing community harmony 
and sense of cohesiveness.

The largest segment cf Indiiian population belong to rural India 
where the agricultural cycle L‘S> of the utmost importance both in 

socio-economic terms and in cultural terms. The annual agricultural 
cycle gives rise to an infinite plurality and multiplicity of cultural 
manifestation. Educational curyhernia at this secord level should take
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intG  account this annual agricultural els which is Dr»v>al pr+ in

a n ^ 2Tent ?®rts of Lndia 811(3 should consider agriculture not merely as 
an economically productive activit but also use It for rJe-e io f iw  
educational curricula. ' 1

r-)r«iVhereV8r^ aniHaI husbandry o- dairy occupation is central to the 
community, the curricula should Do built around the 1 ifecvcle of

nJ5 Sh° rt’ this * ould ^variabJy  make the one Sacher  
lage school draw upon the existing knowledge and skills '•esou^c,

••vcleCh Sh mr ity* Thf  3tudents Rhculd fce involved in the agrioyitu^d 
c^l+nr. 1 because oi its productivity aspect and its educational and 
m r+loV  value- -nnual and seasonal festivals coincide with the 
Pa a^ular cycle of crop of the area whether wheat or rice or coconut 
or sugarcane or bamboo etc. These crops of the area, the e c o lo ^ a ]

, iatior and the natural resources of the area should be axis arourr’ 

lea?trT1 "■"** 1+ ‘ curricula should be developed. This would immediately 
! W  vvii11 attui?e!n?nt t0 321(1 not ™ alienation from the environment, 

village schools are one-te.acher schools. It should be uossib'ip-

schoo t r S  n bring in persons with sPecial abilities into the 
the Way 01 r e i v i n g  the community and drawing upon

.̂-scing resources, human and technical in the village school

^ ^ r i n 0irnd?ah00ThPin *5? naturf  ^ ltu r a i/c r a ft  c e n t r e s ^  each 
cultSrsi * f craftsman of the village provides a natural
maxiffrm and productive centre and he should be utilised to the 

y hereveT' a.local performing art tradition is active, itshould  ̂ a iocal performing art tradition is active, it
... brought into the school environment. The centres of

fu C ' y’ rueaVin3, blac^smith.ing, copper work, etc. should be utilised 
or adding opfm ^  °f  new schools in the craft centre of the village

iave t e " °  a +th6 Craft ° entre are advisable" The later would 
becauaf?m *....  advantage of breaking the caste and class barriers

i persons who arP skilled in these crafts belong larpely to
ocheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes. °  ±argely to

the v n T Jf J he^ rafl  ceiltre are the natural productivity centres nf 
»duc-‘ i  strategy should also meet the goals of making
-•nc+'-t- l -ore productivity oriented. Eaturally, the edu^an'm-u'
- itutions can become centres of culture and aesthetic"expression.

tvne ?p CT S® this craft-centre school may become a social

Vi-J-h t l 8C; ; ° C ‘ t \ 13 neither in opposition nor is in competition 
IPCP„c' ' conventional modei of a school of the formal system. Jt i-

cPrtL : r,y, 88 that the schools which may be opened in craft
‘ *nic.. may revolve round the natural cultural centres of + h'CnmrmjV'i+rr _, , . , ui "Hr
_  .aty ^ftouid not m  any way be considered inferior or ]»-o in 

status than the formal schools. ° °  in

wherPTh3 , i hr ™ „ 1f’? i i S . thS  Bcho?1 or .the semi-urban school
bulk *0 r T h f  ° r-|?n SyS! em oi education is largely  operative^ and the

. " d.am±tued that a d isso ciatio n  taxes place bo+wce^ V- - 
^notions and educational activity or cultural e x p r e ^ i ^

or in 01 perGons directly involved with the agricultural oycl-

i^Corpo^atp1'r^UC ul-0n ° f  ora fts* At thls ;:-evsl it is necessary +0

sibiect- r f SC1°US 7 a cultural c° ffiponent into th® different 
to of „he curricula , for th is  purpose also it is A % e s * a r j 4 o
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take into account the ejusti""- • i ■
arts and crafts in that envirnr - ^ the liviKS traditions cf
component which could be -albed *• 10 crinS in consciously a
productive work. At this level' exPerience’ or socially ufiefU

human resources of the comm ®ay -be ma?e to draw upon the
professional craftsmen e.P. *■ - are -'-argely repositories of
those preserveing the oral » i or a ., re, glass workers etc. or

Ballad Singer or another t^p^iof " • ■ r:/a t-*le Kathakr r, the
The educational system should oat t'?f;cher he- popular,
first requirement at that level  ̂ f  . e human resources. Ths
primary or the secondary level! * v°,. ? in lsachers whether at th?
this expertise available with th* ’..''I xntf?ract wi th and draw upo'i 

training teachers with a view t~n' •ir̂ 1°U?* •' aii~India programme of 
in all the subjects they tea^h a “??r^ :ra^iJ,g "he cul tural component
in the schools is imperative."* 'ie ^- ^ities  ths.t they initiate

-p a_t: :̂'tie ur^3n or cc>.<ar oiy t̂ i-̂ ov, • . ,,
a further d isso cia tio n  between T -Level, 13 the fourth le v e l,
cultural development is near 811(1 the educational and
apart. At this level it is  n ^W° • are considered quite
discrimination consciously.’ \ — -̂v .0 inculcate taste ' anc 
s rategy which would modify arX W0Ui require an educational 
materials used in the school svs-t , f e bot“h curricula and the 
pussies, visuals, books etc. us^i 7.*, -v‘ ° 086 scrutiny of toys, games, 
At this level also it is necessatr 1 , vL.U r: 801,1001 is essential, 
orientation and refresher course"/ +or. + .‘J f 8 thrive programme oi 

cultural component into the enti i V t V - S  aS C0 inte8rate the
that education in schools does r.. ' ohf scho°l system, sc

ana alienation, a gradual proKranmp o?m8 & .' 0cl of deculturication 
ior this centre. re-orientation is recommende’

In order to bring about any chas^ 
system or m  the incorporation of " exist^ng educational
of education particularly the sclhor1 i* - ^  OGirPonent at all levels 
a scheme both at the centre and " f n r ' ' 1T 18 imPenative to launch 
of teacher. It is also necessary X , ,c. ~cVel r°f the reorientation 
by teachers in their institutions '  ̂ • 7* mat~riai which may be use 
to develop a centre for the nronp'ra.t ^*'1H PufP06e> it is necessay 
'cultural education' or 'pr+ e> , -To'7° aaLeri* -■ So far the term 
narrowest sense implying : Deen understood in its

teachers, this definition n-ed J,y. ^ arawin*? or a paint ins
academic terms. For this purpose 1+ e ^ ' : ' h 1:1 administrative and 
administrative steps and also to aRces^ary to take certain
colleges of art which are responsible r exi‘Stmg curricula of the 
ind painting teachers which ul+I’nifl-f-oiT * V X?e training of the drawing 
system. ui.imiately get absorbed in the educational'

j n te r—11 n*cing of educatio '-"" /,-»■> i +
rlbal and rural development areXpno ural g°als with programmes of

;tate of tribal and rural s i ie i fT t  ® w ,ry‘ A review of the present
programmes of welfare development 1 X . several recommendations/
he xield of education and c u l t ' X°praE1InetJ ma-i‘:es it clear that in
ssumntion that cultural devoi0J ,ier I’ " ®re. 18 unfortunately a tacit
rom the cities to the |r bal a m ,  tr" ^  possible only by a flow

he reality, in fact it is necess-ar^V “X * lhf-! could be farther than
ecefas<aiy to aiways - member that in mdia
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there have been a two-way traffic be'tweer tribal, rural and city 
"aditions, each complementing the other rather than a pyramidical 

structure where movements have flowed irom city centres to rural and 
tribal cultural complexes.

Time and again, national leaders and P.M. have vioced that need 
to break away from the Macaulayan system; or what may be called a fixed 
moael system which aims at standardisation. The paradox of education 
or the institution of educating being a tool of culture and it, in 
fact, being the chief vehicle of de-culturi^ation had to be squarely 
faced. Grass root level field workers also have, repeatedly asserted 
that at the tribal level and possibly also at rural levels the very 
moment of schooling-formal or informal is the movement of up-rooting 
of the individual from his cultural moorings. This has been 
responsible for a major schism in Indian society. A cultural planning 
for these levels of society which in turn will effect a national 
cultural policy must take this fact into account along with the 
institutions of education which become tools for alienation and 
decultuj;iaation. There is the inevitable and inescapable influence of 
city culture through mass media, marketing, building programmes, roads 
etc. So far there has been no inter-linking between developmental 
programmes which aim at economic progress and cultural and educational 
programmes. Indeed there has been no policy, there have only been ad- 
hoc programmes and sporadic attempts at organising festivals, fairs 
and so on. knile influences from the city and all other aspects cf 
modern life are inevitable, there is a case for safe-guarding against 
vulgarization and corruption which appear also as an inevitable 
concomitant.

It is necessary to have a clear policy which would foster a 
cohesive programme of work in developmental sectors such as roads, 
construction programmes, bridges, water, sanitation, handicrafts, 
implements, tribal and rural technologies and, of course, education.

The Steering Group noted that the entire gamut of activities 
relating to culture are not necessarily handled by Department of 
Culture alone. More often the activities are spread over the 
Departments of Education, Culture, Tourism, Handicrafts, Industries. 
Information, Rural Development etc. For administrative reascns, it 
may not be possible to bring all the cultural institutions at the 
Central and State levels under one roof. Tt is suggested that a 
coordinating body may be set up both at the Centre and in each State 
wherein all the Departments could meet together and take a 
comprehensive and integrated view oi the programmes severally 
undertaken. This is particularly necessary in areas like archaeology, 
Archives, Libraries as well as Museums.

The areas which require immediate and urgent attention cf 
inter-linking through the university system as also the traditional 
system are'-



Presently many scripts cannot be deciphered or there a^e only a 
handful of scholars who ca.n decipher these scripts. These Include 
iihom, Eurnji and to a lesser degree Modi, some forms of Grantha etc. 
There is an urgent need to associate younp scholars with the fev 
people who can decipher these scripts Lakhs of manuscripts lie 
undeciphered on account of the lack cf expertise.

(ii) Association of younger scholars with expert epigraphies ard 
Numismaticians. Despite the invaluable work done by the Department of 
Epigraphy of the Archaeological Survey of India and the work of great 
epgra.phists such as D.C. Sircar, Dr. Chhalaia and ethers, there is a 
crying need of epigraphists personnel. There are 80,000 estampages 
lying in the Epigraphical Department awaiting decipherment. No study 
of Indian history can be completed unless these written resources are 
tapped.

(lii) A building of expertise in classical languages both Indian 
and foreign:

There was a time when India produced world's greatest scholars in 
Avesta, even Greek and Latin., and linguists such as Sunita Kumar 
Chatterjee. The low priorities given in the University system has 
resulted in an absence of internationally  known s ino lo gists , 
indigenous studies experts arid Greek or Roman'studies experts.

(iv) The fourth and the most important area is the urgent need 
for both scientific documentation a.s also sustenance through an. 
apprenticeship programme of oral traditions, Vedic Classical 
languages, Arabic, Persian, Pali and medieval Indian languages like 
Avadhi, Braj, etc. Many forms of recitations are becoming extinct. A 
proper documentation and a programme of suptort so as to ensure 
continuity of oral traditions going back to 2500 years should be 
launched within the University system or related to the cultural 
institutions.

(v) Despite Anthropological Survey of India's wcrk and the work 
of some of the Departments ol Anthropology in the university system 
not enough attention has been given to study of the rich tribal and 
rural artistic heritage of India. There are not multi-disciplinary 

Departments in the Universities, no research programes which Icok at 
the totality  cf life- style in its dimensions of artistic  
manifestations and no relationship exists between the work cf the 
Anthropological Survey of India, its studies and prograames and 
policies of Departments of Tribal Development in the Ministry cf Home 
Affairs and elsewhere. Tribal, Folk and rural art have largely become
a. matter of ceremonial occasions and not that of sustenance and 
development at the local level when it is related to the daily routine 
of life . The Universities can play a very important role in this 
matter. '

Similarly, for linking the activities of the Department of 
Culture with the Departments cf Tourism, Rural Development, Tribal 
Welfare, Information &  Broad-casting, Handicrafts &  Handlooms, Town

(i) Study cf extinct scripts and languages
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Planning etc.. Inter-ministerial comraimittee may be set -up for greater 
oultujal input in the respective sectors.

In view of the increasing awaremaess of Indian culture abroad as a 
resulj of implementation of the cnuSLtural exchange programmes and 
^greecenfcs, there has been a. notiidceable impact of musical/d-ancs 
performances, exhibitions etc. It nis necessary that, for promotion oi 
jxterrel cultural relations a ccordimaation committee may be set up 
:onsisting of the representatives of - the Department of Culture and the 
'Ministry of External Affairs.

Beeping in view oJ the recommejnndations for linking of education 
effectively with culture covering thiae level of education as also the 
formal ana non-formal system of ediuucatior. and other developments! 
igenc.es the Steering Group recommneended an ad-hoc allocation o'f p 
Binimim of Rs. 50 lakhs for setting; • up a. co-ordinating machinery to 
over-look and plan sich inter~liii.nking and to undertake model 
experimental schemes wlich would sejrrve as a model for ethers. T'his 
.-ecomnendation is necessary in order ito concretise the suggestion miade 
3y especially in paragraph 12.15*

COLLECTION OP ODLTUMLU STATISTICS

At present there is no organised atte?irmpt both at the Central md State
i.evel to collect and piblish cultuirral statistics. It may not be 
possible to collect th2 entire dat?ai cf s vast country like ours cf 
every activity that is undertaken. A'Jtay system of data "or statisti cal 
collection, could be undertaken only vwvith the specific objectives in 
7iew and prepare select.ve data that c could cover

(i) Data on the nunber of mcnunnaents conserved and new monuments 
that are discovered and their preservation. For tlhis 
purpose the State and USD Governments may be requested 
to have a uniform pattern coDf reporting.

(ii) Subjects of research ancdl number of thesis which are 
submitted in die various arrceas of art and culture.

(iii) Humber of artists, number cosf productions in schools of Fine 
Arts and their disposal rand the number of exhibitions 
organised.

(i/) any original publication or- treatises made by the members or 
the faculty of the Instill tut ions or non-governmental 

. orgaisation/irstitution.

(/) Number of objects of interessst added to the Museum.

(vl) Number of rew crigina.ll. records added to a rch iv al 
institutions.

(vii) Data on Libraries and their holdings.
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Data will also be requiiji£ed on the number of stuctentc o 
participants in such activities^, the mas be j of scholars who aval ’.e< 
themselves of the facilities. vHhere could s.so be a compendiun on ih 
1 acidities available, the matiitt iticnal yet id, and their streifth  aic 
weakness. It will also help ci&jj. scorn oc t Iv.ties of real proncticra 
character which may merit furthacer enccura@B©r.t and support.

a  beginning had to be made in this respect and at this s'age i"t 
could be possible to a set prc.fcoorma. to onsurf uniformity in reporting, 
arid also help collection of daaita. To the extent possible these 
proforma to be prescribed could it e modelled cn or dovetailed 1th  tif 
forms and returns already adopteecd and pub^iated by the UNESCO egenciss? 
ior some countries should hexpp) integrate; rational statistics w it  
world statistics.

for this purpose necessaryjy machinery las to be created in the 
Seventh Flan both at the Centre jand in the'Spates.

FINANCIAL ESTIMATES M U  Tilt; VIITFi ’I’VE YEAR PL&W 
AHT i /fflD CULTURE

In the context of the recommendaaitions on Pari I to III, the 
estimates for the Seventh Five Ye ea  r Plan are ts follows:

Sub-Sector CentrdL
Sectoi

1. Archaeology

2. Museums 75 
.unthropology 30 
■Ethnology etc.
Archives &
IReccrds 40

3. Tibetan & Buddist Studies

40

145

10

4. ^Preservation, Conservation,
Documentation, Dissemination anmu 
Promotion of culture including r 
rkademis and Tribal and rural ccrulture 80

5. ‘ internal Relations

6. Inter sectoral and intra 
sectoral 3inkages

7. Direction and administration 
including monitoring

1

TOTJVAJi 280

iiancicl 

(Rs. in crores)

States
Sector

60

80

40

189

Total

ICO

ot:C-.-J

120

46iJ

5
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Assuming that the total 7th Plain outlay on Social Services, 
would be of the order oi' about Rs. 410,000 crores, as against the 
original 6th Plan outlay of Rs. 14,035 crores, the total financial 
outlays of Rs. 58C crores indicated above would mean that 1 A %  of the 
outlay on all Social Services.

PERSPECTIVE OP H EVElim ajT .IK THK 
DECADE 1990-2(000 AD

The recommendations of this Steering Group In parts I to IV above, if 
implemented through substantial ster-iup of outlay in continuing plan 
schemes carried over from the 6th and earlier Plans, and also through 
the introduction of some new sche:mes including construction 
prograames, would mean, in financial terms an outlay approximating 
only to a modest 2 per cent oi the tot-al outlay of Central State and 
UT governments on Social Services. It, is expected that small 
percentage, once accepted for the 7th Plan, will form the basis for 
determining the financial outlay on Art and Culture during the decade 
1990-2000 AD.

Financial outlay of these modesit dimensions will, however, be 
depend not only upon the willingness: of the Central Government to 
depend the activities of the cultural (organisations under control and 
establish linkages between them and otbier central organisations in the 
fields of formal and informal educ.-aticn, agriculture and rural 
development, tribal welfare, handicrafts and village industries, 
information, broadcasting* television, cinema and other audio-visual 
media, etc. but also upon the states anid Union Territories agreeing to 
largely follow the example of the Centre. To do this, the States and 
UTs nave to considerably increase the percentage of Plan outlay from 
-an existing level which is much lower proportionately to total outlay 
on Social Services than that of the central government (see para
1.18). The infrastructure which is lacking in many of the states, 
like a. Department of Culture, a Directorate for public libraries etc., 
will perhaps be established during the 71 h Plan, and so, more 
effective implementation can be expected in the years 1990-2000.

It is envisaged that in the decade following the 7th Plan the 
renewed emphasis on Preservation Lccumejntation and Conservation of our 
rich and varied cultural heritage will (continue to constitute the more 

important segment of governmental and government-sponsored activity. 
Growing pride in the national heritage will mean that archaeological 
sites, museums, archives, manuscript libraries, folk-lore and oral 
traditions, will all receive greater af tent ion. However, it is hoped 
that this emphasis will not come in th>e way of a marked increase in 
encouragement of Contemporary Creativity, especially in areas oi 
performing and plastic arts and creative1 writing spread through a more 
wide and efficient library system. 'Creative activity, no doubt, 
depends more upon public appreciation and support rather than upon 
state patronage. But it is expected that public taste and enthusiasm 
will t>e favourably influenced by greater- exposure tc the activities ci 
cultural institutions supported by the state, and such exposure will, 
in turn, lead to greater demand for creativity of the right quality.



Private enterprise, in the form of impressaris, commercial art 
galleries, publishers and book sellers, is likely to play a more and 
more important role during the years following the 7th Five Year Plan.

The linkages proposed to be established in the 7th Plan between 
cultural organisations and other governmental organisations concerned 
with various aspects of economic and social life, are expected to grow 
stronger in the period 1990-2000; leading to : '.imination of thc- 
presenc association of ideas linking culture with 1 _*isurly pursuits cf 
an elite and to the realisation that culture is a part of the life of 
every human being.
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CHAPTER XIII 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 5 SPORTS &  YOUTH SERVICES

Since the formulation of the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1980-85), the 
following new developments have taken plac^ which have an important 
bearing on the formulation of the Seventh i?'iv<_-Year Plan for the 
promotion cf sports and garner in the country.

i) Adoption by the Government of India cf the Resolution of 
the National Sports Policy.

The Government of India adopted recently, with the support 
of the State Governments, the Government Resolution on 
National Sports Policy and laid it on the Tables of the two 
Houses of Parliament on the 21st August. 1984- The policy 
statements embodied in the resolutions, take the following 
factors into account;

a) Importance of participation in spcrts and physical 
education activities lor good health* a high degree o+‘ 
physical fitness, increase in individual productivity 
and its value as a means of beneficial recreation 
promoting social harmony and discipline,

b) Recognition of the need of every citizen, irrespective 
cf age and sex, tc participate in and enjoy games, 
sports and recreational activities*

c) Provision of the necessary sports facilities and 
infrastructure on a large scale to fulfil the need of 
every citizen recognised above-

d) Recognition of the necessity of raising national 
standards in games and sport so that our sports-men and 
Women acquit themselves creditably in international 
sports competititions;

e) Provision of facilities for spotting and nurturing, at 
a young age, talented boys and girls and to provide 
them coaching training and nutrition required to meet 
the necessity recognised abovey

f) Improvement and sustaining of sports consciousness 
amongst masses so that they are encouraged to 
participate in sports activities made possible by the 
above provision.

In order to make implementation of the provisions of the national 
sports policy a reality, the Resolution makes it the duty of the 
central and state governments to accord a very high priority to 
promotion of sports in the process of all round development.



(1 1 ) Creation oi an independent Department of Sports in tne 
Central Government

An independent Department of Sports was set up in the 
Government two years ago indicating the desirf of the 
Government that the promotion of sports and games should 
receives special attention in the Central Government and 
that such promotion ought to be assigned an altogether- 
higher priority in the process of national development as 
later clearly stated in the Resolution on National Sports 
Policy.

(iii) Hosting of the IX Asian Games by India

The l'X Asian Games were held in Delhi in a very successful manner 
and have created a very favourable climate for promotion of sports and 
games in the country and have generated a great deal of self
confidence in the matter of sports organisation within the country.

(iv) Establishment of Sports Authority of India

The Sports Authority of India has been set up with wide powers to 
develop sports in the country and to manage infrastructure facilities 
created fcr Asiad 1982.

(v) Finalisaticn by the National Development Council of the 
approach in the Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90)

Increase in productivity is one of the threp main thrusts of the 
Seventh Five Year Plan according to the Approach Paper on human 
resources development.

2. The above chen are the important developments which have taken 
place since the finalization of the Sixth Five-Year Plan for Sports 
and Games. These provide indicators in the light of which the Seventh 
Five year Plan for sports and games should be formulated and 
implemented. The Seventh Plan provides an immediate opportunity to 
implement the policy statements contained in the Resolution of 
National Sports Policy by expanding the continuing schemes and 
introducing new schemes during the Seventh Plan aimed at fulfilment oi 
the objects cf the national Sports Policy in a phased manner. 
Radically greater central investment in the promotion of sports and 
games would be required in the Seventh Plan as compared to the Sixth 
Five-Year Plan if even a beginning is to be made in the implementation 
of the National Sports Policy. The following factors are relevant in 
thit> context;

i) Investments to be made in the Seventh Plan on the promotion 
of sports and games, including physical education, have to 
be consistent with the duty cast, inter-alia, on the central 
government to accord to sports and physical education a very 
high priority in the process of all round development,
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ii) Investment in the promoticcn of sports and physical 
education, beinj investment im health, fitness, individual 
productivity and social well-boe;ing of the people, is really 
for the upgradalion oi our hucBwan resources 01 development. 
Adequate investments for thice promotion of sports and 
physical education are, there/fore, needed to increase our 
individual and collective productivity;

lii) Development of human resources can be considered t-ohave 
various parameters such as ecfliucation, .lealth, nutrition, 
vocational train.ng etc. One onf the important parameters on 
which stress has not been laid ;so iar i the improvement of 
physical efficieicy of \,he individual which has a positive, 
bearing on productivity in all walks of life. Participation 
in sports activities helps bui.l.ct not only greater physical 
efficiency  but also those .lighting qualities of the 
mind which propel the individual towards achievement and 
greater output.

iv) Investments in tie promotion oif sports, physical education 
and youth sctivities in the ’preceding plans have been 
negligible. The allocations innade in the Sixth Five Year 
for the promotion of sports, pjhiysical education and youth
a.ctivites shoult net, therefoir-e, be taken as the base to" 
ensidering allocatins to be msa.tde in the Seventh Five Year 
Plan lor these activities in tihie light of recently altered 
priority for spo’ts.

v) Investments proposed for the Seswenth Five Year Plan in the 
field of sports and games tateae into account the likely 
constraints of resources on the Seventh Plan as a whole and 
represent, thereiore, only the first phase of promotion of 
these activities which must go on for Several plans until a 
plateau has been ’eached. The IEr.ivesiment proposals are thus 
essentially modest.

vi) In sum, adequate investment oug#t to be made in the Seventh 
Plan .Keeping in vi.̂ w the very hilgh priority now attached for 
the first time :o the promotii on of sports and physical 
education, the thrust of the Apjpiroach Paper towards greater 
productivity anc the urgent imeed to upgrade our human 
resources.

3- The thrust of the existing programmes; has been on broad basing of 
our sports and games at the grassroots levvel. In our programmes for 
the Seventh Five Year Plar, the main thiriust will continue tc be on 
these very basics. Hcweve’ , attentin is also proposed to be paid to 
raising oi our standards Ln games and sports and on sporting and 
nurturing ot talent through intensif ied anad' now coaching schemes. M l  
this would imply.

i) Creation of modest sports inf'raistructure of a utilitarian 
variety mainly at the grass-rootrs .
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ii) Strengthening ol coacihnAng ana training arrangement both at 
the grass-roots and aitt advanced coaching centres including 
universits and colleges;..

iii) Schemes of promotion o)ft' sports for wanen in rural areas.

iv) Schemes for talent search and lurtun ng  the talent 
identified.

v) Physical fitness progr-aannmes.

vi) Providing assistance: to national sp -ts federation and 
sports clubs for the promotion of their activities.

vii) Provision of modern tr-aack and field :'acilities on a regional 
basis.

viii) Adoption of sports schtoools and settirg up of sports hostels.

ix) Research and developmaeent, particu.arly in the field of 
sports sciences.

x) Schemes of sports scholarships for promising boys and girls 
and other talented spojr-fcsmen and womm.

xi) Schemes aimed at realisation of the concept of "Sports for 
All".

xii) Provision of instituticoinial support fcr the above activities. 

Part I : CONTINUING SCHEMES

i) Netaji Subhash National Imistitute of Sprts and the National
Coaching Scheme

The National Institute of Sports .at Patiala directly and through its 
regional centres at Calcutta anrd Bangalore ani by implementation of 
the Regional Coaching Scheme has; tbeen making significant contribution 
towards raising the standard o f  games and sports in the country and 
providng facilities for imparting; advanced coaching in various games 
and sports. For the f'ulfilmemiit of these pjrposes, it has been 
undertaking coaching activities tt through 25 regional coaching centres 
all over the country. It has beee?m providing, tiaining and coaching to 
national teams in different sjjptorts disciplines. To make these 
activities possible, it has been producing coaches by running diploma 
courses both at Patiala and in ii+tls regional centres at Bangalore and 
Calcutta. It has also been cres.lt:ing infrastructure of international 
standards at Patiala and the rrtegional centres so that advanced 
coaching can be imparted accordfiiimg to interactional standards. So 
far, it has produced over 6000 c:cofaches by awar1 of diplomas and over 
8000 sports instructors through sJnort-term certificate courses. The 
Institute at present has an authwoirised cadre strength of 750 coaches 
which are employed mainly in tlhie regional coaching centres cr are 
attached to Nehru Yuvak Kendras.
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in the Seventh Five Year Plan, the Institute proposes to produce 
about 5000 additional qualified coaches. It proposes to employ about 
1560 additional coaches in the regional coaching scheme, Nehru Yuvak 
Kendras and Field Stations and to incr< ase the number of regional 
coaching centres from 25 to 100. The additional coaches are sought to 
be produced by covering the d i f f e r e n t  regions of the country by 
establishment of 4 regional centres on the lines of the East Centre, 
Calcutta, and South Centre at Bangalore and also to strengthen the two 
centres last named. The centres would also sevre as nuclei in the 
resgions for the highest calibre of coaching. To upgrade the sports 
standards in universities, it is proposed to establish 100 field 
stations with 5 coaches in each university. Besides, the institute 
proposes to strengthen the sports infrastructure a.c Patiala, Bangalore 
and Calcutta and tc provide the necessary infrastructure in the new 
regional centres to be set up. The establishment of a High Altitude 
Training Centre, a Winter Sports Centre and a Water Sports Complex is 
alfio proposed. The Institute has already started a faculty of sports 
sciences consisting of 10 departments and it is proposed to strengthen 
thfctie departments substatially during the Seventh Five Year Plan.

Besides these basic functions mentioned above, the Institute has 
also been assigned by the Government the responsibility of organising 
an<l running Rural Sports Tournaments, Women Sports Festival and the 

National Talent Search Scholarship Scheme.

ii) Grants to National Sports Federations

This scheme aims at providing financial assistance to autonomous 
national sports federations fcr financing  coaching camps for 
preparation of national teams for international events, passage cost 
for the travel of national teams abroad, holding of international 
tournaments in India, organisation of national championships at the 
senior, junior and sub-junior levels, and also some grants for 

purchase of non-expendable equipment.

With increased tempo of sports activities in the country, it is 
proposed to subtantially increase the Plan allocation for the1 

provision of grants to the federations.

iii) Grants in States Sports Councils

This scheme is crucial to the broad-based of sports in the country and 
tor involving an ever-increasing numberof people in the sports 
activities at the grass-roots level. This scheme provides for 
assistance to State Governments and States Sports Councils cn a 
matching basis for creation of utilitarian playfields, sports 
complexes and stadia in villages, towns and State capitals. It also 
includes holding of coaching camps for boys and girls at the State 
level, establishment and maintenance of Rural Sports Centres and 
purchase of sports equipment. This scheme is considered most vital 
for achieving the objects of the National Sports Policy and a very 
substantial increase has, therefore, been proposed in the Plan 
al]ocations.



iv) National Sports Organisation

This scheme aims at raising the standards of sports in universities 
and eo-.i-ges. The three aspects of the scheme are - financial 
assistance tc the UGC for creation of sports infrastructure in the 
universitis and colleges, financial assistance to the Association oi 
Indian Universities for providing coaching iacilities to students and 
lor holding tournaments at the college and university level and 
financial assistance to the National. Institute of Sports for awarding 
Sports Scholarships tc talented students.

Sports infrastructure in the universities and colleges at present 
is modest and the scheme has functioned very odestly so far. A 
notable increase in a]location for infrastructure is, therefore, 
proposed. Similarly, ix is proposed to augment financial assistance 
for coaching and holding of tournaments as also for raising the number 
of sports scolarships being offered to students from 100 to 200 and 
their value from Rs.1200 to Rs.2400 per annum. Provision has been 
proposed accordingly.

Other Continuing Schemes

The following other continuing schemes are also proposed to be 
strengthened.

i) Promotion of sports for women s

ii) Exchange of sports experts and teams under bilateral 
exchange programmes with foreign countries,

iii) National Physical Fitness Programme, and

iv) Scheme of National sports Talent Search Scholarship. In 
particular, it is proposed to increase the number of 
national level scholarships from 400 to 500 and their value 
from Rs.900 to Rs.1200 per annum. Similarly, it is proposed 
to increase State level scholarships from 800 to 1200 and 
their value from Rs,600 to Rs.900 per annum.

Part II : MEW SCHEMES 

i) Plan Schemes of Sports Authority of India

The Sports Authority of India has been set up in the last year of the 
Sixth Plan and its Plan activities will start from the Seventh Five 
Year Plan. It is intended that initially it should cover these areas 
of sports promotion which have not been attended to so far or have 
been attended to in a very marginal v/ay such as spotting and nurturing 
of sports talent in the school system, realisation cf the concept of 
"Sports for All" by making facilities available to the extent 
possible, for the public at large as distinct from high level 
competitors, provision of financial assistance to scholars to conduct 
research in sports sciences and the science of sports infrastructure,
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creation cf a central pool of sports equipment which can be loaned to 
institution^ for holding tournaments, a concerted effort to promote 
sports consciousness and provision of buildings for its own use as a 
new organisation. In fulfilment of these programmes certain schemes 
have been proposed, the more im p o rta n t  of which are mentioned below:

i) Sports talent seach contest for the very young (7 to 12 
years)

This will take place in eight most popular sports. The winners 
in the contest will be provided a scholarship and will be eligible for 
admission in schools proposed to be adopted by SAI fcr special 
promotion of sports.

ii) Adoption of Schools

SAI proposes to select 100 schools during the next live years 
which have most of tne infrastructure already available, to provide 
each such school with a one-time grant of Rs. 5 lakhs for the 
completion of sports faclities, to bear expenses on providing three 
coaches in each such school and thus to promote spotting and nurturing 
of talent in such institutions. The winners of the sports talent 
search contest will be eligible for admission in these schools on a 
preferential basis.

iii) Holding of National Physical Fitness Festivals

These festivals for the common man are proposed to be held in 
State capitals, the expenses being shared between the State Government 
concerned and SAI. The festivals will take place during a national 
physical fitness week to be organised by SAI and are expected to 
promote fitness consciousness. The target age groups will be 35 years 
and above.

iv) Housing for Staff

The staff cf Sports Authority cf India is not entitled tc 
Government a.ccommodation and it would be necessary to develop a 
housing colony for the staff. A suitable provision for this purpose 
has been proposed.

v) Fellowships for research in sports science, sports 
infrastructure and sports tquipnent

No such fellowships for the purposes mentioned above are 
available at present from any source. In view ol this, SAI propose to 
ofier 60 fellowships per annum of the value of Rs«2C00 per month.

vi) Recreation centres in metropolitan cities

It is proposed to set up two to three sports recrcation centres 
for the g( nerax public in metropolitan cities during the Seventh Plan 
period. The states will either contribute the land or lease it out at 
a nominal rent. A suitable provision has been prposed for this 
purpose.



Other schemes of SAI include a central pool cf technical sports 
equipmunt, promotion of sports like sailing, rowing, aerosports, 
equestrian and shooting, the initial equipment for which is expensive. 
These sports cannot be- promoted without, substantial in it ia l  
investment. It is also proposed tc set up one sports medical, centra 
per State.

(2) Grants to voluntary spoits clubs/organisations

Owing to high cost of equipment and cost of maintenance, neighbourhood 
clubs are fast dying out. Such clubs, however form the very basis of 
amateur sports, it is, therefore, proposed to provide bona fide 
neighbourhood sports clubs with financial assistance so that voluntary 
sports activity at the club level is resumed. To oegin with a modest 
provision has been proposed in the Seventh Pive Year Plan.

(3) Provision of synthetic track and astroturf for hockey fields one 
in each region

Modern competitive sports are being held increasingly on articifial 
surfaces. One- such surface in the national capital is not enough and 
it is, therefore, proposed that in the Seventh Plan each for tne six 
regions, east, north-east, west, north, south and central regions are 
provided with one synthetic track and one astro-turf surface. A 
suitable provisio on has accordingly be ,-n proposed.

(4) aports Hostels

Sports hostels where set up have proved a great success. These enable 
boys and girls talented in sports to pursue their studies whether at 
th:- school or college level while at the same time receiving intensive 
coaching and care in such hostels. It is, therefor., proposed tc set 
up 45 sports hostels as near as possible to th. proposed MS regional 
centres. Each hostel would have a capacity of 150 p( rsens with a 
separate arrangements tor boys and girls. Residence, board and lodge, 
coaching and sports kit would b< provid'd free-.

Other new schemes of the Department includ SNIPES field stations 
for school students, travel grants to sports scholars for research 
abroad and strengthening cf the administrative set up of th. 
Departme nt fcr implementing all the Plan schemes.
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APPENDIX ~ I

3PORTS AND GAMES : PROPOSED UTLAY FOR VII PLAN PERIOD (1985-1990)

(Re. in lakhs)

SI. Namp of Schema 
No.

VI Plan VI Plan VII Plan
Allocation Expenditure (1985)

Outlay 
(Estimated) (Proposed)

I. Continuing Schemes
y/

1. NSNIS Patiala and National 
Coaching Scheme \ 340

2. Grants to National Sports 
Federations 250

3- Grants to State Sports councils 300

4. National Sports Organisation 150

5- Promotion of Women Sports 15

20

Non-Plan Scheme

Non- Plan Scheme

1075

6. Exchanges in Sports/Physical 
Education under Bilateral 
Cultural Exchanges

7. National Spoits Talent Search 
Scholarships

8. National Physical Fitness 
Programme

Total Continuing Scheme

II. New Schemes

1. Grants to Voluntary Sports 
Clubs/Organisations

2. Laying of Synthetic Track and 
Astroturf - 6 each on Regional 
basis (Eaat/North/West/North/ 
Central/South)

3- (i) 6 Sports Wings in Selected
Kendriya Vidyalayas on NR; 315) 
Regional basis (North/East/ R" 900) 
West/South/North/Central))

(ii) 30 Sports Hostels in States/
UTs.

744

303

317

88

12

19

1473

2800

1000

13000

1275

50

50

75

710

18960

500

1200

1215
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4- SNIPES field Stations for 
School students

5" Travel Grants to Sports
Scholars/Research Workers for 
undertaking specialised 
Training/Research

6. Strengthening of Administrative 
set up of Sports Division in the 
Department of Sports

7. Development Programmes of the 
Sports Authority of India

Total New Schemes

Grand Total (I &  II)

I . Continuing Schemes
II. New Schemes

250

50

35

T o t a l

11196

14446

Rs.18960 
Rs.14446

Rs.33406

Rs. 334-06 crores or 
Rs. 334 crores.

Youth Services

Youth in the country constitutes a vast human resouce which is 
characterised by idealism and zeal, active habits, positive attitudes 
towards service to others, an urge to be self- reliant and a 
willingness to explore newer and non-confirmist approaches to social 
problems. If properly harnessed and utilised, the youth could be a 
powerful instrument of social, cultural ancl economic change in the 
development of the nation. Efforts in the past have, therefore, been 
made to involve young persons in various tasks of national development 
and programmes aimed at development of their personality. The youth 
programmes in the broader sense have been developed with a view to 
involving both student and non-student youth in various activities 
keeping in view the following dimensions

(i) Preparation of youth for life and work including upgradation 
of their functional capabilities;

(ii) youth as a catalyst for social, change;

( iii) participation of youth in national developmental efforts; 
and

(iv) involvement of youth in promotion of national integration.
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The proportion cf youth covered by the present youth programmes 
is, however, quite small. A much greater coverage is needed if youth 
programmes are to have an impact. There is great scope therefore for 
formulation and launching of new programmes aimeu at development o± 
overall personality of youth in order to make them functionally 
efficient, economically productive and socially useful. Besides, in 
view of the year 1985 having been designated as the International 
Youth Year (IYY) by the United Nations, programmes are also required 
to be developed with a view to achieving the three themes of IYY - 
Participation, Developnent and Peace.

ONGOING PROGRAMMES 

I. National Service Scheme

The scheme aims at promoting consciousness and a 3ense of 
respnsibility as well as a sense of discipline -̂ d dignity of labour 
among college students. The Scheme, wnich is being implemented on 
voluntary and selective basis, utilises the leisure time of students 
for two years of their college studies, in various items cf social 
service which not only help the community but also provide an 
opportunity to the students to appreciate the conditions prevalent in 
the community.

The scheme was launched during 196Q-70 on a pilot project basis 
in 40 universities and institutions covering 40,000 students of the 
under-graduate classes. The student coverage has increased gradually 
and the target for 1984-85 is 6.20 lakhs. During the Seventh Plan 
period, it is proposed to increase the coverage under NSS to 12.00 
lakhs by the end of the Plan so as to ensure that the percentage of 
student from 16# at present to 25# (approximately)

Since the level of expenditure reached upto 1984-85 will be a 
committed expenditure even in the subsequent years, it is proposed to 
make a provision for-this amount unde1" Non-Plan for 1985-86 onwards. 
Keeping in view the expansion proposed and the amount proposed to be 
transferred to the Non-Plan side, the requirement of funds for NSS 
during Seventh Plan has been proposed accordingly.

II. Nehru Yuvak Kendras (NYKS)

The Nehru Yuvak Kendra,s represent and innovative multi-purpose 
institutions established for the promotion and coordination of 
activities of non-student youth at the grass-roots. This programme 
was started in 1972 with the object of serving the interests of non
student youth mainly in the rural areas- Depending on the local needs 
and priorities, a typical NYK organises activities which include 
programmes of non-formal education for the rural youth, social service 
activities like organisation of work camps in the rural areas, 
cultural and recreational activities, promotion of sports and games, 
organisation of youth leadership training programmes, and vocational 
training in trades in which opportunities for self-employment are 
locally available.
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Starting with the establishment of 80 Nehru Yuvak Kendras in 
1972, the NYKs have already been sanctioned in 285 districts in the 
country. It is proposed to cover all the districts in the country by 
an NYK each as soon as possible. '

The money being piovided to NYKs for programmes and activities at 
present is meagre. It is proposed to increase the amout from around 
Rs.50,000/- at present to Rs.1.50 lakh for various programmes and 
activities. This is necessary to ensure a larger coverage of non
student rural youth which forms the majority of youth population in 
the country.

With a view to catering to increasing finpncial, administrative 
and programme needs of the programmes, a proposal to set up an 
autonomous organisation and to expand the programme to 5000 blocks in 
the country is under consideration.

I II . Financial Assistance to Voluntary Agencies Engaged in Youth 
Wortr

The Scheme provides a framework for voluntary youth organisations to 
involve youth for developmental activities mainly in the rural areas. 
It  encourages involvement of voluntary organisations in the 
implementation of Youth programmes for non-student youth, such as 
training in skills with a view to improving their functional centres.

IV. promotion of Adventure

The scheme aims at encouraging the spirit of adventure, risk taking, 
cooperative team work, capacity of ready and vital response to 
challenging situations and endurance among the youth. Financial 
assistance is provided under this scheme for undertaking activities 
like mountaineering, trekking, hiking, exploration for collection of 
data, study of Flora and Fauna in the mountains, forests, deserts and 
sea., coastal sailing, raft expendition, swimming, cycling, etc. The 
response of youth to this scheme has been very encouraging during the 
last few years. Efforts are being made to popularise the scheme 
through the State Governments, Universities and the NYKs. It is 
expected that in the subsequent years the number of proposals from the 
Universities, Nehru Yuvak Kendras and groups of youth for undertaking 
adventure programme will be larger than hitherto. With a view to 
involving a larger number of young persons, small alpine type 
expeditions would be encouraged. Keeping in view the expected 
increase in the number of proposals in the coming years, the 
requirement of funds under the scheme of promotion of adventure during 
the Seventh Five Year Plan would work out to Rs.175/- lakhs.

V. Establishment and Development of Mountaineering Institute

The Department of Sports has agreed to contribute towards the 
maintenance expenditure on the Jawaharlal Institute of Mountaineering
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and the Winter Sports (J&K) in the same ratio as in the case cf HMI, 
Darjelling. It is likely that in the Seventh Pive Year Plan, some 
more State Governments may come forward wifh the proposals for setting 
up of some mountaineering institutes with central assistance. Our 
requirement of funds for this purpose during the Seventh Pive Year 
Plan take this into account.

VI. Scouting and Guiding

Scouting and Guiding, which is an international movement, aims at 
developing the character of boys and girls to make them good citizens 
for inculcating in them a spirit of loyality, patriotism and though 
fulness for others. Scouting and guiding also promotes balanced 
physical and mental development of boys and girls.

It is hoped that in the Seventh Pive Year Plan, the coverage of 
young persons under the Scheme would be enlarged and more programmes 
than at present would be organised in each year of the Plan.

VII. Commonwealth Youth Programme

The youth Division in the Commonwealth Secretariat, London administers 
the Commonwealth Youth programme. The purpose of the programme is to 
promote the well-being and development of young men and women in the 
Commonwealth through training  of youth o ffic ia ls  and other 
backstopping activities. All members oi' the Commonwealth contribute 
towards expenditure on various programmes and activities of the 
Commonwealth Youth Programme.

VIII. International Exchange of Youth Delegations

With a view to providing opportunities to young persons as also 
officials engaged in formulation and development of youth programmes, 
opportunities for increasing international understanding, increasing 
knowledge about the latest methods and approaches in youth work and 
providing opportunities for sharing of ideas and information on youth 
programmesy the Department of Sports has been receiving and sending 
youth delegations to ether countries for quite some time now. Such 
exchanges generally take place under the Cultural Exchange Programme.

IX. Promotion of National Integration

The Department has been implementing the Scheme of promotion of 
National Integration under which assistance is provided to NYKs, 
educational institutions and voluntary agencies for organising 
national integration camps and for inter-state visits of young 
persons.
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X. National Service Volunteer Scheme

Started in 1977-78, the National S^vice Volunteer Schema (NSVS) aims 
at providing opportunities to young people, generally those, who have 
completed their first year degree course, to involve themselves on 
voluntary basis in national building activites for a specific period 
and on a whole time basis. The NSVS seeks to provide young people 
avenues for doing creative and constructive work suited to their 
educational background and attitude.

It is proposer1 to extend the deployment of NSVS Volunteers to 
voluntary agencies • nd also to revise the rates of stipend and T.A.

NEW SCHEMES

I. Scheme of Exhibitions for Youths

'With a view to enabling young persons, both student and non-student, 
rural and urban and men & women, to acquire knowledge about the 
developments taking place in various fields of national development, 
giving recognition to the activities and contribution mods by the 
young people in different fields and promoting a genral awareness 
about the customs, traditions end ways of life of people in different 
parts of the country mid promoting an increasing understanding among 
the youth, a new scheme, viz. "Scheme of Exhibitions for Youth" has 
been formulated. The scheme envisages organisation of exhibitions in 
various fields of Education and Culture like folk dances, folk songs, 
paintings, arts and crafts, exhiuitin on books, also exhibitions on 
any other national or international theme.

II. Scheme of \J <£& cxi tell lai i; -xiru louth goodwill Yatra.

In order to promote mututal understanding and goodwill among the youth 
from the different parts of the country, promoting a spirit of 
national integration among them through mass contact, enabling them to 
understand the ways of living customs and traditions of the different 
parts of the country by sharing of views and experiences with the 
youth of the other parts of the country and also enabling them to 
contribute towards national development rhcugh accomplishment of some 
specified projects, it is proposed to start a new scheme to be called 
"Scheme of Jawahallal Nehru Yuva Ma.itri Yatra".

III. Programme of Training of Youth

With the object of developing personality of the youth, preparing them 
for life and work and enriching the functional capabilities of rural 
youth engaged in agriculture and allied occupations, it is proposed to 
start a new scheme of "Youth Training". Anxiety about employment, job 
security and economic stability is one of the common causes of 
psychological and emotional stress among young people which often 
accoimts for many symptoms of youth discontent, disillusionment and 
frustration. A sense of a secure future has, therefore, to be created
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to enable youth tc achieve full participation in rational endeavours. 
Even though opportunities for training are available under various 
schemes being implemented by various other Departments cf the Ctntral 
and State Governments, a large number of rural youth have not had ?.n 

access to such opportunities. It is, therefore, proposed to develop 
among the rural youth such aptitudes and skills as it will enable them 
to function better as productive citizens. The youth for such 
training programmes would be sponsored by the NYKs and the voluntary 
organisations working in the field of youth. Rural youth sponsored by 
the State Governments and NSS Units would also be provided 
opportunities for training.

IV. National Youth Day and Ifetional Youth Week
i

With a view to focussing attention on our youth and youth activities 
fmd involving them in various tasks of national reconstruction, it is 
proposed to start celebrating one particular da.y in th^ year as th< 
National Youth Day and the week following after that day as the 
National Ycuth Week. The main purpose of the celebration of national 
youth day and the national youth week would be to give young people of 
India an opportunity to highlight some of their activities which 
contribute to India's development and prosperity

V. Ifetional Youth Award Scheme

With a view to recognising good work done by outstanding young persons 
and thus^encouraging young people to contribute their best towards 
national development and soical servici , it is proposed to start a new 
scheme to be called the National Youth Award Scheme from 1985> to 
coincide with the International Ycuth Year. Under this scheme, one 
youth award would be given to 11 best youths for their excellence in 
one or the other field of youth work.

VI. Strengthening of the Secretariat

To handle the increased load of work as a result of expansion of on
going schemes and implementation of proposed new schemes, seme 
additional posts would bo necessary.

VII. Progrannes for Celeberation of International Youth Year

« calendar of -vents has .already been finalised by the Working Gruap 
and the same will b, approved for implementation by the Nations! Youth 
Board/National Coordination Committee for IYY when constituted. tor 
meeting the • xp nditure on various programmes ?nd activities proposed 
tc be organised during 1985 an amount of Rs.50.00 lakhs 
(approximately) would be required during 1985-86.



VII. Youth Clubs

Yiuth clubs at the grassroots arc the main agcnci~-s without which no 
programme of youth activation can really be successful. During the 
Sv-nth Five Y- ar Plan, it is proposed that atleast onv. youth club 
siould be started in each development, block. Besies 5CXX) youth clubs 
popcs'-d to be started at the block 2 -vcl, a.bcut 500 you+h clubs in 
U'ban arcat/slums are also proposed to be started through th- 
FKs/Voluntary Agencies.

YOUTH SERVICES i PROPOSED OUTLAY FOR VII FIVE YEAR PLAN (1985-90)

(Rs. in lakhs)

S.. Name of the Scheme VI Plan VI Plan VII Plan
K(. Allocation Expenditure Outlay

(Estimated)

I. Continuing Schemes
1 . National Service Scheme 450.00 332o46 1500.00
2. Nehru Yuvak Kendras 500.00 451.86 8500.00
3- Financial Assistance to

Voluntary Agencies 93-00 40.64 150.00
4. Promotion oi Adventure 72.00 81.78 175-00
5- Establishment and Development

of Mountaineering Institutes 8.00 2.00 25.00
6. Scouting and Guiding 30.00 12.54 40.00
7. Commonwealth Youth Programme 11.00 1.16 10.00
8. International Exchange of •

Youth Exchange 13.00 7-16 30.00
9. Promotion of National

Integration 17-00 29-99 120.00
10. National Service Volunteer

Scheme 60.00 14.63 830.00
IL New Schemes

1 . Exhibitions on Education and
Culture for Youth — 1.36 100.00

2. Scheme of Ja.waharlal Nehru
Youth Goodwill Yatra — 84.00

3. Training Youth — — 750.00
4. Programme of Celebrations 

of National Youth Day and
National Youth Week - - 10.00 25.00

5- The President Youth Award
Scheme — — 10.00

6. Strengthening of the Secretariat
of Youth Division in the
Department of Sports - - 32.50

7. Programmes for Celebration
of IYY - - 50.00

8. Youth Clubs - - 550.00

1254-00 985.58 13002.15
OR say Rs. 130.00 crores
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Physical Education and Yoga

Physical .education and Sports are today accepted as an essential and 
integral part of Education all ov^r the world. The TOES CO has also 
recently adopted an International Charter of Physical Education and 
Sports which recognises that Physical Education and Sports are not 
confined to physical well-being and health but also contribute to the 
full and balanced development of the human being. The National Sports 
and Physical Education Policy has recently been apjroved by the 
Cabinet. The IX Asian Gaines successfully held in Delhi in 1982 have 
generated considerable enthusiasm for sports and phys.cal education 
particularly among the young and this should be profitably channelised 
for promoting mass participation in schools and for generating a 
yearning for high achievement. However, the programme has continued 
to by and large languish s c  far and both mass participation and 
quality have not materialised. The programme, therefore, requires to 
be vigorously implemented and given a fillip by Centra] intervention 
in a few key areas during Vl'I Plan Period.

2. The Resolution on National Policy on Sports md Physical 
Education makes it the duty ol the Central and State Governments to 
accord a very high priority to promotion of sports and physical 
education in the process of all round development. The policy 
statements embodied in the Resolution take the following factors into 
account

(i) Importance of participation in sports ^ d  physical education 
activities for good health and high degree of physical 
fitness, increase in individual productivity and its value 
as a means of beneficial recreation promoting social harmony 
and discipline;

(ii) recognition of the need of every citizen irrespective of age 
and sex to participate in and enjoy games, sports and 
recreational activities.

(iii) provision of the necessary sports facilities and infra
structure on a large scale to fu lfil  the need of every 
citizen recognised above',

(iv) provision of facilities for spotting and nuturiig at a young 
age talented boys and girls and provide them coaching 
training and nutrition required to meet the necessity 
recognised above.

It is now well established that mass participation in sports, 
games and physical education activities in schools leads to better 
health of the students l3ading to higher learning capabilities. These 
would constitute worthwhile achievements. Moreover, a sustained tempo 
of such activities in schools would improve the school environment by 
making it more interesting which may hopefully favour it ly influence 
retention rate in schools and thereby help in achieving the goal of 
universalisation of elementary education.
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In viev> ol vhat has been stated above, the Seventh ?ivr Year Plan 
provide* uf-;4 ;ti imirudi&t* opportunity to implemt 'it the policy 
statenu nts contained in the Resolution on the national policy on 
sports and Physical'Education not, only by expanding ths continuing 
schemes but tlso introducing certain new ocheime during the Seventh 
Plan period fcr achievement cf the objects of the National Policy in a 
phased manner, rurther, in keeping with the very high priority now 
attached for im  first time to promotion of jporto and physic.>1 
education, th# thrust oi the 'Approach Paper1 towards greater 
productivity aic the urgent need tc upgrade our human resources, 
substantially ijgher Central investments on Physical Education and 
Sports would \h required as compared to the Sixth Pive Year Plan, if a 
beginning is to be made in implementation of the new National Policy. 
The allocation made in the Sixth Plan, as in earlier Plans, have 
remained of a token nature and should not, therefore, be taken as the 
base for cosidering allocations to be made in the Seventh Pive Year 
Flan for these activities.

Upto the Sixth Plan Period our main emphasis has been on training 
of physical education teachers of high calibre through the Lakshmibai 
National Collage of Physical Education, Gwaller and .also assisting the 
physical Education teacher training institutions in the States for 
improvement and/or development of their physical facilities. Besides 
these, in reccgiition of the potential contribution of Yoga in 
promotion oi i‘:tnesa, a. ao'd?.Bt scheme ior promotion of rsearch and 
teacher trainprogrammes in Yoga has also becv' taken up. All thesu 
three schemes are being continued through the Seventh Plan, suitably 
modified and expanded, to meet the growing demands of the Seventh Five- 
Year Plan. Bssides these, certain new schemes are proposed to be 
taken up during the Seventh Five Year Plan primarily to encourage mass 
participation Ik physical education and sports programmes and to 
assist the S;ate Governments and other agencies in creation of 
physical education and dpcrte programmes and to assist the State 
Governments and other agencies in creation of physical infra-structure 
for these programes at the grass-rocts level. Concerted efforts will 
have to be mace to develop our schools as the 'nerve centres for our 
physical education and sports programmes. Unfortunately, our schools, 
though nurseries for our budding sportsmen and women have continued to 
be neglected. Further, to meet the growing demand for adequately 
trained teachers, facilities for training cf physical Education 
teachers are p'cposed to be expanded by setting up four Regional 
Branches of Laxshnibai National College of Physical Education for a 
wider impaci on training of teachers ol high calibre and promotion of 
reserch and aiSD assisting the University Grants Commission in its 
efforts to expaid the teacher training facilities by introducing a 3 
.year bread b^sec degree course in physical education in certain 
selected Colleges in the country.

Proposals 3n physical education and Yoga for the Seventh Five 
Year Plan (1925-U90), incorporating therein the ’Continuing’ and the 
’Now Schemes' (Air.exure) envisage a total outlay of Rs. 207 crores out 
of which Rs.14 crores are ior the continuing schemes and Rs.193 crores 
for the new schemes.
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Armexure

Physical Education and Yoga Proposed Total Outlay 
for VII Plan period, (1985-90) ”

(Rupees in liMis)

SI. Ifeae of the Scheme VI Plan VI Plan VII Pin.

ALIoca- Expendi- Proposed 
ticn fury Outlay

(1980-85) (Estimated) (1985-9)0) 

(1980-85)

1 2 3 4 5

A. Continuing Schemes

1. Eakshmibai National College for 
Physical Eduucation (Gwalior) 50 72 462

2. Grants to Physical Education 
Training Institutions 25 22 150

3- Promotion cf Yoga 50 28 800

Hb . 125 122 1412

B. Hew Schemes

1. Establishment of Four Regional 
Branches of MOPE, Gwalior

2. Financial Assistance to Colleges 
(Other than Professional Colleges 
ci Physical Education) for intro
ducing 3 year Degree Courses in 
Physical Education

3- Assistance to Selected Schools for 
development of Physical facilities 
for physical education and sports 
programmes/setting up gymnasia in 
selected towns

4. Travel Grants to Physical Education 
personnel for visits abroad

5* Reorientation Programme for In
service Primary School Teachers

1600

2000

15500

25

100
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1 2 3 4 5

6. fejrch for excellence and

luituring of Talent 100

7. 't-fngthening of Administrative
up in the Ministry of 

ideation (Central level) 10

19335

(A) Continuing Schemes 1412
(B) New Schemes 19335

20747

Rs. 207.47 Crores 
or Rs. 207 Crores
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Chapter )XIIV

1MP09ATICS LHIRAHttY SERVICES

During the previous Plin periods Liilbraries and informai^n services 
re in general considers as auxilliLsaries of the parent institutions 

o? organisations such as various Ministries/Departments, Tniversities, 
Research Institutions, e~c. with the? result the funds fir them were 
coming from the parent iody's budgee?t-heads. A public library in 
addition is an essentia, ilement of tthe community whicl r.eeds to be 

supported by the communLiy as a v*hol.ee. In view of the vital role in 
research, education, inaSfcrial- growttfch and socio-econmic development 
o:’ the country the need fcr their estsaablishments and developments has 
d H y  been well acceptel in the courmtry. In addition [r.formation 

technology is also an aiet of fundam ental importance to :he economic 
development of a nation is it plays poten tia l  role in the regeneration 
o:' the nation's industrijl and commercc^ial base.

While recognising tie role of lib)rrary and r'aformatior services in 
planning, national de’e.opment ancdi other areas it .s strongly 
recommended that hencefo’vard Library ; and Information Services should 
be considered as indepenceit sector lilkke other sectors duiir̂ r national 

plan formulations. The .nvestment irequired for this sector w ill 
partly be met from its cwi sp ec ific  aalilocations and par'ly from the 
budgets of the parent irnttutions.

library & Information Sejv:ces

The Report at first preseixs position cof Public, Acadmic, Special and 
National Libraries in the ;ountry. Om_ly live States have enacted the 

public library law and mj£t of these llibraries concentrate on lending 
services. The Public Lbrary Secttcor needs to be eipanded and 

strengthened so as to prcvile easy aceeeess to Public Librarr Service by 
larger number of people :n the coumttry. In the case «f Academic 
libraries, while there hie been an ovreerall improvement ii University 

Libraries, the number j! good collLeege libraries is still quite 

limited. Most of them ctntinue to fface various problems such as 
paucity of funds, physical fa c il it ;i ie s , shortage of staff, etc. 

Lending service is the lajor a c t lw /it y  of most of tte Academic 
libraries and special ser/ices such sas current awareness, SDI are 
usually not provided. rh? school li'.boraries in general lave lagged 
beiind in the developmenl rrocess.

The progress of the Social Libraiaries, Documentatior Centres in 
the country is closely lilted to the s>ttatus of science anc technology 

and socio-economic development program m es. Being ar essential 
component for supporting 1 &  D as wellll as scholarship, creation and 
development of special libraries, inifcormation fa c ilit i©  have been 

receiving attention of gcvernment authicorities very well. In order to 
ain at at optimum output Planning o f  information systems around the 
existing infrastructure s contempHlated. The action programme 

envisages interlinking aid coord i meat ion of a large number of



resources services and centwies into effc ive information systems 
under ai o/erall coordinatineg' agency. A rend in this direction lias 

already been set up during trhie Sixth Pla period by evolving a lew 
national information systems. A more concede shape to the concept of 

Information Systems is expesccteo to be ?iven in the Seventh Plan 
period. Vith regard to maiunpo er devlcpment, need for highly 

qualified professional stafff' has becomemjre prorounced and several 
Universities and Institutions tssuch as INE.DC and DRTC have "Included in 
their curriculum s p e c ia l is e d  papers o: Enformation Technology/ 
Compute’s.

Siice the existing libirrary and iifcrmation programmes are 
generally ad-hoc, un-related to one anote:, it is highly essential 
that fituie development of tthe nation1 Library and informat-on 

resource would occur in a coheessive manner ccording to a national, plan 
based on a National Policy forr Library ant Iiformation Service (1&1S). 
The Natioral Policy v?ill set; forth the u'ure objectives in clear 

terms, which w ill serve ass guidelines lor the development and 
improvener.t of L&IS in the coujmtry.

In  view of the v ita l  ir’o le , the jillic l ib r a r ie s  play in 
developnent and national reco nstructio n  .t is essential to have a 
well developed and well knittt system ofpiblic service. For this 
purpose i1 is necessary to eesnact publi: library law in all "the 
States/Union Territories. Uln case of n .versities, in order to 
promote the use of librarieess the tradt.onal lecture-method. of 
teaching should be replaced byr library-cenred method such.as lectu’e- 
cum-dijcussion, seminars, ttm torial ant such other methods. In 
addition, lewer methods of ewraluation suh as 'Internal assessment', 
'perioaical assessment' etc., w rill  also inrease the use of librar es 
by student community.

The value of information is mentione implicitly in cur science 
policy jesolution, by drawing sattention tctie systematic development 

of knowledge base. Further, thhie nr for es£gn and 'evelcpment of an 
efficient technology informatiilon system 3 emphasised in the recent 
Technology Policy Statement. The appro&e ;o development of special 
libraries, information centres3 and systensdiring the next "0 years or 
so shall be to move towards thae?ir dynamic, eificient practical, modern 

and user-oriented o rg an isa t io n  and man/ement from the present 
traditions^ and 'conservative sset up, so hit an assured information 
flow backs up diverse nationaall developmet programmes. The spec.al 

libraries and information ceesntrfs shoud be equipped to handle, 
besides bibliographic information other kncs of information such as 
management information, technoo—economic iro'maticn and xhe like.

All modern information see:rvices are etessarily to be backed up 
by am efficient document deliwcery system, involving, actual provision 

of copies jf  documents. In ttihis context ;he document copy supply 
services of INSBOC, SSDC armed other naisnal centres have to be 
strengtlened. Similarly Uniom Catalogue s an indispensible tool for 
cooperative acquisition, resouuirce sharing, inter-library lending etc. 

The Union Catalogue Programme cof INSDOC, SIC and other organisations 

need to be computerised so as Itto have acces through national network.
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Tie libraries; bt.ingg a growing organisation usually suffer f  rcm sa 

shortage 01 accommodatiton. It is particularly mere acute in the cas^. 
of government departmeent libraries. Dormitories xor the ser'vricei 
j-ibrar.es to unload thesir obsolete collection iav~ to1 to crganiajcsdi im  

suitable .locations. Thiis cooperative storage Jacility would help; tfcte? 
libraries to keep only san active collection.

Jser̂  satie “actioni is- the current day apprcach to library  ;amdi 
information s&rvice. The outlook of libra.ri.es should changfe rfoir* 
orienting the entire orgganisation and services iron til? angle of uisier:s. 
and thc-ir satisfaction.

Delhi being the cappital city, it should h&ve a Central Reft.nemcee* 

Librar/. Though this has been already recDgrised by the Umiiom 
Crcvernnent, it . s^yet tco te implemented. It is essential to havie im 
Delhi tie Central Referemce Library, with functions clearly d efam ed  

and the Indian. National Bibliography (1NB) whicl has to be brought ccuit 
through this library.

Jn case 01 Educate icon and ’"'raining in IcbIS > t is essential jfoir 
the lilfrary schools im  the country to give a. treeh look to ithe. 
existirg syllabi and g iv e  a new orientation ti> t.ieir programmes by/ 
integrating the ’Inicrmnation Science' component in their oxis;tiing 
contents. Also continuu.ng education lor 15c_S teachers and practising; 
librarians are given due? priority.

£cie of the majpoir problem^ being laced by cur l ib r a r ie s ,,  
iniorna ion centres and rsystems, as discussed ir the earlier chapiter's,, 

and whi3h would require consideration during tie Seventh Plan ma«y be 
summed ip as follows;-

1> Insufficient dcocument resources to rnest the needs of fchiejir 
users,

2. the increasing cos’; ut library materials and organising tlhiem 
for use,.

3- the growth of knowledge, with the consequent demainidis, 
particu_arly i n  university libraries and special library’ <es 
for a wide rang^e oi specialized materials

4- the varying leevels of financial resources and funditng 
provisions or ab ilities  of authorities in the country?

5' the ccsI oi S3toring im requently isei materials icbat 
accumulate wheni a library tries to be sel:-sufiicient,

6. the requii ement, tc eervt; communities aid users that axe meet 
being served,

f‘ lack of physicaa.1 fa c ilit ie s  in ts rms of space, fiirniture . 
equipment and o+lhers,



8 . the dil:icil^ in attract ing  and rrecruiting right type cl 

pro!ssa.cn-.L staff to meet the changing and complex 

infornB-Hon nsjeds oi users,

9 . the neec io' developing cocp^ratin t and resource sharing, anc

10. the neic fcr improving and diversiftying the fiducaticrsal and 
training p'ngran mes in Library aand Information Sciencc 

(L&1S). "

The recommsida;ions for library and ^information gervites art 

group*] as Geneiail arj Specific reccmmenaati<oona.

ffiECGMMENPA’L!IO.NS Of LBiiAi 3Y SMffCES

1. Jonmiaiiol of National Policy fosrr Library and Infcrmatior 

Service.

2. Estahltfnramt/Strengthenirg ol sepsaarat® Library Directorate-/ 

Departnmtl etc.

3. All Ira .a library and Information SSorvice.

4. Publiiaticn/Productin of materiaals to meet and promote 

x*efI'l'i-n?hftVî  ........... ' '1

5 " Pnhlif limsries. should be oytwh] i ipViod/rtcvr-lpod on priority 
basis fcocrdinated with other A,ggencies, a net worn: to bi 
plar.n?c, enactment of public librrary law in all States oi 

top p*i)rity and existing public libraries run by privat* 
organisitims to be integrated in tthe concerned areas.

6 . Academc libraries. Substantial. increase in their boo. 
budgets, to improve the Ir resourcces and services througl 
r e s o w e  sharing, to establi.ssh L ib rary  system fo 

Universities, Dormitory Librariees on local and negic-na 
basis smjnasise on library servvices, including lend in. 
facilities, active role fcr profpfK^Riririal staff in providir 
services, larger funds fcr lib rrary building furniture 
cqnipn^it, j opi <i£,r«phir» ;-i •' 1 i 1;i ecs. .

7. Schccl Libraries s u f f i c i e n t  p rov ision  for thei 
establishment, development and exjmansion should be provided

8 . Special libraries, Information Canntres and Systems. Stror 
commftnent of the parent .institutic.cn to provide the 'equirei 
suppo’ 1 ard infrastructural fa e i il it ie s , need for large 
budgets Dormitory Libraries, Nalbiional Information System 
to be fir tier expended -

9. Natioia. Libraries ̂ Define the aiimsts arid activities of the < 
Natioia. Libraries (NL, NML, MSI, . I ART) in specific terms ■ 
One C.3J7 cf each of the core ressearch journal, and othe 
resea’cn naterials should be avaailable in the concernci
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National library , under the Delivery oi Books Act ( 954) 
copies ol doftunentf- published m  India are deposit'd in 

these lour libraries , Central Reference Library _NB - 
Central Reference library be shifted/established a,t Jelhi 

and work of IHB assigned to it> to establish n:at.orial 
libraries in areas such as Manuscripts and social ,sci-nces 

during the V I I  Plan, to mod-'rnise existing N;a .onal 

Libraries.

10= National Centre for Education and Research in I«xI3“ to 
promot education ard research activities of high acaiemic 
standards a. National Centre for Rducatioc and Reesarch in I. 
& 18 be established on the- pattern of other national .eve 1 
centres such as1 NCBRT, hllPA...., consolidation of existing 

library schools» to revise syllabii and include ar-as of 
Information Science and Computer Applications, continuing 

programmes, user studies for teachers oi L ( I£ arid 

practising librarians, incentives in thi- form oi r es-'arch 
fellowships, travel grants etc. to attract good quality 

students.

11. Library Associations To provide adequate financial sipport 
on regular basis  to professional bodies at NatiomaL and 
State level to enable them discharge their responsibilities 

in an active mariner.

Infoi■matir>.q and Computer Applications

While explaining information as a Resource and it's role in plaining, 
informatics is described ;as processes, methods and laws related 1c the 
recording, analytical synthetic processing, storage, retrieval and 

dissemination of (scientific) information. Informatics relatess to all 
problems and methods affecting information. Various Informition 

Services and Information Infrastructure in Indian context is firther 
reviewed. Computer Applications in Libraries have been described in 

details - with respect to areas of application, Indian scenario, 
giving a chronology of the major events of computer applications in 
Indian libraries. Advantages of on-line bibliographic dart a base 
developed at National Informatics Centre (NIC) in 1980 - Infornation 
System" on Electronics is given with objectives, features of the system 

and details of the sub-systems computerised. Purxiier, concept and 
organisation of the Library and Information networks in general, and 
objectives and development of National Library and Information 

networks in particular are discussed. It gives information sources, 
developmental steps, structures and implementation aspects cl the 
network. The report describes the new information technologies now 

available. Details of Pascimiie, Video Conferencing, Electronic Mail, 
Video text/Telet.ext, Vord Processors, Intelligent Terminals/ Conors, 
Micrographics, COM, Vide© Discs have been described.



Further, the proposed computer networks in India are described in 
thrgj networks

I) RIKSCA - Regional Informatics Network tor South ar.d Cer'ral
AS let t

II) NISNET - Computer Network for Guvernmtnt,

I I )  INBQNET - Computer Network for Commerciai use.

A proposal for computerisation of email, medium and large tyrt -s oi 

Libiarirs is then given, fhe Computer Configuration p quired lor the 
prejjet, interlinking of the library system and investment profile is 
dst'cribod.

HEC91MEKDATIQNS OH ITtf-WiATICS

1. The present library community should be exposed tc the 

concept 01 computers and its usage, for this awar> -ness and 
specific library oriented programmes should be conducted.

2. The library training courses should be enlarged to include 
computer application aspects. Emphasis should be more on 
information handling, organisation and usage.

3. During the Seventh Plan period the goal should be to 

computerise most of the major libraries. This should bt 
carried out in a systematic manner so that information 
exchange is possible. Certain standards with respect to 
hardware and software have to be evolved.

4. k  Croup has to be set up at the apex level to work out- the 
plan for computeriiation. The Croup should also work out 
standard specifications for hardware and software for 

implementation at various levels. This Croup should consist 
of computer specialists, library scientists and educatina.' 
experts. The Group should be made responsible  for 

monitoring ana evaluating the computerisation in the 
libraries.

5. Software development activities have to be initiated for 
evolving a standard software for meeting the library 

requirements. This should be implemented on standard 
indigenous systems.

6. In developing the computer applications, first importai.ee 
should be given for developing a union catalogue, and a 
national bibliography.

A plan lor inuer_Linking the library systemt should bo worked 
out. 1'i should give a detailed  plan of action  for 
developing the library network.

3. New technologies (telematics) like videotextv teletex 
provide ample opportunities tor disseminating information at 
the cheapest possible manner. Such systems should be
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experimented with a view to study its impact on the scci ety. 
it w ill  enable to access a wid® variety of data in tihe 
shortest time.

FINANCIAL PROFILE

The Working Group emphasises that Library &  Information Se.-vicets 
should be considered as a separate entity in itself and proposer a  

separate investment profile  for the Seventh Plan. Oi ~tfye tcta :i 
investmerit of Re. 596 croreo proposed, some portion of rt had to f><e 
provided in the State; plans.

While arriving at the financial profile, dile emphasis istivsiii 
for all components of library #, information services. Alloc* ticl hav^e 
ogen made in such a way that priority areas like Public Libr x i e s ,  
Tational Libraries and Systems and Informatics have been eivem  

emphasis for fast development. The details of the j. inaneial e st.mat«cs 
are given in the cable below

Working Group on Modernisation of 
Library Services and Inlbnnatios

FINANCIAL ESTIMATES FOR THE SEVENTn PL*iN
(1985-90)

Rs. in Crcr

Public Libraries

Academic Libraries

(i) Universities &  Higher Education
(ii) Secondary Education

(iii) El me-ntary Educatio-n
(iv) Technical Education

Special Libraries/Information Centres

(i'1 Science &  Technology Libraries/ 
Information Centres

(ii) Government Ministries/Departmental 
Libraries

(iii) Social Scicnc-o-s and humanities Libraries

National libraries (including Indian National 
Bibliography)

(i) Existing (National Library, Calcutta 

National Science Library, .Rational 
Medical Library, I .A .R .I . Library, etc. 
and also Parliament Library)

100

150
100
30
80

100

200

30

^0

36(0

280

5u
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(ii) Proposed (National Library of Manuscripts,
National Social Science Library;, Central
Reference Library & INS) 20 7(

5- (i) National Information System on Science &
Technology (MSSAT) 5

(ii) National Information System in Social

Science (MSS) 5 K

6. Informatics

(i) Computerisation of Libraries 75

(ii) Modern Information Tools 30

(iii) Library Networking 45 1^(

7- National Institute of Library & Information

8 .  Establishment/Strengthening of library 
Directorates/Departments

5

9 . Grants to Library Associations

10 Poblication/Prcdu.cticr' of Materials \

Total (Rs.in crores) 996.0(
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CHAPTER XV

PLAN IMPLMMPCATIQS

The Seventh Five Year Plan essentially a reaffiriaticn of commitmemrtees 
to certain priorities and goals> basic to the pocess cl educat iomaadl 

de/elopment in course of the next five years, vlile ai the same tiicmies 
providing much needed new thrusts. The Plan cb.ectives in eduoatjicom 

are set in the context of certain national persBetive 'Tducati on #w>r* 

A1 ■'* through universalisaticn of elementary education and ax]alt awnidl 
non—formal education to ds achieved by 1990 ; 'oca.tionalisatjion co.fT 
ed .cation at the plus two stage, lending a prac ical bias to hilghtee r’ 

ed icationj consolidation  of technical edication, optintisi-m^g' 
application of technology in education and improvng the relevance gamed 
quality of education at all stages are some” o: he major thrusts coif* 

the Seventh Plan. The basic goals tc be achieve during the Sevenittlh 
Plsr are indicative of the major concerns emerging cut of a naifciomsal 
consensus on a broad .frame of development in \vh ch education i s  niĉ 'tt 
merely a sector ol development but an input conimn tc all sectors coif' 

development. To achieve a nation-wide impact of the educat ioniaa.IL 
programmes, it would be necessary to develop a mticnal consensus from 
issues and approaches of plan implementation.

2. The process of plan implementation during tie last thirty yeairi's? 
or more is characterised by a few weaknesses. Ifstly the conceptusaiL. 

understanding of education has often varied at various levels. In  tlhae 
absence o consensus and understanding of tie basic goals cw f 
education, the result is far from uniform. Also, the variouia.S3 
educational schemes proposed in the previous plai periods have beeemi 
interpreted differently. Another major problem is that development co}f’ 

education and implementation of educational progrannies have been secerni 
in isolation of other developmental efforts. Ac i result educationcail 
develpment has not been linked with the main strean of development o if ’ 
the country.

3* The approach to the Seventh Plan envisages effective involv<einenitt 
of 3-11 sectors of development m  the educa,tion£] process and als’co 
linking the education system to other relevant sectors of development.!! 
where the objective is to strengthen the educat icial component iunde;rr 

each relevant programme a,nd improving the functional relevance o if  

education. Again the emphasis during the Severnh Plan w ill be omi 
improving the quality of education at all levels, inculcating sociality 
relevant values and attitudes, elimination of waatige, improvement off 
efficiency, linking education to technological engages and developin»g3 
and integrating education with other developmental sectors. In short,,,"* 
the emphasis will be mere on improving the efficieioy of the system of; 
deli/ery, with appropriate changes in content so aj to achieve desirecd1 
results, instead of only Quantitative expansion.

4° j.he translation oi the basic goals envisaged during the Seventihi 
Plan into a set of action oriented programmes wcu.d need legislativee ■ 

support, in addition to effective community involve]ent and generatiom 
of mass initiative in support cl programmes, lirough legislative; 
sjppOit, iormal recognition of efforts and policies in education can



be createc n the State budget on education providing additioal 
resources fc aducaticnal development, public and private sectors*can 
be brought o accept responsibilities in education, participative 

managenent f  education involving the community can transcend fro a 
social gestue to a responsibility through legislation^ recognition of 
the skills aqiired as a consequence of vocat-ionalisaticn at the ]Lus 

two stage zc jobs can be granted- .[legislation should be resortec to 
ensure the quality in education through the process of accreditation 

by the reliant codies like the bniversity Grants Commission, 

Univer;itie., State .Boards of Secondary and h igher Second.ry 
Education; Sa*.e Boards of Technical Education. Legislative supprt 
is also required to regulate the undesired proliferation of sib- 
standa.'d edicational institutions, in particular opening of ew 

institution: of higher education technical institutions, so as to 
preven-, lov quality products from such institutions, entering he 
labour-^narke, who are largely unemployable.

!?. MLcatio although a Concurrent subject is at present essentialy 
within the s)here and competence of State Governments. Also Pan 
investnents )i new additional outlays on education through cental 
schemes are nly a small part of the total outlay on education he 
capacity of tie "rian" to influence or modify the total system to tat 
extent is raner limited. What is needed therefore, is to identfy 
the basic stacsgies in the totality of Plan and non- Plat! togethr; 
not onlT frorr,the financial point of view of ^ero-base budgeting, ut 
with a view t) arrive ax a basic consensus and understanding among he 
tates and Ceitre as. to the substance of what is sought to be achieed 

and the meare of achieving goals in the next five years. It is 
suggested tha. the first year of the Seventh Plar should be devoted to 

achieving thi. consensus and arriving at a broad blue print of acton 

that should h-lp in the implementation of educational programmes in 
tne Seventh Fve Year Plan.

Restorirg Canuiiity Initiative in Education

6. India ha: a. long tradition of community initiative in educatin. 
The government involvement came more ss a support to the loffil 
initiative. But ever the years the configuration changed, sid 
government Ira become solely responsible for education. The negative 

effects oi vnhirawal of community initiative on education is~beiig 
increasingly realised. A fresh effort needs to be made to restore tie 

initiative oi the community. Community’s involvement only to tie 
extent cf a catalytic role w ill  not be adequate. The objective )f 

mass educatioi cy 1990 has to be achieved through an integrated mod‘1 
of education  development. And to this extent, 'education for aU' 
has to te ach.eved by 'education by a ll '. To develop a culture f  
renewed enthusiasm of the community in education and ensure tie 
development o1 an integrated popular model, a campaign to educate tie 
masses regard jig the constitutional commitments, plan objectives ad 
schemes is tc oe conducted through mass media; parent-teachers 

m eetings, soninars and cadre based cam paigns. flural you h 
organisations sports clubs, recreation clubs, libraries, raahi a 
samiti.es have c be mobilised. Alongside this programme of awareness, 

it would be neeseary to involve the members of the community in tie
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■activities of educaticn-in enriching physical facilities  like  
buildings, books, equipments, boards, etc., improving instructional 

quality by teaching supplements in vocationalising with i •« help c£ 

development agencies and local resources in managing the inrtituMone; 
and m  significantly using the educational institution - its physical 
and human resources in the development of the community a. a whole. 
In achieving these objectives, various activity committees have to be 

constituted with members from formal and non-formal groups and 
organisations in the community.

7- The implementation of the plan is proposed on a project based 
model. The plan objectives are visualised to be achieved' through a  
series of schemes. Each scheme should be studied and examined in  

terms of the implications in the given local socio-ecoromic and 
cultural background. The schemes should be analysed and spelt out in 
the form of a number of interrelated activities. Projeci should be 
designed around each identifiable major activity , at the state 
district and block levels. I’htji the methods of n icro level plsnning; 
in interface with project approaches should be the fundamental 

strategy of ensuring implementation. The main stay of such projects 
would essentially be at the block arid district level implying a shift 
in the focus of educational activity from the state to local levels. 

It would be necessary to strengthen the infrastructures at the 

district and block revels. Additional infrastructural facilities  
would be needed also to monitor the activities at subsequent levels.

3. Monitoring and evaluation are important components of the 
implementation strategies. In order to ensure implementation the 
concept oi monitoring has to be changed from periodic reporting to 

activity assurance and performance auditing. Monitoring has to be 
continuous and provision should be made to utilise  ironitored 

infornation in such a way as to secure results. Evaluation is another 
ompcnent which needs To be built in 'the plan implers^ntation 

processes. Instead of using evaluation to classify  activ .ties as 
successful' or 'unsuccessful', it should be used a a diagnostic 

tool. It should be possible to diagnose the weaknesses avring the 
process of implementation so that effective steps can be taken to 
-emove the same. Monitoring and evaluation should be taken up for 
najor schemes in Education end Culture and provide requisite manpower 
md organisational support *

9. Aj mentioned earlier, education so far has: operated in isolation 
of other developmental efforts. In order to achieve the educational 
(Toals and contribute to the total developmental goal, education must 

te structurally linked with other developmental, efforts and agencies, 
iducation as a sector must fin d  place in the D is tr ic t  Rural 
ievelopment Agency, and at State level. It should develop linkage with 

ndustry , programmes of development of a g ric u ltu re  h ealth , 

enterpreneurship, alleviation of rural poverty, and other appropriate 
rural development programmes, as well as programmes for development of 
Tcmen and children.

0. Another aspect of structural redesign would be development of 
intra-structural linkages within education. The primary, secondary, 
higher secondary, collegiate and university education and professional



education should be interlinked. Another .structural, change wctud he 

to develop the network of institutions. At the school level, the 
concept and practice of school complex needs to he rejuvenated and 

implemented in right earnest. The NCFRT and the state level 
counterparts in the form of EIEs and SCITTs is another network. In 
the field of educational planning and management, the TilFPA has 

provided a useful service. It would, however, be necessary to deve±op 
s. network of institutions in the country imparting training, research 

and cont/uJ fancy in educational planning and management. State 
governments should identify some of its specialised institutes ,t 

universities, institutes of public administration, etc. to act as 
nodal agencies for training in planning and management. The national 
level agencies in such a. nationwide network can take up the training 

of trainers as their major responsibility. The concept of netvofk ci 
institutions should also find place in technical and vScationaJ 

education and engineering.

11. The plan objectives,, for successful implementation would demand 
decentralisation, particularly in the priority sector of mass 
education, with the locus of control shifting from state level to 
district and block level. The new structure envisaged here would 
result in concentration of activities at the level of blocks anc 
districts, for mass education programmes which should be considered as 
the main organizational units responsible for planning, curriculum 
designing and implementation. The details of the operational shift oi. 

emphasis is discussed in a few paragraphs at. a larer stage.

12. Teachers should be involved in local level project design, 
developing community initiative in education, school mapping, etc 
Teachers should be encouraged to set up teachers' centres, and torn 
professional associations. Their active participation in planning and 

implementation should be encouraged.

13" The use of Educational Technology, ir teaching, management anc 
particularly in developing educational information system should of 

encouraged. Computer technology, informatics, production of hard war? 
and software, self-instructional media, radio and television, tape 

archives,, learning resource centres media, for neoliterates etc. should 

be emphasised for use in education.

H- It has been proposed earlier to shift the locus of control iron 
state level to district level and preferably to block level. It must 
however, be realized that the personnel in the district level has noi 
increased in correspondence w ith  the increase  in number oj 
institutions or students attending such institutions. The work loa: 
has increased manifold and the district and block level staff are nc1 
able to inspect and supervise tne schools for years together. Where 

the inspection has been carried out, even with subject specialie*> 
panels , the result has not been much d if fe r e n t . Thus botl 
infrastructure and the work design, of the inspectorate staff a", 

district and block level needs to be examined.

15. Although the need fcr decentralisation of educational, planning a", 
the district and institutional levels is fully  apprecia/ted, little 

effort has been made to formulate such plans and integrate them witi
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ihe state and national pJlaiu. It is well recognised that soclo- 

aconorric conditions diffeir a great extent in the s*ate, not only 
from one district to anotheer, but also from one block tc another block 
within the same d istrict ,, bo that the fulfilm ent of targets, both 

quantitative and q ualitativ e  of the state plans cannot be ensured , 
unless detailed planning,, project formulation and evaluation are 
attempted at the district 11 eve] tc meet, for example, the requirements 

oi the under-privileged grcoups or of 'he economically backward are-as. 
Further, in several malterrs such as location of schools, the- planning 

o; vocational education ait the. school level, Lhe planning of school 
buildings, laboratories amd libraries, provision o< fa c ilit ie s  for 
games and sports, the proovision of text—books, mid-day weals etc. 

appropriate decision could be taken only a+ the local level.

16. The administration at the district level is by and large engaged 

in routine activities  as appointments, proaotions, transfers or 
issuing financial sanctions or meeting audit objections. This kind of 
administration is concerned mere with control functions. On the other 
hand, what is  requireed in our s itu a t io n  is ‘development 
administration' which focuases its attention on the objectives of the 
sjsters and strives relentQleatly to achieve them by adopting flexible 

and dynamic approaches amd is more concerned and keen to provide 
opportunities for in it ia t iv e , creativity and experimentation to 

individuals and institutionns.

17. in spite of som® effcorTe made in some states, the information 
system has remained weakc. It xakes years to collect and compile 
educational statistics ait the state and national levels. Even the 
important data relating to enrolment, teachers and educational 
expenditure required for making realistic  plan proposals becomes 
available long after its utility is over. The quality of the data 

collected is also doubtful]. In fact no in-built mechanism has been 
designed to collect and maake available accurate data in + ime, when 

needed. We have also nco research studies at the district level 
undertaken to find soluttion to l r'Cai problems and also to test the 

efficacy of the remedial taction proposed. Absence of monitoring and 
evaluation machinery at the district level results in defective 

implementation of the plain programmes and the objectives and targets 
laid down in the plan remaair: in-achieved.

13. In the process of wcork redesign a DEO is expected to shoulder 
increasingly, professional responsibilities. He has also to deal with 

thousands of teachers amd other employees involving transfers, 
promotion, payment of salaaries, grievances, etc. In this context, it 
would be necessary to deveelcp in the DEO, in addition to professional 

competence, managerial abillities as may be required to help him. in the 

performance cf multi--tasks,.

Professional Intervention

19. The actions suggesteed in the preceding paragraphs are neither 
exhaustive nor conclusive* They hold certain promises and need to be 
adopted. The adoption oif the strategies would require additional 
financial resources. Over:’ the year’s, the expenditure cn educational
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administration, lirection and supervisions! which was about 5^ of tie 
total expenditure on education before independence, has declined o 

about 2i>, This is not a comforting treend as it implies that tie 
expenditure direction and supervision have? not been commensurate wrh 

the expansion o‘J education - the in stitu tio n s , teachers, student’ , 
etc. In order tiat the plan objectives a»re achieved, the expenditure 
on administration, direction and super-vision has to be increas'd 
adequately and effectively. Adequate fuands should also be providid 
for research ant experimentation and foor training and reorientation 
programmes based cn a careful assessment ccf training needs at various 

levels. Assistance has to be provided! for project formulatioi, 
extension, of education to the poorest o f ' the poor, weaker section:, 

m in o r it ie s , wcroen and remote and sjparsely populated areai, 
establishing teacher centres, re^uvem ating  school complexes, 

establishing block level training neucleiss, and district institutes )f 
education, strengthening block and disttrict level infrastructure) 

providing technology in education, and ffor successful training aid 
research interventions. The details of financial implications'a-e 

given in the anmxure.
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CHAPTER XVI 

RESOURCES

(esou-cso flow into the Eduaacation Sector from three aain sources-* r

(i) Flan resoures fronmm the Governmentr

(i.i) Non-Plan refouces^’ from the Government; and
(ii) Private or r.on-GoDwernraerit resouces.

*rivae or non-Governnent ^resources are in the fern of fees from the 
tudors, donation, endo^wmenta, in addition tc +he expendoiture 
ncurel by the individual or household on the edu<aticn of children 
.uch it on bocks, transpor+tt<, hostels uniform etc. Plan and Nc nj~-Plan 
esou’CBE- come from the Govi/e^ernment.

'te proportion of thhhe public expenditure )r education has 
ncr«asod from 68$ in 1 95000— 51 to 85$ at present. The expendl iiiture 
ro»tie private sources hhnas on the other hand declined from "52:$ in 
950—> 1 to 15$ at present. The 15$ of private expenditure corasiis'tis of 
2$ onoribution from fees ? £ and 3$ from endowments ani other sour<cie;s.

.'hs total Government eejexpenditure on education Ooth Plan ancd Non- 
Ian) is likely to reach fsa level of Rs.6000 or mire by the emcd of 
ixthRan period, with an average annual growth rste of 9-10,4. The 
on-P.aa expenditure alone constitutes 8?$ of tne ;otal expenditure, 

eavtg cnly 13$ plan exp^naoditure tc be used for fir the r development, 
ccor iig to the available ii information, the annual P.an expenditiume on 
duca bn is likely tc reacefch to the level of Rs.800 and odd crorrce;s by 
ne eid of the Sixth Plan ppperiod, which has the toial plan outIL;a;y of 
he cdsr of Rs.2524/- crorrees.

pn? Working Groups sett: up by che Planning Comntssion for v;arious 
ub-sctors of education,,, have assessed the to; ?,1 seventh jplan 

equipments of the eiucatttion sector of the magnitude of R s .11‘5.,000 
roresor so, which is neam rly six times of the Si:th Plan approved  
utlar for education. Whiiile there is a case of h.gh collect ii coin of 
esou-ces for education sec+ttor, especially if  it is effectively 2 linked 
1th 'conomic and national cddevelopment of the county, still it would 
c di ~i r*n"l t to nip^t thp gmcm-win^ firnnr»i»"> r**ynirfimpitp of t h i s  iStecctor 

rom :he resources of GoveBurnment alone. Many suggestions h a v e  Ibeen 
ade )y various committeeess and individuals, but n> effective s;+t-eps 
ave ret been taken ty theee Centre and the States, to augment; mon- 

evernental resources althaaough some measures have oeen adopted! Iby a 
aw sazes such as levying eeeducation cess, etc. raisng of examination 
ee ec. The Working Groupp - on Resources for Education Sector i n  the 
feverch Plan, was set up by/ r the Planning Cc-mmissioi to specifi. c?sally 
onsite' the suggestions. lift has made several concrete sug g estio n s  

or t.e consideration and aaadoption by States, acccriing to tlhe Icocal 
eeds



Suggested >leasres

( L) Determine efforts should be made : for economizing anc (jytlmly 

urtfciilising the resources allocated foocr education. k li;h I v l  
ooimmittee ma; be pet up in States fooDr making survey foroptm-l 
uit;illi sat ion of existing infrastructure aannd resources.

The structure and patterv' of utilllisatlon  of Plan anl ion-1-n 
filunids should Is* reviewed and reoriented ttto meet the increasjy demns 

o f  educationaldevelopment. All vacanciaaes of teachers ^h tie exisig 
i:ms;ti tut ions sbuld be filled from non-pl)l)lan funds and not mdt up r® 

pjLain funds. Noi-Plan funds should also lb be utilised as far cspossbe 
ranr- improvemen of classes, laboratorieeses, hostels and libtales -1;. 
Qrnie' of the mos important steps however r r would be the redejlc/men if 
t«e?aichers sc tha their posting are nrtionrunalised as often emjhsise n 
tlhte recommendaions of Central Advisory Board of Educatin aic varos 
ctihier committees’ meetings. The creatttion of posts of teiciersaid 

tlhie’ir postings should be reviewed frommm the point of vieT tf nets 
accectording to ncms rather than an "emploppy»ent promotion" p^igraim1- 
Tlhie1 intake ca>acity of teacher trainnning institutions slould le 
s t r i c t l y  regulated to reduce the "surplxblus trained teacheis , wlich 

purt.s pressure for the creation of theae posts and their iL lin n P  
irrireespe ctive oi actual needs.

(iiiij Cost-saviig devices may be adopteeed to reduce the un.tcos cf 
veairious prograimes through alternative stttrategies which may aso bp 

im tthe successiil implementation of the programmes. For e^aiple iof 
tVna.it majority cf the non-attending childdriren and adult illiterates a£ 
proposed to be covered through various nnoon-fcrmal, informal aid ptr - 
tjinnee education orogrammes, it is desirabbile to intensively u:i.isetie 
t e a c h e r s  engagid for these programmes. . . Also it is sugges^el thrta 
second teacher .n single teacher schools c or additional teach* rs in tie 
exciisting multi-:eacher school on the basiuus of teacher-pupil -a'io, nty 
be? appointed ether part-time or on reduu<uced fixed salary a: i hepe  ̂
to) 1the teacher with a view to reduce ttthe bulging salary bidgel a  
elie^imemtary schols. It should be possibleLeLe to adopt cheaper ie;hodt cf 

construction, utilising local resources ii  for school building; tnd jiro 
m od ify  our plavs for hostels and other t < educational institrion? ii 
suiclh a  way as :o achieve savings in coos>sts without sacrificing :h5 
fatcjillity as suci.

(i.i.ii.) As indicated earlier, income f ffrom tuition fees i; no* i 
dwriimdling sour;e. While primary educaaation is free in all Stats 

edmic:ation is free upto 10th Class in few < < other States, partieuarl^ i'i 
refs:p)ect of girl:. The structure of fees ; s charged in secondaiy schols 

ancd colleges ha; remained almost static : i for a long time, ir rpiteo’ 

cosdt escalation Even a nominal fee is < < chasged in highly ',e:hni'a~ 
antd1 professionil institutions. The tt.time has come whei bhe e 

stiruicture has t> be reviewed and hard dddecisions are taken f-om h- 
pcii.nit o f  view cf raising the fees at allLL  stages of educaticnso t.a> 

thee? contributor. from fees might deveiilop to at least t of h* 
exjpeemditure for education in the States, ( (as vas the case in )

Whtile it may beunacceptable idea to chaaarge any tuition fen  in h> 
pr:i!snary stage, it is highly desirable ■ that at least 50^ iicre;s> 

shcouuld be made n the tuition fees charggged in secondary sciols <rn
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colleges for general educeation. So far as technical and professional 
colleges are concerned > thoere should be no two opinions ab( t the ne'ed 
to mtke such institutions self-financing and all subsidies : n the form 
of tilt ion fees should be' removed (with appropriate schol L-ships ■ for 

the cinotiries and the neeedy). International studies ha' revealed 
that subsidizing technicall education in developing eountr ?s in fact 

amouits to the subsidiess for the developed nations'-, bee ;.se of t!he 
well known phenomenon of brain-drain. The students in te m e a l  and 
proftssional education in stitution s  may also be assist el in getting 
loans from Banks and otherr financial institutions, even if they would 
involve changes inthe ruiles governing such loans of Fi:ance. Eor 
admiiistering the schemee of loans, the setting up of ai Education 

Development Loan Corporatiion may also be considered.

(iv) Besides the tuitionn fee, specific fees for specifc purposes 

such as library fee, labbcratories fee, games fee, magazine fe e , 
buiiiing fee etc. are alsso prescribed by Education Departments in 
almost all the States. This fee income is kept separrtoly to be 
utilsed by the Head of thne institutions for the purpose fr  which it 
is clarged and this is foi>r the programme of quality imprc ement. In 
this connection, it is pnroposed that the head of the iistitut ions 
should be given complete ccharge of these types of fees in nstitutions 
beyoid the compulsory stagge. The income thus received froc these fees 
should be kept separately to be merged in 'school fund', wdch may be 
creaied in all institutienns above the compulsory stage. ’ this fuind 

can ilso be added voluntaary donations and contributions tom private 
bodiis and managements for specific development nurpses. The 

inst.tutions should also) be left  free to charge higher tut  ion fees  
for hose who can afford bbeyond even the minimum prescribe, rates amd 
also charge any other tjype of fund that the institutions deemed 
necessary for its development. The contributions receved by the 

institutions from the speccific fee donations and other cha-ges may be 
merged into the proposedd 'School Fund', which should ii to way be 

linked with admissions annd examinations. It should be ui. ised only 
for improvement programmss ard not for the payment of teacbrt salaries 
and allowances. This shoDula be managed by a committee cm. isting o f  

parents, teachers, and stiudents with the head of the Insliuticns as 

its mairman.

(v) States should activitse the Community Parti.cip3.tion a ;:he local 

level, the Communities maay be actively involved in the im;l>. mentation, 
of tie programmes of uniiversal isaiflon of elementary e€<c ation and 
adul' education and should! be made to contribute either ii cash or in. 
kind in the form of land aand equipment. The successful implementation, 

of tlis programme in Tamili Nadu may be adopted as ore of tie nod els in. 
this regard for contributiion to equipment and facilities, .-.part from 
the nonetary contributions by public towards expenditure or; education 
incu'rea on their childrren, the community w ill  be mo'ivated and 

committed to the programmes of education, and this w 11 help ini 

Improving the enrolmentt and retention rates, aecesscT. for the 

successful iicpiem entaition of the strateg ic  programmes o f  
univfrsalisation of Elemenatary Educa.ticn and Adult Slucatin.



Tie -ole played by the local coimnmunity in establi h:ng i 
institutions particularly at the Secomddary and the Degree levelsis 

well r.-cognised in the country. Bat thiee burden of their n tir.tenac* 
and de^elopnent falls ultimately on tth^ Government, wl ile ths* 

institutions are taken on grants-in-aid ' list. In encouraging privtf 

effortthe fiture finance im plications3 have to be lept in view hf 
roles <f iax:n? the institutions on the.- grants-in-aid list should b< 
rationalised aid made stringent and dififTiftylt, so that the conmunt; 
contime to play a sig ificant role iir.n providing necessary fudf 

requird for tire improvements and developpment of these inst' turnons

(vi) S at3 Governments may also enc.courage the levy o. spec a! 
educat on cess and Increase in the ratees of such cess or. ill urai 
properV owners, and on other selected ittems in rural, areas uch asoi 
market transactions. It nay be sug gested  that at least :$> of tie 

rentalvalue cf the urban housing propeerty should be taxed and tf 
procee-s tejt separately , or the educsaticnal development of he 
correspnding area.. Besides, surcharge rimay be levied on otrer itcif 
like entertainment, n-otcr vehicles, electricity etc. for he 
improver.er.t cf educational institutions.

Scne :ess should be levied on the agriculture produce marketedal 
the tiiB cf procurement drive. In fact tsuch cess could be thcu^htoj 
in regard to all. levy price transactionss, such as sugar, cement ec 
which ;re sujsidised today and could beear a small increase .or ht 

benefit of the coaimmity. Similarly, th<e? industries (both largs-scit 
and. 8m£Ll—scale, including cottage) r-houlLad also contribute in the fee 

of the proposed educational cess foDr the developm ent of -h< 
educational institutions in the areas in \ which they are located. Cert 

percent surcharge on registration and st,aamps duties on transfers oJ 
all prrperties for the purpose of utiLlising  the same to finane 
educat on at the State level can be thoought of. I f  necessary, he 
Income-’ax Lews, operating in the States 3 and the country may havetc 
be modfied ft>r the implementatation of iSbhe proposed measures.

(/ii) T.e possibility of getting loans ffc'or the school buildings fnrr 
Banks ad otter financial institutions ((iincluding loans from foregr 

organisations) should be explored miore in t e n s ify . Concerr.ec 
author .ties riz. Ministry of Finance atrrad Reserve Bank of Tndia my 
have t be approached for necessary changes in the ivies ad 
procedues required for getting these lo^aans.

(v iii) The scheme of loar scho larsh ip  for meritorious but por 
student: may te reviewed and operated thrcough the Banking Inst i tut icie 
at the ocal Level. A revolving fund of' Rs.500 crores may be create 
and disursed to the States on "the basis ■ of their requirements. 5ie 
amount 'an be increased after the scheme iis successfully operated w.th 
this flancia: arrangements, the probleml of recovery from which tie 
old schime suffered might be mitigated.

(ix) Snce Elucaticn sector produces Ihuuman resources required ;y 
other development sectors, it is desirrable that the user sectcs 
should pay tor the services rendered by the education sec-tr. 

Manpower cess may be levied on the irnadustries requiring skilld 
manpowe persoifiel. Public sector undertaakings and private i. idiistrfs
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ahcu-d in charge of ^haaeir social responsibilities to assist!: the 
programme of Adult Ecueaittiion for their workers aid in the provisiicon o f  

Elementary Education for' the children of their employees.

vx) Selected programmes' of rural development ibr removal of powerty 

arid unemployment suck as 3 NREP, IRE? and ICDS stould he closely Liinked 

with the education de\eIico'pment programmes, aree vise. These secctors 
shou_d set apart a propxxortion of their budget for the program.mue of 

e ucational developnen tt , particularly at the elementary stag’,ee and 
aduit education. Evei frosr +he successful implerentation of the rrural 
development programmes ILiifee NREP, IRDP etc. eduiational programmes, 
whi?]' aim at creating iW7aa„reness and literacy woiio be very helpf’uOl and 
sometimes a precondition!..



CHAPTER KVIt

FINANCIAL OUTLAYS

Aga.3i.inst the Sixth Plan outlay of Ps.25241- cror*s for educational, 
development program res, the various Working ; Croup?- have suggested an 
out 11 ay of Rs.15f425srores for the Seventh j JPIan, which is abant six 

timees the outlay L  Sixth Plan. The outllays recommend .id ty the 
worsting Groups; for virious sub-heads are givee>n in the table bio a;

Subhead-wse Outlay on Education dduring 1980-85

(Rs. i; orores)

Sub I Head Sixth Ran 09&J-S5) Seventh Plan (1'T:;5-90)
Ceitre States Total $age of CCfei.tre States Total fee of

Total Total

1 c 3 4 R t. 7 8

1. iHl«3nentar>
] Education I/, 851 905 36 1 57 5121 587S 3B

2. 'Secondary

JBfrucation O 370 398 16 ;289 ‘489 1778 12

3. Teacher Tro.irj.ing oo
ClC-

OO
£LC- 257 420 3

/*
<->■ • j/iSMft Mutation 0 68 128 5 '72 593 1365 9

5. T Umversity
}Hdiucation 2Q 197 486 19 11 1”4 550 1724 11 .

6. rT’echnical
IBdiucation 16 110 278 11 11(0>1 784 1875 12

7. .Ari; &  Culture '1 33 &1 3 .280 189 469 3
8. IHhysical Education

kSfports and Youth
vVtelfare 5 69 94 4 i6rl 170 841 5

9- iMiucational

"Technology* ;27 277 p

10. I Development of) 

ILamguages ) '5 6 81 i

11. IBiook Pranotion) 0 69 129 5 30 - 30 reg.
12. {Scholarships ) 126 . . . 126 1

13. JLilbraries ) ‘5-6 — 526 3
14. iMiocational 

/Admin istrat ion) 0 40 50 reg.

’T o t a l 75 1782 2524 100 66'2* 1 9199 15440

O ) (71) (*oo) ( ('4>) (57) (100)

* TriccUiuded under elenertary and secondary educatioosnduring Sixth Plan...

Duriimg the Sixth Plan 29 per cent of the oomblay for education was 
prowlded in the cent-al sector. The «k rkingg: Groups have reconmended 
43 poe-1- cent of the tvtal outlay for educat loom in the Seventh Plan for 
centtiral sector. Tne share of the centre wooiuld particularly rise in 
the 'field of elenertary education, adultfc education, educational



technology, vocationalisation of secondary education and teacher 
training which have aocofrded prior it;/ in the approse!- dcciment. While 
the outlay for elementary education as proportion oi the total outlay 

'ocommended by the Working Group is almost the sure a^ir. the S ixth  
3lan, the proportion fo>r adult education is proposed be be doubled.. 
L'he share cf secondary amd university education of tie leal education 

vould also decline and it will increase in resptct cf educational 
technology fcr which t hie re vas little  amount in tie Sicth Plan anidi 

/arious other miscellaneous programmes. The final outlaywhich may b e  
Tinally available for education in the Seventh P.ai is lot known a s  

ret. The inter se priority  which may be acccried ~o different; 
subheads under education in case the outlay for «h»atici is reducedi 
nay be indicated by fclhe Steering Group and stsrtemen' indicating  

further details cf the outlays recommended by the Vorkirg Groups fo r  
various programmes is enclosed.

Seventh Plan Outlay for Education Recommerec by he 
Working Group - Summary Statement

(is in or ores f

Subhead/Main Item Centre Stct s Total

[. Elementary Education

\. Pro Primary Education 4
■ 11

2. Expansion of elementary Education
i) Formal 43 210 2143

ii) Non forma.1 600 :3< 936

5. Teacher Training
i) Pre-service _ 4' 4 ,_7

ii) Inservice 163 16( 323

t. Qality Improvement 100 13( 230
j. Incentives — 150 150
>• Buildings — 2i5' 2156
7. Equipment — 16: 162
?. Others 1C 8c 90

total Elementary 920 532! 6218

Cl. Secondary
. Expansion 

i) Formal 104' 10|f
ii) Ron formal - 11 16

!. Teachcr Training
i) Pre-service - M « O.1 <■»

ii) Inservice . . . A < 
•rk 40



.........■-

Subhead /Main Item Centre States Total

3. Vocationaistibr of
Secondary Education 178 126 304

A. Qua! i ty Lpr oviren t 29 - 29

5. Incentive, 67 - 67

6. Bui Id ings - 240 240

7. Eauipment - 60 60

8- Others 15 - 15

Total Secondary 289 1539 1828

I I I .  Univers.ty fihJfcation
1. Expansion and be/elopment

i) Formal 330 335 665
ii) Non fotnal 100 - 100

2. Quality Iiprovjnent 465 200 665

3 . Incentive; 15 15 30

4 . Building e Eqiipient 250 - 250

5 • Others 14 - 14

Total University 1174 550 1724

IV . Adult Edict im
1 . Expansion 692 428 1120
2. Quality hpro\enent - 80 80
3- Others 80 85 165

Total Adult ?ducd;jcn 772 593 1365

V . Technical Educaiion
1. Exra.nsion 17 250 267
2.. Quality Lpro\enent 1006 384 1390
3* Building 58 150 218

Total Technical Jfitrcation 1091 784 1875

V I. Educational Technology 277 - 277

V II . Develonent oi Labguages

1. Expansion 24 6 30
2. Quality Iiprcvenent 35 - 35
3. Others 16 - 16

Total. Langua;es 75 6 81
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(Pa in a2.r0 r e d

Subhead /Main Item Centre States 'Total

VIII. Book Promotion 30 30

IX. Scholarship 126 - 1 26 -

X. Educational Administration 10 4C 50

XI. Arts and Culture

1. Archaeology 40 60 100

2. Museums 145 80 225

3- Tibetan and Buahist Studies 10 2 12

4- Others 85 47 132

Total Arts and CuJ ture 280 189 469

XII. Physical Education, Sports
ind Youth Services

1. Physical Education 207 - 207

2. Sports and Games 334 100 434

3. Youth Services 130 70 ^'00

Total Physical Education,..Sports 

and "Youth Services 671 179 8 4 1

III  I. Libraries 526 526
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Memsers of the Workingig Group on Elementary Education
for the Seventh! Five Year Plan (1985-90)
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Appendix VI

Members ol‘ the Working Group oni Adilt Education
for the Seventh Five Year P^lan (1985-90)

1 . Shri Satyen Ilaitra, 
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West Bengal, Calcutta*
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Professor., N.C.E.R.T.,
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State Resource Centre, Angul,
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11 Shri P.k. Patnaik,
Joint Secretary,
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Shastri Bhavan 
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Chima,
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Appendix VII

Mmbers of the Working Group on Educational Technology & Distance
Learning for the Seventh Five Year Plan (l 985-90)
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)0itware System Group,
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9. Pro?. Anwar Jamai Kidwai,
Vice Chancellor,
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New Delhi-110025.

10. &nt. Vijay Mulay,
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Research Projection,
Correspondence Micition,
B-4^, Friends CoknT-West,
New Delhi-110065.
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15. Miss M.S. Shah,
Director, State Institute of Education, 
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Chiei Consultant,
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17. Shri P.K. Patnaik,
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Joint Director,
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20. Shri E.R. Sharma,
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21. Mrs. Renuka Mehra,
Unde' Secretary,
Ministry of Educatioi i Culture, 
Shasiri Bhavan, New Lehi.
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Members of the Wtforking Group on 
Book Promotion 1 and Copyright

Shri Kireet Joshi,
Special Secretary
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Shastri Bhavan
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Appendix X

Members of the Working Gr'o’o’ooup on Art (S Culture
for the Seventh Piv^eee Year Plan
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Shr'i. Mohan Mukerjee, 
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Bhaiwrani Singh Marg, 
Jaijpiur-302004

Dr. D.P. Aggarwal
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Appendix XI

Ifc:mibers of the Working Grup on Sport- s, Physical. Education and
Youth Services for the Seventh i'ive Year Plm (1985-90)
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. Secretary
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21. Shri S. Sathyam, lumber 
Joint Secretary.
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Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi.

22. Shri J. Veera Raghavan, lumber 
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New Delhi.
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Principal,
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9» Shri J.C. Saxena.
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Appendix

Members of the Working Group on Modxllemisation >f Library Service
and Informatics for the 7thhi Five Year ’lan 1985-90
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lember
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lember
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lember

&n>. Shri S.P. Aggarwal,
Director,
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lember

ll.7. Shri H.K. Sharma,
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Space Application Centre, 
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lember
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lember
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Mis; Nirmal Malhotra,,
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New Delhi-110016.

). Dr. 3.C. Goel,
Joirt Secretary
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. ShriJ.C. Saxena,
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Shri O.P. Gupta 
Shri S.C. Biswas 
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Shri M.L. Jain
Shri S.P. Aggarwal
Shri N.K. Sharma
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Dr. S.C. Goel
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Dr. S.S. Pillai
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Shri B. Guha
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Prof. P.B. Mangla Convenor
Shri T.N. Rajan
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lembrs of the Working Group on I Monitoring and TVcluation
forthe Sevtmh Five Yefaair Plan (1985-90)
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5. !hri ..1. Kolhatkar Memb<r
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•. tori Mathur Member
.ointD.rector
lirecojate of Adult Idxcation 
'4-Camnity Centre, 3asant Lok,
Tasan Uhar, 
lew Dlli-110057-

. tori .h Patnaik Membe*
tOintSecretary
Pinisrj of Education & Culture 
toasti Bhavan 
lew Dill.

t. tori , 3hahkar Membe’
Iaput; AIviser 
Euca'Lcn Division 
Rann.ig Commission 
Hew Dth..

1 • 3hril. Veera Raghavm 
idvisr (Education) 
’larn^ Commission 
lew klii.

Chai ’man

Jhri M. Hiriyanniah Memler

tori IK Khullar
ELrecbrPlg. Monitorii^ & Statistfcriics) 
Mnis+y of Education i Culture 
Siasti 3hawan 
Niw Dtn .

Conveior & 
Membe'-Seoretary
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Q. Shr: S. Sathyan 
Joint Secretary
Ministry of Education & Culture
ShastriBhawan
New Delhi.

9* Shri M.M. Kapcor 
Fellow & Head 
Sub-National Systems Unit 
NIEPA 
New Delhi.

10. Shri H.C. Ahu'a
Deputy Director (MM)
Planning Ccmir. ssion 
New Delhi.
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Appendix XIV

Members and Special Invitees of the Working Group 
on Resources Required for Education Sector

1. Dr. D.N. Nanjundappa Chariman 
Vice-Chancellor
Karnataka University 
Dharwar.

2. Dr. V. Gaurishankar Member 
Advocate, Supreme Court and
Visiting Fellow, School of International 
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University 
L-22, Hauz Khas,
New Delhi.

3- Shri K.P. Geetha Krishnan Member
Joint Secretary 
Ministry of Finance 
Department of Expenditure 
New Delhi.

4. Shri S. Sathyam Member 
Joint Secretary
Ministry of Education & Culture 
Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi.

5. Shri P.K. Patnaik Membc-r 
Joint Secretary
Ministry of Education & Culture 
Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi-

6. Shri Manmohan Singh Member 
Financial Advisor
Ministry of Education & Culture 
Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.

7. Dr. K. Venkatasubramanian Member 
Member, State Planing Board
Government of Tamil Nadu 
Ezhilagam, Madras.

8. Dr. A.V. Daniel Member 
Director
Pravara Nagar-41371'2 
Ahmed Nagar District 
Maharashtra.
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9. Shri J. Veera Raghavan 
Adviser (Education) 
Planning Commission 
Yojana. Biawan, New Delhi.

k, '

Member

10. Dr. C.B. Padmanabhan Special Invitee
Senior Tellow & Head of Education 
Finance Unit
National Institute of Educational 
Planning & Administration 
17-B, Sri Aurobindo Marg 
New Dell i.

11. Shri J.I.G. Tilak Special Invitee 
Fellow
National Institue of Educational 
Planning & Administration 
17-B, Sii Aurobindo Marg 
New Dell' i.

12. Prof. A. Dutta Special Invitee 
Indian Institute of Public
Administration
Indraprestha Estate, Ring Road 
New Delhi.

13- Shri J.C. Saxena Special Invitee
Deputy Advisor 
Planning Commission 
New Delhi.

14. Shri R.K. Bhandari Member-Secretary
Deputy Adviser (Education)
Planning Commission 
Yojana Briawan, New Delhi.

N U E P A  DC

D14454

Sv* .tional Systems Urtu,
N •! iial Institute of Educational 
■’i n in g  and  rn in i s t^ t io n  
I. - B . S r i A ..do Mar,; \.w|.vJW-11001« 
L>OC. No...................................
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